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DIRECT TESTIMONY 

 OF 

WAYNE D. GAMES 

VICE PRESIDENT – POWER GENERATION OPERATIONS 

Q. Please state your name, employer, and business address. 1 

A. Wayne D. Games, One Vectren Square, Evansville, Indiana 47708. 2 

Q. What position do you hold with Petitioner, Southern Indiana Gas and Electric 3 

Company d/b/a Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., a CenterPoint Energy 4 

Company (“Vectren South”) or “the Company”)? 5 

A. I am Vice President – Power Generation Operations. 6 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 7 

A. I received a Bachelor of Arts in Industrial Technology from Ohio Northern University in 8 

1980 and a Master of Arts in Management from Antioch University in 2002. 9 

Q. Please describe your professional experience. 10 

A. I have over 28 years of varied experience in the utility industry.  I started my career with 11 

The Dayton Power & Light Co. in 1991 where I held supervisory, manager, and regional 12 

manager titles on the energy delivery side of the business.  Upon joining the Company in 13 

2000, I served as Director of Construction and Service and Regional Manager in the Ohio 14 

service area.  In 2003, I moved to Evansville, Indiana and accepted responsibility as 15 

Director of Vectren South’s AB Brown generating station (“Brown”).  I was promoted to 16 

Vice President of Power Supply in April of 2011. 17 
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Q. What are your present duties and responsibilities as Vectren South’s Vice President 1 

of Power Generation Operations? 2 

A. I am responsible for the overall budgeting, operation, maintenance, and personnel 3 

decisions for the power generation fleet of Vectren South.  In addition, I have responsibility 4 

for ensuring the demand of Vectren South’s customers is met at the lowest reasonable 5 

cost through the production and purchase of electric energy, including fuel purchases, 6 

necessary to meet the needs of Vectren South’s jurisdictional customers.  I am responsible 7 

for completing these functions while ensuring compliance with the environmental 8 

requirements of all applicable regulatory or governmental agencies. 9 

Q. Have you previously testified before this Commission? 10 

A. Yes.  I have testified before this Commission in prior FAC proceedings under Cause No. 11 

38708, Vectren South’s Dense Pack filing in Cause No. 44067, in Cause No. 44446, and 12 

Cause No. 44909.  I have testified most recently in Vectren South’s generation filing, 13 

Cause No. 45052. 14 

Q. What relief is Vectren South seeking in this Cause? 15 

A. The Company seeks a certificate of public convenience and necessity (“CPCN”) pursuant 16 

to IC 8-1-8.4-7 in order to recover federally mandated costs associated with a proposed 17 

compliance project associated with the Brown ash pond and the federal Coal Combustion 18 

Residual (“CCR”) rule.  The Company also seeks accounting and ratemaking relief 19 

described in the direct testimony of Witnesses David M. Bowler and J. Cas Swiz. 20 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 21 

A. Vectren South is required to close the Brown Ash Pond as a result of the CCR rule. A 22 

closure by removal (“CBR Project”) that removes material from the Brown pond rather 23 
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than leaving it in place is the preferred compliance approach considering both cost and  1 

risk.  Vectren South has reached agreement with a cement manufacturer (the “Ash 2 

Reuser”), whereby as part of a CBR Project most of the ponded ash can be excavated 3 

and beneficially reused. As a result, a portion of the cost of the CBR Project will be 4 

recovered through payments Vectren South receives for the ponded ash it is able to 5 

provide to the Ash Reuser.  My testimony describes the Brown Ash Pond, the evaluation 6 

that took place that led to the selection of the CBR Project, the estimated cost of the CBR 7 

Project, and how that compliance cost compares to other pond closure options.  Finally, I 8 

sponsor two confidential agreements:  the agreement negotiated with the Ash Reuser to 9 

supply ash and the agreement with a firm to perform the Engineering, Procurement and 10 

Construction Management (EPCM) work on the CBR Project.  I also sponsor confidential 11 

summaries of key terms of each agreement and an Excel file which calculates the future 12 

cash flows from the various compliance options.   13 

Q. Are you sponsoring any attachments in this proceeding? 14 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring the following attachments in this proceeding: 15 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-1:  Ash Quality Specifications for Ash Reuser 16 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-2:  CBR Project Agreement with the Ash Reuser 17 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-3:  Ash Reuser Agreement Summary 18 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-4:  EPCM Agreement with AECOM 19 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-5:  Performance Cost Model Component Summary of 20 
Terms 21 

 Confidential Attachment WDG-6:  CBR Project Projected Cash Flow 22 

 23 

1.  Description of the Brown Ash Pond 24 

Q. Please describe the Brown Ash Pond. 25 
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A. The Brown Ash Pond was placed in service in 1979. An earthen dam (lower dam) was 1 

constructed across an existing valley to create a pond to hold process water for the plant 2 

as well as fly ash, bottom ash and some scrubber by-product. In 2005 another earthen 3 

dam (upper dam) was constructed across the middle of the pond on top of the existing 4 

ash to increase the storage capacity. This created upper and lower pools that make up 5 

the ash pond. The lower pool which is approximately 57 acres holds process water for the 6 

coal plant while the upper pool which is approximately 107 acres has continued to collect 7 

fly ash and bottom ash since 2005. The total pond size is approximately 164 acres and 8 

holds about 5.9 million cubic yards or 6.2 million tons of CCR material which consists 9 

primarily of fly ash together with small amounts of bottom ash and scrubber or Flue Gas 10 

Desulfurization (“FGD”) by-product (calcium sulfite).   11 

Q. Is the Brown Ash Pond still in use? 12 

A. Yes.  Since 2009 Vectren South has provided most of its dry fly ash to a manufacturer for 13 

beneficial reuse.  While Vectren South is not paid for the fly ash, it avoids the cost of 14 

disposal.  When weather or river levels prevent the transfer of ash to a barge, the fly ash 15 

is deposited in the Brown Ash Pond.  All bottom ash produced by the Brown plant is 16 

deposited in the Brown Ash Pond. 17 

Q. Was infrastructure constructed to enable the delivery of dry ash for beneficial 18 

reuse? 19 

A. Yes.  To effectuate the shipment of fly ash, Vectren South made modifications to the fly 20 

ash systems on its Brown and F.B. Culley (“Culley”) units as well as Warrick Unit 4. A 21 

large silo was built near the Ohio River at the Brown site and systems were installed to 22 

pneumatically convey ash to the silo for storage. Smaller silos were built at Culley and 23 

Warrick to temporarily store fly ash to be loaded on trucks and transported to Brown where 24 
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that ash is then transferred to the larger storage silo until enough has been collected to fill 1 

a barge. A tube conveyer and barge loadout system were constructed to transport the ash 2 

from the large storage silo to barges on the Ohio River.  3 

Q. Has the shipment of fly ash for reuse benefitted Vectren South and its customers? 4 

A. Yes.  In 2007, the Brown ash pond was nearing capacity creating the need to remove ash 5 

from the pond and haul it to another location for disposal. The Culley pond is much smaller 6 

(approximately 10 acres) and was already at the point where ash had to be periodically 7 

removed and hauled to a mine.  Vectren South incurred transportation and tipping fees for 8 

this disposal. Beneficial reuse of the ash avoided significant costs by extending the life of 9 

the Brown and Culley ash ponds, eliminated the expense of excavating ash and 10 

transporting to other locations for disposal, and provided a more environmentally friendly 11 

solution.   12 

Q. Has Vectren South been able to supply conforming fly ash for reuse? 13 

A. Yes.  Vectren South has used a consistent supply of local Indiana coal as well as operating 14 

practices and procedures which has resulted in fly ash meeting acceptable specifications. 15 

Testing is completed on site. To date, no ash shipment has ever been rejected. As a result, 16 

Vectren South has shipped over 1.4 million tons of fly ash for reuse.  17 

2.  CCR Regulation and Compliance Options for the Brown Ash Pond 18 

Q. Briefly describe the CCR regulations. 19 

A.  The CCR rule was finalized by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) 20 

in 2015. The rule was promulgated in the aftermath of a catastrophic dam failure at a large 21 

coal ash surface impoundment owned by The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) at its 22 

Kingston power plant. The rule establishes “triggers” that, if met, require closure of ash 23 

ponds or surface impoundments and implementation of corrective action to address the 24 
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potential release of CCR constituents in groundwater. The rule does allow the continued 1 

beneficial reuse of CCR material. Witness Angila M. Retherford provides a more detailed 2 

explanation of the CCR rule in her testimony.  3 

Q. Has Vectren South evaluated its options to comply with the CCR rule? 4 

A. Yes.  In 2015 Vectren South recognized the need to understand the requirements of the 5 

CCR rule and assembled an internal team consisting of Environmental Compliance, 6 

Procurement, and Operations employees to interview several engineering firms in the 7 

landfill sector to help interpret the rule and explore options for compliance. While Vectren 8 

South was internally exploring its options, the Company was approached by an entity 9 

interested in the reuse of the ash, which gave the Company another viable option to 10 

explore.  Vectren South then interviewed multiple experts in this area to help the Company 11 

evaluate its options and ultimately visited these candidate firms to better understand their 12 

knowledge, experience and capabilities.  13 

Q. What firm did Vectren South select to assist in its evaluation of compliance 14 

alternatives?  15 

A. The team selected AECOM.  AECOM is a multi-national engineering firm that provides 16 

design, consulting, construction and management services to a wide range of clients 17 

including the utility industry. AECOM has approximately 87,000 employees and is number 18 

164 on the 2018 Fortune 500 list.  19 

Q. What initial work did AECOM perform related to CCR Compliance? 20 

A. Because the CCR rule established seismic guidelines related to pond operations, AECOM 21 

initially performed work to ensure the dams on the active ponds at Brown and Culley 22 

passed structural stability and safety assessments, so the ponds could continue to accept 23 
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CCR material. AECOM also developed alternative plans for the potential closing of the 1 

Brown Ash Pond as well as the inactive west ash pond at Culley (“Culley West Pond”).  2 

This included the beneficial reuse option and the evaluation of specifications and volume 3 

information provided by the party that had first approached Vectren South. 4 

Q. Does the CCR rule require that the Brown ash pond be closed? 5 

A. Yes.  As explained in detail in witness Retherford’s testimony, the Brown Ash Pond has 6 

failed the CCR location restriction which requires ponded ash to be at least five (5) feet 7 

above the uppermost groundwater aquifer. In addition, recent groundwater sampling has 8 

demonstrated groundwater releases of lithium and molybdenum from the Brown Ash Pond 9 

at statistically significant levels. As a result, Vectren South must cease ash disposal by 10 

October of 2020 and must commence closure of the Brown Ash Pond within six months 11 

of cessation of disposal. 12 

Q. What are some of the challenges associated with closing the Brown Ash Pond? 13 

A. The Brown Ash Pond is an expansive ravine that was blocked off at one end with an 14 

earthen dam. Because it is not man-made the pond has an irregular shape and is up to 15 

70 feet deep in some areas. The ash material is very fine and has been saturated in water 16 

for many years. The pond continues to accept water from higher ground around the edges. 17 

Absent dewatering, the material is unstable and any weight or dynamic load placed on the 18 

ash material is unsafe.  19 

Q. What options did AECOM present for closing the Brown Ash Pond? 20 

A. While AECOM evaluated a number of subsets of alternatives, all alternatives come from 21 

two options. The goal of each option is to stop the continued exposure of ash to water.  22 

Groundwater monitoring at Brown has shown statistically significant levels of certain 23 
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constituents regulated under the rule in groundwater adjacent to the pond (one of the 1 

closure triggers under the rule).  The options are: 2 

1. Cap (or Close) in Place (“CIP”). This option requires dewatering of the pond, 3 

leaving the CCR material in place, constructing a synthetic membrane cap, 4 

installing a system to drain all surface water away from the cap, adding topsoil 5 

and establishing a vegetative cover. Thereafter, long-term groundwater 6 

monitoring and cap maintenance is required; or 7 

2. Closure by Removal (“CBR”). This option involves dewatering the pond and 8 

removing the CCR material for disposal or beneficial reuse. 9 

   10 

Q. Please comment generally on the relative cost and risk of these two compliance 11 

options. 12 

A. Focusing solely on upfront costs, the CIP approach would appear at first to be less 13 

expensive than a CBR approach.  However, there are multiple reasons to select the CBR 14 

compliance option.  First, as witness Retherford discusses, CIP is not currently a viable 15 

option.  The Indiana Department of Environmental Management (“IDEM”) has been 16 

unwilling to approve use of a CIP approach where significant amounts of ash remain in 17 

contact with groundwater.  Other states are moving to requiring CBR.  If Vectren South 18 

must remove ash from the groundwater under a CIP approach, the CIP approach is not a 19 

lower upfront cost.  Second, CBR removes the requirement for 30 years of groundwater 20 

monitoring, mitigates groundwater issues and eliminates the potential future requirement 21 

for CCR material to be excavated and placed in a lined landfill because of future 22 

regulations and/or more stringent groundwater standards and/or changes in 23 

interpretations of existing regulations or standards.  Unlike CBR, CIP (even if it were 24 

available) poses risk for future groundwater contamination and associated remediation 25 

obligation due to CCR material being left in the closed pond. 26 
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Q. Are there any advantages to a CBR Project that reuses the CCR material instead of 1 

placing it in a landfill?  2 

A. Yes.  Placing the CCR material in an on-site landfill requires the design and permitting of 3 

a new landfill (the current landfill at Brown is nearly out of space and would be insufficient 4 

for a CBR project) and the ongoing expense of monitoring and maintaining the landfill in 5 

future years.  If disposal at an off-site landfill is selected, the compliance costs escalate 6 

dramatically. If the majority or all the CCR material can be beneficially reused, the liability 7 

associated with the material is removed from the site, greatly increasing certainty and 8 

reducing risk to the Company and customers over time. 9 

3.  The Brown CBR Project 10 

 

Q. Has Vectren South been able to find a partner that can beneficially reuse the fly ash 11 

excavated from the Brown Pond as part of a CBR Project? 12 

A. Yes.  As I previously testified, while the Company was still conducting its internal initial 13 

evaluation, Vectren South was approached by a manufacturing company regarding 14 

supplying the Brown ponded ash to it for beneficial reuse.  The drivers of this opportunity 15 

are: (a) Location –  the Brown plant is located on the Ohio River where ash can be loaded 16 

on barges and shipped at a low cost; (b)  Brown Quality -- units have burned a consistent 17 

Illinois Basin seam 5 coal since the plant was opened in 1979 and therefore the ash 18 

variability is low and meets quality requirements for reuse; (c) Quantity – the Brown Pond 19 

contains over 6 million tons of CCR material and can produce enough ash volume to 20 

provide the feedstock to the manufacturer as a single source supplier for many years. A 21 

single source supplier simplifies the logistics and production processes for the 22 

manufacturer.  23 
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Q. Is Vectren South the only available option for procuring a long-term supply of 1 

ponded ash?  2 

A. No.  Due to CCR regulations there are several utilities that will be closing their ash ponds, 3 

either via CIP or CBR, and will be interested in beneficial reuse opportunities that would 4 

allow them to remove ash from their site and reduce future liability. Fortunately, the factors 5 

described above have facilitated the ability to negotiate and agree upon the CBR Project 6 

with a manufacturer that is willing to pay for the fly ash (the “Ash Reuser”). 7 

Q. What work was performed to determine whether the CBR Project including 8 

beneficial reuse was viable? 9 

A. Before negotiations could begin, Vectren South needed an evaluation of the quality and 10 

volume of usable ash material that was in the Brown ash pond. Fly ash, bottom ash and 11 

FGD by-product have been placed in the Brown Ash Pond since 1979.  Vectren South 12 

also needed to understand the cost estimates and risks associated with fly ash excavation.  13 

 To determine ash quality, Vectren South obtained core borings within the Brown Ash Pond 14 

that were evaluated at several depths to gain a representation of the quality of material in 15 

various locations throughout the pond. The borings were then analyzed to determine the 16 

quality characteristics of the material.  17 

 With respect to ash volume, AECOM digitally created a 3-D model by using historical U.S. 18 

geological surveys to establish the base of the pond and an aerial flyover using LIDAR1 19 

technology to map the contour of the surface. This along with historical coal burn 20 

                                                           
1 LIDAR is a surveying method commonly used to make high-resolution maps, with applications in geodesy, 

geomatics, archaeology, geography, geology, geomorphology, seismology, forestry, atmospheric physics, 
laser guidance, airborne laser swath mapping (ALSM), and laser altimetry. The technology measures 
distance to a target by illuminating the target with pulsed laser light and measuring the reflected pulses with 
a sensor. Differences in laser return times and wavelengths can then be used to make digital 3-D 

representations. 
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information was used to determine the approximate volume of ash in the pond.  1 

Q. What were the results of the analysis of volume and quality of ash in the Brown 2 

Pond? 3 

A. The Company determined that there is approximately 6.2 million tons of CCR material, 4 

primarily fly ash with some bottom ash and FGD by-product.  Both the Ash Reuser and 5 

AECOM analyzed the material characteristics and AECOM determined that approximately 6 

3.250 million metric tons can be excavated from the pond and should meet all quality 7 

specifications. 3-D geo-spatial mapping was used to develop a blending strategy and 8 

determine that an additional 1.430 million tons of CCR material had some characteristics 9 

that did not meet reuse specifications but could be blended to meet the quality 10 

specifications. Approximately 1.250 million tons of material contains a level of FGD by-11 

product that makes meeting quality specifications problematic.  The ash quality 12 

specifications that must be met are attached as Confidential Attachment WDG-1.  This 13 

analysis supported the opportunity to supply a significant volume of ash for reuse and 14 

achieve compliance with the CCR rule. 15 

Q. Based on this ash evaluation, did AECOM provide Vectren South with a CBR Project 16 

plan? 17 

A. Yes.  AECOM developed a dewatering and excavation plan, created a preliminary design 18 

for the conveyor and barge loading systems to transport wet ash from the pond to barges, 19 

and worked with suppliers and local contractors to establish a cost estimate for the CBR 20 

of the Brown Ash Pond.  Throughout this process AECOM employed an open book 21 

process by  sharing all bid responses and working with Vectren South’s project manager 22 

and team to review all cost estimates. Together AECOM and Vectren South worked with 23 

potential vendors to identify and implement design changes to reduce and finalize the cost 24 
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estimate.  1 

Q. Did Vectren South compare the CBR Project Plan cost estimate to other compliance 2 

alternatives? 3 

A. Yes.  Apart from the CBR Project evaluation, AECOM also developed compliance plans 4 

using both a CIP plan and a non-reuse CBR plan whereby ash was placed in a lined landfill 5 

and provided cost estimates for these options. To analyze the risk from a CIP project 6 

where Vectren South would later be required to remove the ash, AECOM also evaluated 7 

the cost of a CIP project coupled with a later removal option.  These plans relied upon the 8 

core samples of the ponded CCR material that established the estimate of the volume of 9 

ash material in the pond. As discussed further, this analysis supports the CBR Project as 10 

the best approach to achieve CCR compliance. 11 

4.  CBR Project Agreement 12 

Q. Have Vectren South and the Ash Reuser entered into an agreement to proceed with 13 

the CBR Project? 14 

A. Yes.  Negotiations resulted in an agreement that supports Vectren South’s excavation of 15 

the Brown Ash Pond and delivery of the ponded ash to the Ash Reuser.  The CBR Project 16 

results in closure through removal of the CCR material from the Brown Ash Pond. 17 

Q. Please describe the CBR Project Agreement. 18 

A. The CBR Project Agreement (the “Agreement”) is confidential and so I will describe the 19 

terms which can be described publicly.  Under the Agreement, Vectren South is 20 

responsible for supplying acceptable material (ash) and loading the material on a barge 21 

at the Brown loading facility on the Ohio River. The Ash Reuser accepts ownership once 22 

the material is on the barge. The Ash Reuser is responsible for scheduling barges and 23 
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transporting material to its manufacturing site.  The CBR Project Agreement with the Ash 1 

Reuser is attached as Confidential Attachment WDG-2. 2 

Q. Per the CBR Project Agreement, what constitutes acceptable material for reuse? 3 

A. Acceptable material is material that either meets or exceeds the Agreement quality 4 

specifications, or non-conforming material that is off-spec but is accepted by the Ash 5 

Reuser prior to loading on a barge for shipment. Vectren South is responsible for sampling 6 

and testing ash quality in an on-site laboratory. Vectren South will oversee the blending of 7 

the ash as necessary to meet specifications. The Ash Reuser has five days to reject any 8 

material that does not meet specifications.  9 

Q. What infrastructure investment will the Ash Reuser make to accept Brown Ponded 10 

ash material? 11 

A. Given the specified ash volume to be delivered to its plant, the Ash Reuser will need to 12 

make a significant investment of several million dollars in infrastructure at its 13 

manufacturing facility to off-load and store ash material that has been previously ponded 14 

at the Brown Ash Pond.  This is a cost to the Ash Reuser; Vectren South is not responsible 15 

for these costs. 16 

Q. What infrastructure investment will Vectren South make to move ash from the 17 

Brown Pond to barges on the Ohio River? 18 

A. Vectren South will be required to allow the ash to dewater to a moisture content level 19 

specified in the agreement. An above ground conveyer system will be required to move 20 

the ash approximately one mile to the existing tube conveyor and modifications will be 21 

made to the current dry handling barge loading system to allow for handling of the ash 22 

material. The estimated costs for infrastructure construction and dry ash handling 23 
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modifications is $47 million in 2018 dollars. AECOM has provided the estimate and as the 1 

EPCM entity will execute the construction project for that target price to Vectren South, to 2 

which the cost of obtaining permits, clearing trees, providing electrical feed, Vectren South 3 

overheads, and AFUDC must be added to arrive at the total estimate. 4 

Q. Will the Ash Reuser pay Vectren South for the Brown fly ash it accepts? 5 

A. Yes.  The anticipated payment stream is set forth in Confidential Attachment WDG-3, 6 

which is a confidential summary of some of the significant terms of the agreement. 7 

Q. Is the Ash Reuser required to take a minimum amount of acceptable ash material? 8 

A. Yes.  The agreement sets forth minimum amounts required to be taken each year.  These 9 

are also set forth in Confidential Attachment WDG-3.  This is intended to ensure timely 10 

removal of ash material from the Brown Ash Pond. 11 

Q. Will the Ash Reuser provide any financial protection to Vectren in case of a default? 12 

A. Yes.  The security provisions are also summarized in Confidential Attachment WDG-3.  13 

Q. How will Vectren South deal with the estimated 1.250 million tons of ponded 14 

material that may not be able to be blended to meet the Ash Reuser contract 15 

specifications or be accepted by the Ash Reuser? 16 

A. As witness Retherford explains, Vectren South is currently in discussions with IDEM to 17 

allow placement of CCR material in the current Brown landfill. If this option is approved 18 

and space is available, this will be the Company’s first option. If not approved and/or space 19 

is no longer available in the current landfill, the excavated CCR material will be placed in 20 

an area within the footprint of the pond that is a minimum of 5 feet above the uppermost 21 

aquifer, encapsulated and covered with an impermeable cap that prevents water 22 

infiltration at the Brown site.  23 
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5.  EPCM Agreement for CBR Project 1 

Q. Has Vectren entered into an agreement to excavate ash material and provide a clean 2 

close of the Brown Ash Pond? 3 

A. Yes.  Vectren and AECOM have entered into an EPCM agreement to effectuate the CBR 4 

Project. The EPCM agreement with AECOM is attached as Confidential Attachment WDG-5 

4.  The EPCM approach allows the contractor to pass actual project cost on to the owner 6 

with a predetermined profit margin.  Here, a fixed price alternative was not viable given 7 

the many uncertainties, including the volume and quality of ponded ash associated with 8 

this project and the annual volume of ash accepted by the Ash Reuser; however, AECOM 9 

has agreed to certain terms that mitigate project cost risk. 10 

Q. Please explain why AECOM was chosen for the CBR Project. 11 

A. Vectren South originally selected AECOM to perform the CCR compliance evaluation 12 

based on its impressive experience and expertise.  Based on that initial CCR compliance 13 

evaluation work, AECOM had already performed engineering and design work and 14 

developed cost estimates for the pond closure options. This work included preparation of 15 

dewatering and excavation plans, actual dewatering of portions of the pond to obtain ash 16 

samples and completion of price estimates for infrastructure, excavation and ash blending 17 

work.  Given Vectren South’s involvement in AECOM’s evaluation and the “open book” 18 

process employed by AECOM that had been previously described in my testimony, the 19 

Company was comfortable selecting AECOM for the EPCM contract.  20 

Q. Please summarize AECOM’s scope of work under the EPCM Agreement.  21 

A. To comply with the CCR regulations and complete a closure by removal of the Brown Ash 22 

Pond, there are three major components of the CBR Project: (a) building infrastructure to 23 
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transport and load ash material to barges on the Ohio River, (b) excavation and blending 1 

of the ash to acceptable specifications for reuse and (c) encapsulate non-conforming CCR 2 

material with an impermeable cap that meets EPA and IDEM requirements.  The following 3 

is a summary of the services that AECOM as the EPCM contractor will provide: 4 

1. Engineering and design 5 

2. Procurement 6 

3. Project management and controls 7 

4. Construction and construction management 8 

5. Technical support during construction and start-up 9 

6. Operator training 10 

7. Proper disposal of non-conforming material 11 

6.  Infrastructure to Transport Ash and Excavation and Blending of Ash Material 12 

Q. Please describe the infrastructure work in more detail. 13 

A. To support the CCR Project, equipment infrastructure will be designed, procured and 14 

installed by AECOM to convey excavated conforming material to the barge loading facility. 15 

The existing barge loading facility will be converted from its current use as a dry fly ash 16 

load-out to handle wet material that had been previously ponded. The infrastructure 17 

equipment will be turned over to Vectren South to own, operate, and maintain as AECOM 18 

excavates the ash pond by removing the ponded material and loading conforming material 19 

into the new conveying system. This will all be done for the price estimate that has been 20 

previously described in my testimony. 21 

Q. Please explain AECOM’s work related to the excavation and blending operation. 22 

A. AECOM will be responsible for excavation, decanting, drying, and screening, of CCR 23 

material in order to meet the specification prior to placing ash material into the hopper and 24 

new conveyor system to be conveyed to the barge loadout system. This process includes: 25 
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1. Excavate, dewater, decant, handle, condition, screen, stage, combine and 1 

manage the excavated CCR such that it meets the stated specifications prior to 2 

being loaded into the Ash Reclaim Hopper. 3 

2. Loading CCR Materials that achieve the specification (“conforming” or accepted 4 

material) into the Ash Reclaim Hopper to meet the material demand rates. 5 

3. Stockpile, identify/track and manage piled, excavated materials to allow for 6 

sampling and analysis to be performed. 7 

4. If material in a pile is deemed outside of the stated material specification (“non-8 

conforming” material) by sampling and analysis (performed by Vectren South) 9 

AECOM will combine material from one or multiple other piles, in coordination with 10 

Vectren South, in order to cause the combined pile to meet the specification or be 11 

accepted by the Ash Reuser. Combining of piles will be accomplished by loading 12 

the Ash Reclaim Hopper at a defined ratio with material from one or more identified 13 

piles such that the combined material on any given barge will meet the 14 

specification of accepted material on average or be close enough to be accepted 15 

by the Ash Reuser. 16 

Q. Does the EPCM Agreement with AECOM include negotiated terms designed to 17 

reduce Vectren South’s risk? 18 

A. Yes.  Vectren South and AECOM agreed to a Performance Cost Model with a Target Price 19 

that includes sharing in cost savings as well as protections for cost overruns. In this 20 

manner the EPCM Agreement is designed to incentivize AECOM as the EPCM contractor 21 

to minimize costs. 22 

Q. Has Vectren South used a Performance Cost Model with a Target Price in the past?  23 

A. Yes.  Vectren South has used this model several times with success on large power plant 24 

projects where scope is difficult to define. AECOM and Vectren South previously used this 25 

model for a Brown dam stabilization project and shared the savings when the project came 26 

in below the target price.  27 

Q. Please provide an explanation of how the EPCM Agreement terms will shield 28 

Vectren South from CBR Project cost risk. 29 

A. Vectren South has entered into an EPCM Agreement with AECOM to engineer, procure, 30 

manage the construction of the assets and the work necessary to excavate and blend the 31 
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ponded ash from the Brown ash pond.  Vectren South will reimburse AECOM for the cost 1 

of the work plus a set EPCM Contractor Fee, subject to the cost parameters agreed upon 2 

as part of the Performance Cost Model. 3 

 From Vectren South’s perspective, the Performance Cost Model provides the following 4 

benefits: 5 

 Avoids large contingencies associated with a fixed price. 6 

o There are enough uncertainties regarding the current ash pond quality and 7 

quantity of ash material, efforts required to excavate and blend to the Ash 8 

Reuser’s acceptance, length of the project due to uncertainties regarding 9 

the volume of ash accepted annually and final costs to dispose of non-10 

conforming material that a fixed price would have included large amounts 11 

of contingency.  12 

 The model provides AECOM an incentive to blend as much ash as possible for 13 

shipment to the Ash Reuser. 14 

o Maximizes the revenue received from the Ash Reuser 15 

o Minimizes the amount of non-conforming ash to be encapsulated.  16 

 The model provides AECOM incentive to find and offer cost reduction 17 

opportunities that can provide shared savings to Vectren South. 18 

 The model provides AECOM incentive to control cost so they do not forfeit fees or 19 

margin.   20 

Q. You have previously provided the cost of the infrastructure under the EPCM 21 

Agreement.  What are the costs for excavation and blending? 22 

A. The components of the Performance Cost Model for the infrastructure and excavation and 23 

blending portion of the project build up to a target price and include a cost of work estimate, 24 

contractor’s fee, and contingency.  The details of these components are set forth in a 25 

Confidential Summary of Terms, which is included in Confidential Attachment WDG-5. 26 

Q. Please provide a summary of the estimated inflated cost of the project to include 27 

capital, and operations and maintenance (“O&M”) costs. 28 

A. Table 1 provides the estimated total capital and O&M costs.  These represent the federally 29 
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mandated costs totaling $164,539,000.  Vectren South will receive a stream of payments 1 

from the Ash Reuser that will allow the Company to recover a portion of that total cost 2 

from a source other than customer rates. Refer to Confidential Attachment WDG-6 for the 3 

projected cash flow that makes up this estimate. 4 

  5 
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Table 1: Estimated Non-Inflated and Inflated Federally Mandated Costs of 1 

the Brown CBR for Beneficial Re-use Project Before and After Receiving 2 

Payments   3 

100% CbR with Recycling and Infrastructure   Total 

O&M Responsible Party   

O&M - Engineering and CM AECOM  $        10,252,000  

O&M - Excavation AECOM  $        47,364,000  

O&M  - Infrastructure  O&M, Barge Loading, Lab Work, Research & Planning Vectren  $        19,150,644  

Non-Inflated O&M Costs    $        76,767,160  

Inflated O&M Costs    $        89,835,000  

      

Capital Responsible Party   

Capital - Engineering and CM AECOM  $          8,037,620  

Capital - Procurement AECOM  $        17,109,444  

Capital - Infrastructure Construction AECOM  $        21,804,120  

Capital - Encapsulate and cap non-conforming material  (Performance Reserve) AECOM  $        10,000,000  

Capital - Tree Clearance, Permitting, Electrical Feeds, Real-Time Analyzer Vectren  $          6,179,071  

A&G Overhead Vectren  $             620,262  

AFUDC Debt/Equity Vectren  $          5,799,764  

Non-Inflated Capital Costs    $        69,550,281  

Inflated Cost Capital Costs    $        74,704,000  

Non-Inflated Total Federally Mandated Costs    $     146,317,441  

Inflated Total Federally Mandated Costs    $     164,539,000  

   
Ash Payments Responsible Party   

Tons of Ash Shipped                4,950,000  

Ash Payments Ash Reuser  $        22,725,000  

Inflated Net Cost     $     141,814,000  
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  1 

 2 

Q. Does this cost match the estimate in the AECOM report? 3 

A. No.  The AECOM report issued on January 23, 2018 used 2017 dollars and was completed 4 

over a year prior to both finalizing the agreement with the Ash Reuser and final contract 5 

negotiations between AECOM and Vectren South in March of 2019.  The cost estimates 6 

in the original evaluation were to inform the Company’s decision-making process.  Having 7 

selected CBR with beneficial reuse as the preferred approach, those estimates have been 8 

further refined. There were several process improvement and cost reductions made during 9 

this period that reduced the AECOM portion of the work from the estimate in Table 1-1 on 10 

page 9 of the AECOM study (Confidential Attachment JDM-1 to Witness Mokotoff’s 11 

testimony) to the final Target Price agreed to between AECOM and Vectren South.  12 

Examples include: 13 

o Vectren accepted responsibility for operation and maintenance of the system once 14 

construction was complete and system proven. 15 

o It was determined through excavating some of the ash and setting aside to dry that 16 

a building was not required to dry the ash to the acceptable moisture content. 17 

o Through testing it was determined that the Ash Reuser could not accept dry ash 18 

that was mixed with the ponded ash eliminating the need for certain equipment.  19 

o The original scope required two foot of soil to be removed from below the ash 20 

pond.  After consulting with Vectren South’s Environmental Department and 21 

reviewing the environmental rule it was determined this step may not be necessary 22 

to achieve clean closure.  Therefore, the cost was removed from the Target Price. 23 

o Bidders questions and concerns were answered, and clarifications were made 24 

regarding the construction packages and they were rebid. 25 

o Additional work was done regarding the feasibility to blend ash to meet the Ash 26 

Reuser’s needs resulting in less projected non-conforming material. 27 

o Through negotiations the AECOM fee was reduced and dollars set aside for 28 

contingency within the Target Price were reduced. 29 

o Performance Reserve added to place risk associated with the volume and proper 30 

disposal of non-conforming material onto the EPCM contractor. 31 

Q. Have you assumed any escalation rate in your cost estimate? 32 
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A. Yes.  Vectren South has assumed a 2.1% annual escalation rate. 1 

Q. Is there contingency in the cost estimate? 2 

A. Yes. There is a general contingency in the cost estimate of approximately 6.5% of the 3 

Target Price. This will be used for unplanned work resulting in change orders associated 4 

with engineering, procurement of material and equipment, construction and project 5 

management.  The contingency amount is in 2018 dollars and subject to change based 6 

on inflation indexes.   7 

Q. Do you expect any change orders associated with the project? 8 

A. Vectren South has worked to develop a work scope that should limit change orders. Due 9 

to uncertainties regarding the quantity of ash material that will be accepted by the Ash 10 

Reuser and future tariffs there is always the risk of change orders. These must be 11 

reviewed and approved by Vectren South prior to any final decisions being made. Any 12 

future change orders can reduce or increase the final cost of the project. 13 

Q. Is there a shared savings opportunity associated with the infrastructure and 14 

excavation and blending work agreed to in the Performance Cost Model. 15 

A. Yes.  This is described in Confidential Attachment WDG-5. 16 

Q. Please explain how the Performance Cost Model places risk on the EPCM 17 

contractor. 18 

A. While AECOM has an opportunity to benefit from reduced project costs, the Performance 19 

Cost Model also provides a cap on cost overruns, thereby mitigating risk of cost overruns.  20 

This cap is explained in Confidential Attachment WDG-5.   21 
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Q. Table 1 reflects that Vectren South will incur over $6 million of capital expense for 1 

permits, tree clearing, electrical feeds, and real time analyzers and over $6 million 2 

for Administrative and General (A&G) overheads and Allowance for Funds Used 3 

During Construction (AFUDC). Please provide further details related to these costs. 4 

A. Vectren South has determined that the Company has the knowledge and experience to 5 

take responsibility for obtaining environmental and construction permits, contracting and 6 

managing the clearing of a route for the construction of the conveyor system between the 7 

ash pond and the current tube conveyor located near the barge loading system, working 8 

with vendors to determine spare parts inventory needs, providing electric service 9 

necessary to operate equipment, and the purchase and installation of real time analyzing 10 

equipment so the operator receives feedback on key ash constituents while loading 11 

barges and can make adjustments by providing ash from different locations.  AECOM has 12 

agreed to assist with acquiring permits if necessary. In addition, as with any capital project, 13 

Administrative and General (A&G) Overhead and Allowance for Funds Used During 14 

Construction (AFUDC) are included in the estimate. Witness Bowler will address the basis 15 

for the A&G overheads and AFUDC accounting in more detail.  16 

Q. Table 1 reflects that Vectren South will incur approximately $19 million of O&M cost 17 

associated with research and planning, operation and maintenance of the transfer 18 

and loading system, collecting and analyzing ash samples and loading barges. 19 

Please provide further details related to these costs. 20 

A. This O&M estimate includes certain project research and development work to explore all 21 

options and develop the final solution for the Brown ash pond. Specifically, Vectren South 22 

has devoted significant effort to obtain cost estimates for potential options and 23 

development of the final project plan. Costs incurred include consulting services, 24 

engineering and design of infrastructure and barge loadout, developing a plan for 25 
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dewatering the ash pond to collect and analyze ash boring samples to obtain a 1 

representation of all ash in the pond, mapping and surveying of the pond and appropriate 2 

route to the Ohio River, ash reclaim study, groundwater sampling and testing, creating bid 3 

scopes and distributing Request for Proposal (RFP) bid packages, excavating and drying 4 

ash, shipping ash to the Ash Reuser for test burns at their facility, environmental tests, 5 

legal fees, contract negotiations, internal labor and associated overheads, and electrical 6 

service requirements. 7 

 The approximate $19 million also includes future work associated with the CBR and 8 

recycle solution which Vectren South has the experience to manage and complete without 9 

paying an incremental fee to an EPCM contractor. Future work includes: 10 

 Managing the contracting of the operation and maintenance of the ash transfer 11 

system. 12 

 Collecting ash samples and performing ash analysis. Vectren South has ash 13 

sampling equipment and an on-site laboratory that is used by a contract firm to 14 

perform ash analysis today.  15 

 Managing the contractor loading ash on barges. Vectren South contracts with a 16 

barge loading company today and has the opportunity to subcontract barge loading 17 

through the Ash Reuser who has offered to provide its contract pricing to Vectren 18 

South. 19 

 20 

7.  Disposal of Non-Conforming Material (Performance Reserve) 21 

Q. Your summary of the total cost previously included “Performance Reserve.”  Please 22 

describe the Performance Reserve.  23 

A. As part of the overall Performance Cost Model discussed above, this is the cost for final 24 

disposal of non-conforming material (material that does not meet contractual 25 

specifications) at the end of the project.  Per the EPCM Agreement these costs are 26 

captured in a “Performance Reserve”, a definition of which is set forth in Confidential 27 

Attachment WDG-5. 28 
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 This reserve sets aside an established dollar amount to be utilized to dispose of ash and 1 

other material from the Brown ash pond that does not meet specifications.  Disposal will 2 

be completed in a manner that complies with IDEM regulations.   3 

Q. Please explain AECOM’s work related to the disposal of non-conforming ash 4 

material. 5 

A. As discussed earlier, material which has been previously ponded that does not meet the 6 

Ash Reuser’s specifications shall be disposed of in the current Brown landfill or placed 7 

within the footprint of the existing pond at a minimum of five feet from the uppermost 8 

aquifer, encapsulated and covered with an impermeable cap at the Brown site to prevent 9 

water infiltration. The material will be consolidated and capped in place per CCR 10 

requirements. Ultimately, this area will be designed, as needed, for the final amount of 11 

material Vectren South cannot ship for reuse.  12 

Q. Please describe what occurs with any Performance Reserve cost savings. 13 

A. To the extent the cost to dispose of non-conforming material is under the reserve amount, 14 

AECOM retains 100% of such Performance Reserve savings. 15 

Q. Please describe what occurs if the cost to dispose of non-conforming material 16 

exceeds the established Performance Reserve. 17 

A. If the cost of disposing non-conforming material exceeds the established dollar amount, 18 

AECOM will exhaust any unused contingency to complete the work.  After that, the cost 19 

is shared between Vectren South and AECOM as explained in Confidential Attachment 20 

WDG-5.   21 

Q. Please explain how the Performance Reserve portion of the Performance Cost 22 

Model was determined. 23 
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A. Based on the evaluation of the Brown Pond Ash, AECOM is holding a Performance 1 

Reserve to dispose of an estimated 1.4 million tons of non-conforming material.  2 

 The agreement provides AECOM an incentive to maximize the volume of ash blended to 3 

acceptable levels to reduce the quantity and therefore the cost for disposing of non-4 

conforming material at the end of the project.  5 

8.  CBR Project Cost Estimate Compared to Other Compliance Options 6 

Q. How does the estimated cost of the CBR Project compare to the CIP option? 7 

A. I will preface my answer by admonishing that the CIP “option” is really not an option.  The 8 

cost estimate for CIP assumes that ash would be left in contact with groundwater.  As 9 

witness Retherford testifies, IDEM has been unwilling to permit such an approach.  10 

Assuming CIP is truly an option, the total inflated CBR federally mandated cost is 11 

$164,539,000, compared to a total inflated CIP cost of $137.5 million.  When Vectren 12 

South recognizes that a portion of that cost will not be recovered through rates but will 13 

instead be recovered through the payments from the Ash Reuser, the CIP “option” cost of 14 

$137.5 million compares very differently to the Total Inflated Net Cost shown on Table 1.  15 

It is important to also note that the CIP option has the future risks that were discussed 16 

earlier in testimony and further expanded on in witness Retherford’ s testimony. Table 2 17 

shows a breakout of the estimated capital and O&M for the CIP option.  Confidential 18 

Attachment WDG-6 has the cash flow that makes up the inflated cost estimate of the CIP 19 

option. 20 

  21 
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Table 2: Non-Inflated and Inflated Close in Place (CIP) Cost Estimate    1 

  2 

Q. How does the estimated cost for the CBR and shipping ash material to the Ash 3 

Reuser compare to the CBR and placing all ash material in an on-site lined landfill 4 

(“CBR and Landfill option”)? 5 

A. The inflated cost of $164.539 million CBR (before the Ash Reuser payment recovery) 6 

compares to the inflated cost of over $325.2 million for the CBR and Landfill option. The 7 

CBR and Landfill option has monitoring and maintenance expense that were discussed 8 

earlier in my testimony and are further expanded on in witness Retherford’s testimony. 9 

Table 3 shows a breakout of the estimated capital and O&M for the CBR and Landfill 10 

option. Attachment WDG-6 has the cash flow that makes up the inflated cost of the CBR 11 

and Landfill option. 12 

  Table 3: Non-Inflated and Inflated Closure by Removal and Landfill Cost Estimate 13 

Close in Place with Synthetic Cover System Total

O&M Estimate

O&M - Pond Closure  $          5,400,544 

O&M - Pond Post Closure Maintenance  $          4,200,000 

O&M - Groundwater Monitoring  $          2,625,000 

O&M - Groundwater Corrective Action  $        32,500,000 

Non-Inflated O&M Unit Costs  $        44,725,544 

Capital Estimate

Capital - Pond Closure  $        42,930,000 
Capital - Pond Closure Project Management  $          1,621,000 

Capital - Pond Closure Construction Management  $          2,955,000 
Electric Feed, Permits, Disposal  $          2,034,071 

A&G Overhead  $             480,930 
AFUDC Debt/Equity  $          9,500,309 

Non-Inflated Total Capital Costs  $        59,521,310 

Non-Inflated Total Project Costs  $      104,246,854 

Inflated Total Project Cost  $      137,509,000 
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 1 

 2 

Q. Did you consider a CBR option with trucking ash to a local landfill or coal mine for 3 

disposal? 4 

A. Yes.  Given trucking cost and tipping fees, it is cost prohibitive to transport the ash to local 5 

landfill or coal mine. There is also risk that regulations could be enacted to increase 6 

disposal costs or prevent local landfills or coal mines from accepting CCR by-products.  7 

9.  Project Schedule 8 

Q. Please provide a project schedule. 9 

A. Appendix C to Attachment WDG-4 is an estimated infrastructure  installation schedule and 10 

an estimated Excavation and Clean Close schedule including removal of ash material and 11 

the proper disposal of any non-conforming material.  It is important to note that the 12 

schedule is driven by the annual volume of ash accepted by the Ash Reuser.   13 

Onsite Landfill Disposal Total

O&M - Power  $          1,443,000 
O&M - Labor  $        26,754,000 

O&M - Chemicals  $          2,340,000 
O&M - Maintenance  $          4,680,000 

O&M - Groundwater  $          3,350,000 

Total O&M Unit Costs  $        43,917,544 

Total O&M Unit Costs (Inflated)  $        69,893,985 

Capital - Engineering  $          2,036,800 
Capital - Procurement  $          6,600,000 

Capital - Landfill Construction  $      127,869,000 

Capital - Tree Clearance, Permitting, Electrical Feeds  $          3,684,071 

A&G Overhead  $          1,390,858 
AFUDC Debt/Equity  $        71,215,328 

Total Capital Costs  $      212,796,057 

Total Capital Costs (Inflated)  $      255,245,503 

Total Project Costs (No inflation)  $      256,713,601 

Total Project Inflated Cost 325,139,488$      

NPV Total Project 225,526,351$      
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10.  Brown Site Compliance 1 

Q. Apart from complying with Federal law, is it beneficial for Vectren South to make 2 

the Brown site compliant? 3 

A. Yes.  Vectren South will not know until the completion of its next integrated resource plan 4 

whether the preferred portfolios will include continued use of coal, or refueling, or perhaps 5 

replacement generation at Brown.  But the Company does know the Brown site is valuable 6 

under multiple scenarios.  The site has excellent access to electric transmission, rail and 7 

barge deliveries, and has other useful infrastructure.  Preserving this site as a potential 8 

location for continued or future generation resources is important.  On system generation 9 

supports local system voltage requirements and avoids grid congestion.  It would be 10 

difficult to locate new resources at a site that was in a state of non-compliance with federal 11 

law.  The Brown site has multiple advantages for siting generation and should be 12 

considered a useful site to maintain for future generation. 13 

11.  Conclusion 14 

Q. Please summarize the benefits of the CBR Project. 15 

A. The Brown pond presents unique closure challenges given its size and irregular footprint.  16 

The CBR Project removes a substantial amount of CCR material from the Brown pond.  17 

This is the best closure approach because: 18 

1. IDEM has been unwilling to approve a CIP project that permits continued contact 19 

of significant amounts of ash with groundwater.  20 

2. A significant quantity of the ash in the Brown Ash Pond is currently exposed to 21 

groundwater and statistically significant levels of molybdenum and lithium over the 22 

groundwater limits that have been detected at the pond. If a CIP strategy were 23 

employed, it would require monitoring and expense associated with treatment of 24 

groundwater for several years. 25 
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3. If a CIP strategy were employed, changing regulatory requirements could require 1 

removal of ash to be placed in a lined landfill to prevent both horizontal and vertical 2 

groundwater infiltration. Some states are already requiring CBR. 3 

4. The CBR Project removes the risk of civil lawsuits associated with groundwater 4 

impacts. 5 

5. Vectren South has negotiated receipt of payments for conforming or accepted ash 6 

material which makes the project cost competitive against a CIP. 7 

 8 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 9 

A. Yes, at this time.  10 
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5. Performance Guarantees. No Performance Guarantees are offered with the Project.

6. Warranty Period.  As used in this Agreement, “Warranty Period” shall be the 1-year period
following Substantial Completion of the Scope of Work of the Project that is substantially complete. For

example, there will be a 1-year Warranty Period for the Capital Infrastructure Upgrades when this portion

of the project reaches Substantial Completion. There will be a separate 1-year Warranty Period for the
Pond Closure when this portion of the project Scope of Work reaches Substantial Completion.

7. Notices.  All notices permitted or required under this Agreement shall be deemed given if hand

delivered, sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, sent by Federal Express or another recognized
overnight delivery service, or sent by facsimile (with transmission confirmed) and confirmed by first class

mail, to the addresses listed below or the subsequent addresses of which the Parties give each other

notice:

To Owner:

SOUTHERN INDIANA GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY d/b/a VECTREN
POWER SUPPLY, INC.

211 NW Riverside Drive

Evansville, Indiana 47708

Attention:  Travis Peay

With Copy to: Vectren Corporation

Attention: Vice President & General Counsel
211 NW Riverside Drive

Evansville, Indiana 47708

To EPCM-Contractor: AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

Attention: Carl Richardson

9400 Amberglen Blvd.
Austin, TX 78729

With a copy to: AECOM Technical Services, Inc.
Attention: Legal Department

9400 Amberglen Blvd.

Austin, TX 78729

Claims-related notices shall be copied to:

AMER-DCSProjectClaimNotices@aecom.com

EXECUTION PAGE TO FOLLOW
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EXHIBIT A

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS

The following capitalized words and phrases used in the Agreement shall have the following meanings

unless otherwise noted:

“Affiliates” shall mean with respect to either Party, any person or entity that directly or indirectly through

one or more intermediaries controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such Party.

“Agreement” or “Contract” shall mean the Agreement to which these Standard Terms and Conditions are

attached, all Exhibits, Amendments, and Change Orders to the Agreement and all documents incorporated
by reference in the Agreement.

“Amendment” shall mean a revision to or modification of the Agreement, including cost, which shall be in

writing and shall be executed and delivered by Owner and EPCM-Contractor.

“Business Day” shall mean every Day other than Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday recognized by the
United States Government.

“Change in Laws” shall mean (a) any binding adoption, promulgation, issuance, modification or change in

administrative or judicial interpretation of Laws after the Effective Date (excluding any other Laws relating
to Taxes or to the organization, existence, good standing, qualification, or licensing of EPCM-Contractor or

its Subcontractors in any jurisdiction) or (b) the imposition of any material condition or requirement (except

for any conditions or requirements which result from the acts or omissions of EPCM-Contractor or any
Subcontractor) not required as of the Effective Date affecting the issuance, renewal or extension of any

Government Approval (excluding any Government Approval relating to the organization, existence, good

standing, qualification, or licensing of EPCM-Contractor or its Subcontractors in any jurisdiction), and in

each case (a) and (b) above, renders a Party unable, as demonstrated by credible evidence, to perform its
respective obligations under this Agreement (excluding payment obligations) or materially increases EPCM-

Contractor’s cost to perform its obligations.

 “Confidential Information” shall mean, with respect to any Party, all written, verbal, electronic and other
information and documents such Party provides or makes available to the other Party relating in any way to

this Agreement which are marked as being “Proprietary” of “Confidential” to such Party at the time of

disclosure, or for verbal information reduced to a writing and marked or designated as being “Proprietary”
or “Confidential” to a such Party within seven (7) Days after such verbal disclosure.  “Confidential

Information” shall not include any information that: (a) was already known to the other Party at the time it

was disclosed by such Party; (b) was available to the public at the time it was disclosed by such Party; (c)

becomes available to the public after being disclosed by such Party through no wrongful act of, or breach of
this Agreement by, the other Party; (d) is received by the other Party without restriction as to use or

disclosure from a third party;  (e) is independently developed by the other Party without benefit of any

disclosure of information by such Party; or (f) is required to be disclosed by subpoena or other legal
requirement, provided the disclosing Party shall provide the other Party with notice and a reasonable

opportunity to prevent disclosure.
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“Day” shall mean a calendar day, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.

“Documentation” shall mean all materials in printed or electronic format that are to be delivered by EPCM-
Contractor to Owner under this Agreement, including all design documents, specifications, schedules,

drawings, procedures, instructions, and training materials.

“Environmental Law” shall mean any and all permits and applicable codes, laws, rules, and regulations

relating to actual or potential effect on: human health, safety, or the environment; the disposal of materials;

the discharge or release of chemicals, gases, or other substances or materials into the environment; or the
presence of such materials, chemicals, gases, or other substances, including but not limited to Coal

Combustion Residuals (“CCR”) Regulations and/or Effluent Limitation Guidelines (“ELG”).

“Equipment” shall mean all of the equipment, parts, machinery, apparatus, and appliances that EPCM-
Contractor is required to furnish under the Agreement.  "Equipment" includes those items that EPCM-

Contractor furnishes through a Subcontractor.

“Excusable Delays” shall mean if EPCM-Contractor’s commencement or performance of the Work is in

whole or part delayed, disrupted or suspended for reasons beyond EPCM-Contractor’s control and without
EPCM-Contractor’s fault or negligence.

“Final Completion” shall be deemed to have occurred upon the satisfaction of all of the following

conditions:

1. The performance of the Work shall be one hundred percent (100%) complete in accordance
with the terms of this Agreement (including completion of all Punch List items);

2. Substantial Completion shall have been achieved;

3. EPCM-Contractor shall have delivered to Owner all Documentation required pursuant to
Exhibit B of this Agreement;

4. There shall exist no uncured Event of Default.

 “Force Majeure” shall mean:

(a)  acts of God, war, riots, blockade, insurrection, rebellion, floods, hurricanes, tornadoes,
earthquakes, lightning, fire, and other natural calamities;

(b)   acts or inaction of any Government Authority;

(c)  explosions or fires arising from lightning or other natural causes unrelated to acts or
omissions of the Party;

(d)   Change in Law;

(e) terrorism (foreign and domestic);
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(f) unavoidable accidents or circumstances;

(g) unusual delay in transportation;

(h) unavailability of fuel, power, and/or raw materials;

(i) market-wide, industry-wide, or regional increases in the cost of any Materials, consumable

or other elements used in the Work and/or Equipment;

(j) national or regional labor disputes (including walk-outs, work stoppages or strikes);

(k)    any event that is beyond the reasonable control of a Party and is not reasonably foreseeable;
and

(l) delays in obtaining goods, materials or services caused by the occurrence of any of the
events  described in the immediately preceding subparts (a) through (k).

Such acts, events or conditions listed in (a) through (l) above shall only be deemed a Force Majeure to the
extent they:  (i) are beyond the reasonable control of the Party, (ii) are not the result of the willful

misconduct or negligent act or omission of such Party (or any Person over whom that Party has control), (iii)

are not an act, event or condition, the risk or consequence of which such Party has expressly assumed under
the Agreement, and (iv) cannot be cured, remedied, avoided, offset, or otherwise overcome by the prompt

exercise of reasonable diligence by the Party (or any Person over whom that Party has control).

“Good Utility Practice” means those practices, methods, equipment, specifications and standards of safety
and performance, as the same may change from time to time, as are commonly used in projects of similar

scope and complexity, which in the exercise of reasonable judgment and in light of the facts known at the

time of the decision being made are considered good, safe and prudent practices in connection with the

operation and maintenance of facilities similar to Owner’s facility with commensurate standards of safety,
performance, dependability, efficiency and economy, and as are in accordance with generally accepted

standards of professional care, skill, diligence, and competence applicable to operation, maintenance and

construction practices of electric utilities in the geographic region where the Site  is located.

“Government Authority” shall mean any federal, state, city, county, local, municipal or foreign

government, authority or body, including any department, agency, subdivision, court or other tribunal of any

of the foregoing.

“Government Approvals” means all permits, licenses, authorizations, consents, decrees, waivers,

privileges and approvals from and filings with any Government Authority required for, or material to, the

engineering, fabrication or delivery of the Equipment or the performance of the Work in accordance with

the Agreement.

 “Laws” shall mean all statutes, laws, codes, ordinances, orders, judgments, decrees, injunctions, licenses,

rules, permits, approvals, agreements, and regulations, including all applicable codes, standards, rules and

regulations of any Government Authority, including the State, in effect as of the Effective Date provided the

terms of such order, judgment, permit, license or authorization are disclosed to EPCM-Contractor.
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“Material” shall mean all materials, components, hardware, software, systems, Documentation, goods,
tools, supplies and other personal property that EPCM-Contractor is required to furnish under the

Agreement.   "Material" includes all of those items that EPCM-Contractor furnishes through a

Subcontractor.

“Mechanical Completion” shall be deemed to have occurred upon the satisfaction of the following

conditions:

1. The Work related to the conveyor and barge loading system is complete and the module is ready

for startup and commissioning.

2. The mechanical Equipment for the Project has been installed with the required connections,

checked for alignment, lubrication and rotation.

3. All electrical systems required for the operation of the Project have been checked and are ready

for operation.

4. All electrical continuity and ground fault tests and all mechanical tests and calibrations have

been completed.

5. All instrumentation required for the safe and proper operation of the Project has been calibrated

in accordance with manufacturers’ standards and guidelines and where possible loop checked;

and all control valves have been stroked and all control loops have been tested from the field

device to the remote or local controllers.

6. Punch List work need not be completed to achieve Mechanical Completion.

“Outage” shall mean with respect to the generating station contemplated in this Agreement, the period of
time when the generating station is off-line and made available by Owner for completion by EPCM-

Contractor of the Work.

“Person” or “Persons” means any individual, company, joint venture, corporation, partnership,
association, joint stock company, limited liability company, trust, estate, unincorporated organization,

Governmental Authority or other entity having legal capacity.

“Prudent Industry Practice” means those practices, methods, equipment, specifications and standards of
safety and performance, as the same may change from time to time, as are commonly used in projects of

similar scope and complexity, which in the exercise of reasonable judgment and in light of the facts known

at the time of the decision being made are considered good, safe and prudent practices in connection with

the operation and maintenance of facilities similar to Owner’s facility with commensurate standards of
safety, performance, dependability, efficiency and economy, and as are in accordance with generally

accepted standards of professional care, skill, diligence, and competence applicable to operation,

maintenance and construction practices in the United States.

“Punch List” means a written list prepared by EPCM-Contractor and Owner setting forth non-safety items
that should not impact the performance (including availability, output or heat rate, operability, safety or

mechanical or electrical integrity) of the Project or compliance with Laws, including permits, and which

remain to be performed to complete the Project.

“Schedule” shall mean the schedule of key dates for delivery of the Equipment and performance of the
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Work as set forth in Exhibit C.

“Services” shall mean the performance by EPCM-Contractor of professional services, including engineering
and design services.  Services shall be performed in accordance with the Standard of Care.

“Site” shall mean the physical location at which EPCM-Contractor shall deliver the Equipment and perform

the Work.

“Standard of Care” shall mean the standard of care for all Services performed or furnished by EPCM-
Contractor under this Agreement and will be the care and skill ordinarily used by members of the

engineering and design professions who are practicing under similar conditions at the same time and in the

same locality.

“State” shall mean the State of Indiana, including all of its administrative, taxing, contracting, regulatory

and other agencies, authorities and offices.

“Subcontractor” shall mean a Person who has a direct or indirect contract with EPCM-Contractor or
another Subcontractor of any tier to perform any of the Work or to furnish any Material to EPCM-

Contractor, at the Site or elsewhere.

“Substantial Completion”   shall be deemed to have occurred upon the satisfaction of the following
conditions:

1. Mechanical Completion has been achieved;

2. EPCM-Contractor has completed all of the Work required under this Agreement, excluding

any remaining items set forth in the Punch List; and

3. The Equipment has been turned over to Owner for Operation.

“Taxes” shall mean all present and future license, documentation, recording and registration fees, all taxes

(including income, gross receipts, unincorporated business income, payroll, use, personal property (tangible

and intangible), real estate, excise and stamp taxes), levies, imports, duties, assessments, fees, charges and
withholdings of any nature whatsoever, and all penalties, fines, additions to tax, and interest imposed by any

Government Authority.   Taxes shall also include Sales and Use Taxes and all present and future customs,

duties or levies or other import or export fees, including but not limited to any charges imposed by North
American Free Trade Association (NAFTA).

“Work” shall mean all labor, Services, Material, Equipment, tools, vehicles, transportation, storage, design,

engineering, procurement, testing, training, construction and other things and actions necessary to design

and construct the Project in accordance with this Agreement.  "Work" includes all work EPCM-Contractor
performs through a Subcontractor.

2.    GENERAL PROVISIONS

2.1    Independent EPCM-Contractor.  EPCM-Contractor shall perform and execute the
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provisions of the Agreement.  EPCM-Contractor is an independent contractor and all of its agents and

employees shall be subject solely to the control, supervision, and authority of EPCM-Contractor. Owner and
EPCM-Contractor disclaim any intention to create a partnership or joint venture. No payroll taxes of any

kind shall be withheld from payments to EPCM-Contractor nor paid by Owner on behalf of EPCM-

Contractor or any of its employees.  As an independent contractor, EPCM-Contractor shall and hereby
agrees to protect, indemnify, defend, and hold Owner and its affiliated companies, officers, directors, agents,

and employees harmless from any and all claims for wage, employment and other employee-related taxes,

including, without limitation, Social Security taxes, penalties, interest, attorney’s fees and costs, which may

be made or assessed against Owner, arising out of EPCM-Contractor’s failure to pay all taxes, fees or
contributions which are EPCM-Contractor’s responsibility under the Contract, including, without limitation,

taxes or contributions for unemployment insurance, pensions, benefits or annuities now or hereinafter

imposed by any federal, state or local agency which are measured by wages, salaries or other remunerations
paid or due persons employed in the performance of the Work.  Owner is authorized to deduct all sums for

claims to be paid for taxes and governmental charges which are EPCM-Contractor’s responsibility from

such amounts as may be or become due and owing to EPCM-Contractor hereunder.

2.2    Subcontracting. EPCM-Contractor will enter into subcontracts with Subcontractors for
construction services, material, equipment and associated services. Except to the limited extent otherwise

agreed by Owner, Subcontractors shall be selected by competitive bidding for any portion of the Work for

an aggregate price in excess of $50,000. EPCM-Contractor shall obtain bids and proposals from potential
Subcontractors and allow Owner the opportunity to review and comment on Subcontractor bids and

proposals. The process used by EPCM-Contractor to obtain bids and proposals shall include providing

Owner with (1) project specifications, (2) a bidders’ list, (3) a bid tabulation, and (4) a purchase order for
Owner’s review and comment. Owner’s approval is necessary for the acceptance of bids and proposals from

Subcontractors and the terms and conditions of subcontracts for any portion of the Work for an aggregate

price in excess of $50,000. Such approvals shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed and
shall be provided within ten (10) working days of delivery of request by EPCM-Contractor. If Owner’s

response to EPCM-Contractor’s request for approval is not granted within the time specified in this Section,

EPCM-Contractor shall proceed with the applicable procurement without delay.  EPCM-Contractor shall

have the right to have any portion of the Work performed by Subcontractors, including Persons related to or
affiliated with EPCM-Contractor. The rates for EPCM-Contractor’s primary Subcontractor shall be those set

forth in Exhibit J.  No contractual relationship shall exist between Owner and any Subcontractor with

respect to the Work.  EPCM-Contractor shall be fully responsible for all acts, omissions, failures and faults
of all Subcontractors as fully as if they were the acts, omissions, failures and faults of EPCM-Contractor.

Owner shall have the right to remove any person from the Site who in Owner’s reasonable opinion is

incompetent, careless, not qualified to perform the Work, or guilty of improper conduct.

2.3    Interpretation.

2.3.1    Headings. The titles and headings in the Agreement are inserted for convenience

only and shall not be used for the purposes of construing or interpreting the Agreement.

2.3.2    Plural/Singular.  Words importing the singular also include the plural and vice

versa.

2.3.3    References.  References to natural persons include Persons. References to
“Articles” and "Sections" are references to Articles and Sections of these Standard Terms and

Conditions.  References to "Exhibits" are references to the Exhibits attached to the Agreement.
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 2.3.4   Without Limitation.  The words "include" and "including" are not words of

limitation and shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation."

2.3.5   Industry Meanings.  Words and abbreviations not defined in the Agreement which

have well-known technical or design, engineering or construction industry meanings in the United
States are used in the Agreement in accordance with those recognized meanings.

2.4  Inclusion; Order of Precedence.  The Agreement, these Standard Terms and Conditions and

the other Exhibits shall be considered complementary.  However, in the event of irreconcilable conflict
between the Agreement and the Exhibits, the Agreement shall govern and the conflicting provisions shall be

interpreted so as to accord with the provisions of the Agreement.  In the event of a conflict between

Exhibits, the Exhibit that addresses the issue with more specificity shall prevail over an Exhibit more

general in nature.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, conflicts regarding purely technical matters shall be
governed by Exhibit B.  An Amendment or Change Order shall control that part of the Agreement which it

supersedes.

3. EPCM-CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1  Performance of the Work.  EPCM-Contractor shall diligently, duly and properly perform

and complete the Work and its other obligations in accordance with the Agreement, and shall provide and

pay for all items and services necessary for the proper execution and completion of the Work as described in
Exhibit B.  EPCM-Contractor shall perform and provide all Work not specifically delineated in the

Agreement to the extent necessary to complete the Work in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices in a

safe, competent, workmanlike and environmentally responsible manner. EPCM-Contractor shall be solely
responsible for all means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures, safety and quality assurance, and

quality control programs in connection with EPCM-Contractor’s performance of the Work.  Subject to any

adjustment for Excusable Delays, EPCM-Contractor shall achieve completion of the Work in accordance
with the Project Schedule set forth in Exhibit C.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the performance by

EPCM-Contractor of the Work required hereunder shall not constitute an assumption by EPCM-Contractor

of the obligations of Owner or its other contractors.  EPCM-Contractor shall not control or have charge of,

and shall not be responsible for, construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures of
construction, health or safety programs, or precautions connected with the work performed by Owner or its

other contractors.  The EPCM- Contractor acknowledges it has visited, visually inspected and is generally

familiar with the Site, and its apparent physical condition relevant to the obligations of the EPCM-
Contractor pursuant to the Contract; that the EPCM-Contractor is generally familiar with local and other

conditions which may be material to the EPCM-Contractor’s performance of its obligations under this

Contract such as transportation; seasons and climate; soil types, access; availability; disposal, handling and
storage of materials and equipment; and availability and quality of labor. The design of the Work provided

by EPCM-Contractor will be consistent with generally accepted engineering practices and the known

conditions on May 1, 2018.  In the event of the discovery of underground or concealed conditions of an

unusual and not reasonably foreseeable nature, differing materially from those normally encountered and
generally recognized as inherent in the Work in the area where the Work is to be performed, and which

materially affect the cost or time for performance of the Work, EPCM-Contractor shall promptly provide

Owner with notice of the conditions and, if possible, before conditions are disturbed.  A Change Order shall
be issued to equitably adjust the price and time for performance for such concealed or unknown conditions.

3.2 Professional Standards.  EPCM-Contractor shall perform and complete the Work and its

other obligations under the Agreement in accordance with all Laws, the Agreement and Prudent Industry
Practices.  The standard of care for all Services performed or furnished by EPCM-Contractor under this
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Agreement will be the care and skill ordinarily used by members of the profession who are practicing under

similar conditions at the same time and in the same locality (the “Standard of Care”). EXCEPT AS
SPECIFIED HEREIN AND ARTICLE 12, EPCM-CONTRACTOR MAKES NO WARRANTIES,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN CONNECTION WITH THE SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER THIS

AGREEMENT.  ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OF THE SERVICES ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

3.3  EPCM-Contractor's Project Manager.  “EPCM-Contractor’s Project Manager” means

EPCM-Contractor’s designated authorized representative actively engaged in the supervision of the Work
and in all matters relating to this Agreement, who shall have authority to act on behalf of and bind EPCM-

Contractor on matters pertaining to the Work, including giving instructions and making changes in the

Work. EPCM-Contractor’s Project Manager shall act as EPCM-Contractor’s liaison with Owner and shall
have the authority (a) to administer the Agreement on behalf of EPCM-Contractor, and (b) to perform the

responsibilities of EPCM-Contractor under the Agreement.

3.4 Compliance with Laws.  Unless specifically exempted, EPCM-Contractor shall comply, and

shall cause Subcontractors to comply, with all applicable Laws relating to the Work.  EPCM-Contractor

shall verify that the Equipment, as designed, constructed and installed, complies, and when operated is

capable of complying, with all Laws.  EPCM-Contractor shall give Owner prompt written notice when it
becomes aware of any Change in Laws which may affect the Agreement, the Work or the Project Schedule.

In the event of such Change in Laws, the Contract Sum, Project Schedule, and the contract requirements

shall be equitably adjusted by a mutually agreeable Change Order.

3.5 Taxes.  If EPCM-Contractor is required by applicable law or regulation to pay or collect any
Sales or Use Taxes on the Materials or Equipment or construction, then such tax shall be paid either directly

by Owner or shall be paid by EPCM-Contractor as a reimbursable cost.

3.6  Permits and Approvals.  EPCM-Contractor shall be responsible for obtaining any

professional licenses or business registrations required for the performance of the Work.   Owner shall be

responsible for obtaining any permits, licenses or approvals required for the performance of the Work and

operation of the Owner’s facility except as otherwise agreed in writing by Parties.  Notwithstanding the
foregoing, EPCM-Contractor shall provide relevant technical information and/or assistance to Owner

necessary to obtain the required permits, licenses or approvals.    EPCM-Contractor shall be reimbursed for

costs incurred in providing such permitting assistance to the Owner.

3.7.  Owner’s Site Policies.  EPCM-Contractor shall comply with all applicable provisions of
Owner’s policies and procedures applicable to the Site provided to EPCM-Contractor including those

pertaining to site security, industrial safety, environmental directives and hazardous materials.

3.8.  Safety and Environmental

3.8.1.  EPCM-Contractor shall initiate, maintain, supervise and take all necessary and

reasonable safety precautions with respect to the Work so to provide its employees, Subcontractors and all

others that might be affected by the Work with an environment free from recognized hazards that might

cause injury or death. EPCM-Contractor shall take all reasonable protection to prevent damage, injury or
loss to (a) all personnel performing any portion of the Work and all other persons who may be affected

thereby, (b) Owner’s facilities and all materials and Equipment to be incorporated therein, whether in

storage on or off the Site, under the care, custody or control of EPCM-Contractor or any Subcontractors or
anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, and (c) other property at the Site.  EPCM-Contractor
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agrees to adequately inform, train and set expectations of safety compliance for EPCM-Contractor’s

employees and Subcontractors.  EPCM-Contractor shall comply with all safety measures, safety programs
and policies described in the Contractor Safety Requirements attached hereto as Exhibit G, and with all

applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, and orders of any government agency or public authority for

the safety of persons or property, including OSHA rules, affecting the Work.  EPCM- Contractor shall
attend all safety meetings and shall coordinate its activities with those of Owner and other contractors to

ensure that it maintains a safe working environment.  EPCM-CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGES THAT

THE OBLIGATION TO ENSURE A SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT FOR ITS EMPLOYEES IS

THAT OF EPCM-CONTRACTOR.  EPCM-Contractor shall be responsible for all costs incurred (including
fines, penalties, damages and reasonable attorney fees) by Owner relating to a failure or alleged failure of

EPCM-Contractor to adhere to the safety requirements of the Contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the

performance by EPCM-Contractor of the Work shall not constitute an assumption by EPCM-Contractor of
the obligations of Owner or its other contractors.  EPCM-Contractor shall not control or have charge of, and

shall not be responsible for, construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures of

construction, health or safety programs, or precautions connected with the work performed by Owner or its

other contractors.  Owner’s contractors include, but are not limited to, any third-party beneficial user
(including any subcontractor of any third-party beneficial user) of the Coal Combustion Residuals (“CCR”)

having a contract with Owner, its parent, and/or its Affiliates.  EPCM-Contractor shall provide Owner its

safety plan, which shall comply with the requirements of this Section 3.8.1.

3.8.2. All persons engaged by EPCM-Contractor for performance of the Work shall have

the requisite skills for the tasks assigned and Contractor shall enforce discipline and good order among

EPCM-Contractor’s employees and Subcontractors.  Owner in its sole discretion may require that specific
individual(s) working for the EPCM- Contractor or Subcontractors be immediately removed from the Site

due to unsafe activities, inadequate quality, disruption, discrimination, harassment or any other reason as

determined by Owner as detrimental to the safety and quality of the Work. Owner in its sole discretion may

stop any part of the Work due to unsafe activities or Work of inadequate quality until corrective actions have
been taken.   Owner’s failure to stop any part of the Work shall not relieve EPCM-Contractor of its

responsibility under this Section.

3.8.3. No alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs, or unsafe practices will be allowed on the Site.
Only prescription drug uses with a doctor’s authorization to perform construction activities will be allowed

on the job site.  The use, possession, sale, transfer, purchase or being under the influence of alcohol, drugs

or any other illegal or unlawful substance by EPCM-Contractor’s or Subcontractor’s employees at any time

at the Site is prohibited.  EPCM-Contractor shall dismiss anyone participating in any of the above from the
Site for the duration of the Work.

3.8.4. Subject to Section 14.1, EPCM-Contractor shall at all times shall keep the Site free

from accumulation of construction waste materials or rubbish caused by its operations.  After the completion
of the Work, EPCM-Contractor shall remove all construction waste materials and rubbish caused by its

operations from and about the Site, as well as its tools, construction equipment, machinery and surplus

materials.

3.8.5. EPCM-Contractor shall be responsible for any loss or expense incurred by Owner

arising from injury or death to persons or damage to property in any way incident to or in connection with

the placement, storage, spill, discharge or release on or about the Site of any materials, wastes or substances

that are presently regulated as “hazardous” or “toxic” materials, wastes or substances by any applicable
governmental authority (herein collectively referred to as “Hazardous Substances”) brought onto or about

the Site by EPCM-Contractor or its Subcontractors in connection with the performance of the Work. If the

EPCM-Contractor encounters a Hazardous Substances that was not brought to the Site by EPCM-Contractor
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or its Subcontractors, the EPCM-Contractor shall, upon recognizing the condition, immediately stop Work

in the affected area and report the condition to the Owner.  Hazardous Substances include any and all
“hazardous substances,” “hazardous waste,” “waste,” or “pollutant or contaminant” as any such terms may

be defined in any Environmental Law, or the regulations promulgated thereunder, or case law interpreting

the same, or any other pollutant or substance that is regulated under any Environmental Law or that may be
the subject of liability for costs of response or remediation under any Environmental Law.

3.8.6. Provided EPCM-Contractor is paid in accordance with the terms of this Contract: (i)

Work shall be turned over to the Owner free from all laborer’s, materialmen’s and mechanic’s liens upon the
results or products of the Work or upon the Site arising out of the services, labor and materials furnished by

EPCM-Contractor or any Subcontractors under this Contract; and (ii) EPCM-Contractor shall indemnify,

defend and hold harmless Owner from future claims, actions and liens arising from unpaid labor, materials,

equipment, claims and other expenses.

4. OWNER RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1 Owner shall perform the responsibilities set forth in this Article 4 at its own expense and at

those reasonable times as may be required by EPCM-Contractor for the successful completion of the Work

in accordance with the Schedule.

4.2 Owner's Representative.  “Owner’s Project Manager” means Owner’s designated authorized

representative actively engaged in the management of the Work and in all matters relating to this

Agreement, who shall have authority to act on behalf of Owner on matters pertaining to the Work, including
giving instructions and making changes in the Work. Owner shall designate, in writing, Owner's Project

Manager with whom EPCM-Contractor may consult at all reasonable times and whose instructions, requests

and decisions shall be binding upon Owner as to all matters pertaining to the Agreement and the

performance of the Parties under the Agreement.  Owner shall provide written notification to EPCM-
Contractor if Owner replaces Owner’s Project Manager.

4.3 Access.   Owner shall provide access to all areas of the Site that are reasonably necessary

for the Delivery of the Equipment, construction of the Project, and the performance of the Work. Owner
shall be responsible for delineation and acquisition of any temporary and permanent Right-of-Way (ROW)

and utility easements for the Project and for any ROW surveys.  Owner warrants that it has obtained, or

shall obtain, any easements and/or ROW necessary for EPCM-Contractor to complete the Work in a timely
manner and to allow construction of the Project to proceed unimpeded.  In addition, Owner and its other

contractors shall endeavor to perform its work in such a manner as to avoid interference with activities of

EPCM-Contractor; and to the extent complete avoidance is not reasonably possible, to minimize such

interference.

4.4 Permits.  Owner shall be responsible for obtaining any permits, licenses or approvals
required for the performance of the Work and operation of the Owner’s facility except as otherwise agreed

in writing by Parties.

4.5 Owner-Furnished Information.   To the extent available and applicable to performance of

the Work, unless otherwise obtained by EPCM-Contractor for the purposes of the Work, Owner shall
provide the following information to EPCM-Contractor:

4.5.1 All criteria as to Owner’s requirements for the Project, including design objectives

and constraints, space, capacity and conforming material specifications, flexibility and
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expandability, and furnish copies of all standards which EPCM-Contractor will be required

to include in the drawings and specifications.  Detailed design will be based on the
parameters as stated in Exhibit B.

4.5.2  All available information pertinent to the Project including previous reports and

any other data relative to design or construction of the Project, including any estimates of

existing in-place ponded material.

4.5.3  Provide EPCM-Contractor prompt written notice of any observed deficiency in

Work;

4.5.4  Provide EPCM-Contractor with reasonable promptness with respect to required

approvals and decisions;

4.5.5  Environmental assessments, audits, investigations and impact statements, and

other relevant environmental or cultural studies as to the Project, Site, existing in-place
ponded material, and adjacent areas;

4.5.6  Field surveys depicting boundaries, easements, existing in-place ponded material,
and rights-of-way;

4.5.7   Property descriptions;

4.5.8   Zoning, deed and other land use restrictions;

4.5.9   Data prepared by or services of others, including without limitation explorations

and tests of subsurface conditions at or contiguous to the Site, drawings of physical

conditions in or relating to existing surface or subsurface structures at or contiguous to

the Site, existing in-place ponded material, or hydrographic surveys;

4.5.10 Copies of any and all permits, licenses, or approvals required for the performance of

the Work and operation of Owner’s facility.

4.6  EPCM-Contractor Reliance.  EPCM-Contractor may reasonably rely upon the accuracy and

completeness of any Owner-Furnished Information in accordance with the Standard of Care.

5. SCHEDULE

5.1  Performance Schedule.  Subject to any adjustment for Excusable Delays, EPCM-Contractor

shall perform its obligations as required by this Agreement in accordance with the Project Schedule set forth
in Exhibit C, as modified from time to time in accordance with Article 5.2.   Project Schedule shall be

supplied by EPCM-Contractor to Owner in Primavera 8.

5.2  Schedule Update.   The Schedule set forth in Exhibit C will be updated as appropriate

based on modifications mutually agreed upon by Owner and EPCM-Contractor.  EPCM-Contractor is not

responsible for schedule impacts due to delays in Owner review of submittals when Owner’s approval of the
submittal is required, delays in obtaining site access, delays in obtaining relevant permits, Owner changes in
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design criteria, or other factors beyond the reasonable control of EPCM-Contractor, including, but not

limited to, any delays caused by the acts and/or inaction of Owner’s other contractors. In the event of such
delays, the Contract Sum and Project Schedule shall be equitably adjusted by a mutually agreeable Change

Order.  Owner’s review of submittals is limited to 10 business days, unless mutually agreed upon in writing

between EPCM-Contractor and Owner, or unless the Owner has requested additional information from the
EPCM-Contractor.  Otherwise, EPCM-Contractor will assume Owner has approved submittal with no

comments.

5.3  Schedule Guarantee. EPCM-Contractor shall impose mutually agreeable schedule

guarantees and liquidated damages upon its Subcontractors.

5.4  Schedule Delays.   If EPCM-Contractor’s commencement or performance of the Work is in
whole or part delayed, disrupted or suspended for reasons beyond EPCM-Contractor’s control and without

EPCM-Contractor’s fault or negligence (“Excusable Delays”), EPCM-Contractor’s sole remedy shall be an

equitable adjustment of the time for performance of the Work unless such delay was caused by Owner or its

other contractors in which case EPCM-Contractor shall be entitled to a Change Order equitably adjusting
EPCM-Contractor’s compensation and Schedule. Owner may, in its sole discretion and in lieu of granting an

extension of time, require EPCM-Contractor to regain the Work Schedule, and Owner shall compensate

EPCM-Contractor for any required additional charges; provided, however, that no adjustment shall be made
for any delay other than an Excusable Delay or to the extent that performance would have otherwise been

delayed by any other cause, including the fault or negligence of EPCM-Contractor.

6. COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT

6.1  Compensation Amount.   In exchange for its performance of the Work and as full

compensation for the Services performed and the Materials and Equipment furnished, EPCM-Contractor

shall be paid for the performance of the Work in accordance with the terms of this Agreement including

Exhibit D.

6.2  Intentionally omitted.

6.3  Invoicing.  EPCM-Contractor shall submit invoices monthly in accordance with the
provisions set forth in Exhibit D. EPCM-Contractor shall submit conditional partial lien waivers for itself
and for each of its Subcontractors and affidavits of Subcontractors’ payments as backup with each monthly

invoice.   As a condition of payment of the Final Invoice, EPCM-Contractor shall submit conditional final

lien waivers for itself and for each of its Subcontractors and final affidavit of Subcontractors’ payment

satisfying Owner that all bills for labor, material, equipment, claims and other expenses for the Work which
Owner might be sued or for which a lien might be filed, have been fully satisfied or will be satisfied from

the proceeds of such final payment. Each Application For Payment submitted by EPCM-Contractor must be

accompanied by the following, all in form and substance satisfactory to Owner:  (i) a duly executed or
acknowledged Contractor’s certification stating that: (a) all Subcontractors have been paid amounts properly

due under their respective subcontracts and identifying all major Subcontractors with whom Contractor has

entered into subcontracts; (b) the applicable Work has been performed in accordance with and complies

with the Agreement; (c) it has reviewed all expenses contained in the invoice and such information is true,
correct and complete; and (d) no Liens or Claims have been filed or commenced in connection with the

Work; (ii) a copy of all invoices, with Sales Taxes and contractor excise taxes paid by EPCM-Contractor

indicated on such invoices, payroll reports, and other reasonable evidence as required by Owner to
demonstrate that Contractor incurred the actual time and expense; and (iii) such other information,
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documents, and materials as reasonably required by Owner or the Agreement.

6.4  Payments.  Except as otherwise provided herein, Owner shall pay all Invoices within thirty

(30) Days of receipt for all Work completed by EPCM-Contractor and accepted by Owner.  Owner may,

however, withhold payment: (1) if Owner has not received satisfactory assurance that all claims for labor
and material incurred in connection with the Work have been satisfied; (2) if all defective Work has not

been remedied; or (3) if there has been any other material failure to perform in accordance with this

Contract; provided, however, that the amount of payments withheld shall not exceed the reasonably

estimated amount of the matter in dispute.  All invoices shall include completed and executed lien waivers
as specified in Section 6.3.  No payment shall be deemed Final Acceptance of the Work by Owner nor shall

it be construed as a waiver by Owner of any of its rights under this Contract.  In no event shall this provision

for the retention of payment constitute an agreement by Owner that any liens may be created against the
property of Owner or its parent or affiliates.  Until further notice from EPCM-Contractor, all payments shall

be made by wire transfer of funds to the following account:

Account:  AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

Bank:   Bank of America

Account No:  5800937020

ABA Routing No: 026009593

Swift Code:  BOFAUS3N

6.5  Disputes.  Should Owner in good faith dispute any portion of an Invoice, Owner shall notify

EPCM-Contractor of the dispute in writing within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the Invoice setting forth in
detail the reason(s) for the dispute.  Owner shall promptly pay the undisputed portion of the Invoice.  Upon

resolution of the dispute, Owner shall immediately pay the remaining portion of the Invoice. Owner shall

pay an additional charge of six percent (6%) per annum, or the maximum percentage allowed by law,

whichever is the lesser, for any past due undisputed amount.

6.6   Final Payment Invoice.  Upon Final Completion of all Work, EPCM-Contractor shall submit to

Owner a Final Invoice, which shall set forth all remaining amounts due to it pursuant to the Agreement. The
Final Invoice shall include waivers and releases satisfactory to Owner of any Liens, including waivers and

releases from Subcontractors and major equipment and material suppliers; provided that such waivers and

releases are  conditioned upon EPCM-Contractor's receiving payment pursuant to the Final Invoice.  Owner
shall pay the Final Invoice within thirty (30) Days of receipt.

6.7  GAAP and Right to Audit.   EPCM-Contractor shall maintain cost, accounting and other
records, in accordance with GAAP, supporting all invoices provided to Owner under this Agreement.  For a

period of three (3) years after Final Completion, Owner shall have the right, during normal working hours,

to inspect, reproduce and audit such records of EPCM-Contractor by authorized representatives of its own or

any third party contract compliance-auditing firm selected by Owner.  The records to be maintained and
retained by EPCM-Contractor must provide sufficient detail to evidence the propriety of all such chargeable

costs and compliance with the Agreement and applicable laws.  EPCM-Contractor shall cause all of its

Subcontractors to adhere to and comply with the requirements set forth above.

6.8  Notice to Proceed; Right to Suspend Performance.

6.8.1.  These payment procedures are material provisions of the Agreement.  If Owner fails to
remit undisputed amounts in accordance with the payment terms set forth herein, EPCM-Contractor may,
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upon thirty (30) days written notice to the Owner, suspend performance of its obligations under the

Agreement without incurring any liability to Owner.  EPCM-Contractor shall not, however, suspend
performance if Owner’s failure to remit payment to EPCM-Contractor is due to a genuine dispute between

the Parties relating to this Agreement. In the event of a proper suspension of the EPCM-Contractor’s

performance, EPCM-Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in its compensation and
schedule for performance.

6.8.2.   Owner may issue EPCM-Contractor one or more Limited Notice(s) to Proceed with the

Services designated in the Limited Notice to Proceed any time after the Effective Date.  To allow EPCM-

Contractor to meet the Project Schedule, Owner will issue a Final Notice to Proceed with all remaining
items of Work no later than November 8, 2018.

6.8.3.  Owner may, by written notice to EPCM-Contractor, suspend at any time the performance of

all or any portion of the Work.  During the period of suspension, EPCM-Contractor shall use its

commercially reasonable efforts to minimize costs associated with suspension, and shall not be liable for

any claims, demands, losses, damages, costs or other expenses claimed by Owner’s other contractors in
connection with or as a result of such suspension.  Upon receipt of any such notice, EPCM-Contractor shall,

unless the notice requires otherwise: (a) Immediately discontinue the Work on the date and to the extent

specified in the notice;  (b) Place no further orders or subcontracts with respect to suspended Work other
than to the extent required in the notice; (c) Promptly make every reasonable effort to obtain suspension

upon terms satisfactory to Owner of all orders, subcontracts, rental agreements and the like to the extent

they relate to performance of the Work suspended; and (d) Promptly make every reasonable effort upon
terms satisfactory to Owner to protect or maintain the Work.

As full compensation for such suspension, EPCM-Contractor shall be reimbursed for the following
costs, to the extent reasonable and if such costs directly result from the suspension of the Work:  (a) A

standby charge based upon the period of suspension of the Work, which standby charge shall be sufficient to

reimburse EPCM-Contractor for its actual costs of keeping its organization committed to the Work in a
standby status;  (b) The actual costs associated with protecting and securing the Work and with

demobilization and remobilization of EPCM-Contractor's resources; and  (c) The actual costs of compliance

with this Section 6.8.3.

All costs to be reimbursed must be submitted within thirty (30) days following termination of the
suspension.  Any such costs shall be documented and evidenced by all supporting documentation reasonably

requested by Owner and shall be subject to the audit rights of Owner as set forth in this Contract.

Upon receipt of notice to resume suspended Work, EPCM-Contractor shall promptly resume
performance of the suspended Work to the extent required in the notice.  EPCM-Contractor shall present a

revised Project Schedule in writing within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the notice to resume the

Work and EPCM-Contractor shall be entitled to an extension of the Project Schedule for delay of the Project

Schedule caused by the suspension.   No compensation or extension of time shall be granted if the
suspension results from EPCM-Contractor's noncompliance with the requirements of this Contract or from

any cause other than Owner's suspension notice.

7. CHANGE ORDERS; BACKCHARGES

7.1 Change Order Procedures.  Except for minor modifications of the Work not involving extra
cost and not inconsistent with the general purposes of the Work, or except in emergency endangering life or
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property, all changes shall be authorized by a written Change Order, as defined herein, signed by Owner’s

representative and no claim for additional compensation or time extension shall be allowed unless the
changes in the Work were so ordered in writing. Without invalidating the Agreement, Owner may order

changes in the Work consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions ("Change"). If EPCM-Contractor

believes that due to a request from the Owner or other changed circumstances a Change is required, it shall
submit a written change proposal to the Owner setting forth the basis for its entitlement to an equitable

adjustment in the cost and Project Schedule (“Change Proposal”).  Change proposal shall describe, in detail,

all of the following that are applicable and necessary: (a) the proposed Change, (b) any adjustment of or

amendment to the total agreed amount and payment schedule, (c) any adjustment to key milestones or
interim milestones, and (d) any effect on EPCM-Contractor’s ability to comply with its obligations under

this Agreement.  Within fifteen (15) business days of the receipt of EPCM-Contractor’s Change Proposal,

Owner shall notify EPCM-Contractor as to whether Owner wishes to proceed with the Change, the Parties
shall enter a mutually agreeable written order to authorizing the Change and any adjustment in the basis of

compensation and/or the schedule of performance (the "Change Order").  Disputes regarding Change Orders

under this paragraph shall be resolved on a case-by-case basis at the Project level.  If the dispute cannot be

resolved at the Project level, such dispute shall be submitted to the executive level.  If such dispute cannot
be resolved at the executive level, it shall be resolved in accordance with Article 15 of this Contract.

EPCM-Contractor shall not be required to proceed with Changes absent a mutually agreed Change Order.

EPCM-Contractor agrees to continue to prosecute the Work notwithstanding the fact that there may be
unapproved and unresolved Change Orders, other than the Work that is the subject of the unapproved

Change Order.  The provisions of Article 8 shall govern any Change Order relating to a Force Majeure

event.

7.2 The Contract Sum has been calculated based on current prices for Material, Equipment, and

Work as of the Effective Date of this Agreement.  In the event of delay, price increase, or shortage to an

item of Work, including but not limited to, Material, Equipment, and/or labor occurring during the
performance of this Agreement through no fault of the EPCM-Contractor, the Contract Sum and Project

Schedule shall be equitably adjusted by a mutually agreeable Change Order.  As used herein:

(i) A price increase of an item of Material or Equipment shall mean any increase in price
incurred by EPCM-Contractor after the Effective Date of this Agreement.  Such price increases

shall be documented through quotes, invoices, or receipts.

(ii)   A price increase of an item of Work shall mean any increase in price incurred by EPCM-
Contractor after the Effective Date of this Agreement.  Such price increases shall be determined as

set forth in Section 16 (Inflation Model) of Exhibit D to this Agreement.

Where the delivery of an item of Work, including but not limited to, Material, Equipment, or labor, is
delayed, through no fault of the EPCM-Contractor, as result of the shortage or unavailability of an item of

Material, Equipment, or labor, the EPCM-Contractor shall not be liable for any additional costs or damages

associated with such delay(s).

7.3 The Contract Sum has also been calculated based on the current estimated quantity of Coal

Combustion Residuals and other materials in the pond (collectively referred to hereinafter as the “Ponded

Material Estimate”) to be managed at the Site as of the Effective Date of this Agreement.  In the event the
actual quantity of Ponded Material required to be managed differs from the Ponded Material Estimate, the

Contract Sum, Project Schedule, and the contract requirements shall be equitably adjusted by a mutually

agreeable Change Order.
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8. FORCE MAJEURE

8.1   Remedy.  An extension of the Project Schedule shall be granted to EPCM-Contractor to the extent the

performance of the Work is actually and necessarily delayed by an event of Force Majeure. In addition,

EPCM Contractor shall be equitably compensated for time expended, expenses incurred, and any other cost

impacts as a result of any single Force Majeure event or a series of Force Majeure events.   Any extension of
time and  additional compensation due to EPCM-Contractor shall be recorded in a mutually agreeable

Change Order.

8.2   Cure.  EPCM-Contractor shall work diligently to cure, remove or otherwise correct, and to minimize
and contain all costs and expenses and delays in the performance of the Work attendant to or arising from,

each Force Majeure event.

8.3   Notice.  If EPCM-Contractor claims there is a Force Majeure event, EPCM-Contractor shall notify
Owner of the nature and cause of the event in writing within ten (10) Days after EPCM-Contractor became

aware, or should have become aware with the exercise of reasonable diligence, of the event.

8.4  Termination Due to Force Majeure. If an event of Force Majeure delays EPCM-Contractor’s
performance of the Work for an aggregate amount of time greater than ninety (90) Days, then EPCM-

Contractor or Owner shall have the right to terminate this Agreement without penalty and Owner shall be

obligated to make payment to EPCM-Contractor for all Work performed up to the date of termination along
with all reasonable termination expenses.

9. INSURANCE and RISK OF LOSS

9.1  EPCM-Contractor shall obtain, at its own expense, from reliable insurance carriers satisfactory to
the Owner and authorized to do business in the state where the Work is to be performed, and be rated no less

than A-VII by A.M. Best or equivalent, the following applicable insurance policies indicated below, with

limits not less than those specified:

9.1.1. Worker’s Compensation insurance complying with the law of the state(s) in which any
work under this Agreement is to be performed, whether or not required by such laws to maintain such

insurance, and Employer’s Liability Insurance with limits of $1,000,000.  No waivers of workers

compensation insurance by independent contractors will be accepted.

9.1.2.  Commercial General Liability insurance with a combined single limit for bodily and personal

injury and property damage of $1,000,000 each occurrence and general products liability aggregate of

$2,000,000 each, covering all obligations or operations to be performed under this Agreement.  Policy shall

include two years completed operations coverage, no modifications that reduce the standard coverage
provided under a commercial liability form, and delete railroad exclusions from contractual section or

definition section of insured contract.

9.1.3.  Commercial Automobile Liability insurance with a combined single limit for bodily injury
and property damage of $1,000,000 each occurrence to include coverage for all owned, non-owned, and

hired vehicles.
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9.1.4.   Contractor’s Pollution Liability insurance with limits of $5,000,000 each claim, to provide

coverage for pollution claims arising out of the Work. This policy shall protect against the actual or alleged
liability and costs arising from the sudden and accidental release of pollutants or hazardous materials arising

from the EPCM-Contractor’s or Subcontractors’ work. Coverage may be written on an occurrence or

claims-made basis.  Any deductible or self-insured retention shall be the sole responsibility of the EPCM-
Contractor or subcontractor.

9.1.5. Commercial Umbrella Liability/Excess Liability insurance providing coverage in excess of

the limits specified above (except Workers Compensation) with limits of not less than $10,000,000 per

claim/occurrence.

9.1.6. Professional Liability Insurance with limits of no less than $5 million per claim/ $5 million
aggregate, for claims that arise from the errors, omissions or acts of the EPCM-Contractor or any entity for

which the EPCM-Contractor is legally responsible.

9.2  Builder’s All Risk Insurance shall be procured by the Owner.  It shall be written on a builder’s risk

“all risk” or equivalent policy form in the amount of the total value of the entire project on a replacement
cost basis and shall include, but not be limited to, coverage for fire, explosion, flood, windstorm, and earth

movement and any physical loss or damage to existing property of Owner arising from or in connection with

the Work.  Such insurance shall be maintained, unless provided elsewhere, until final completion of the
performance tests and acceptance by Owner.  This insurance shall name the Owner, the EPCM-Contractor

and the Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors in the project as named insureds and shall waive subrogation

rights against all such parties.

The builders risk insurance should include coverage for installation, commissioning, testing and start up,

demolition and increased cost of construction, debris removal and off-site storage of property.

Owner shall provide a 30 day notice to the EPCM-Contractor in the event of cancellation of this policy.
Contemporaneously with the Notice to Proceed, Owner shall furnish a certificate of insurance evidencing

such builder’s risk coverage is in effect.

Unless required otherwise by Owner and acknowledged by EPCM-Contractor in writing prior to the

issuance of the Final Notice to Proceed claims under the Builder’s Risk insurance provided are subject to a

deductible amount of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) per occurrence.

If a claim results from any construction activity, the responsible EPCM-Contractor or Subcontractors shall
be responsible for the deductible amount, as stated above.  All Builder’s Risk losses will be adjusted with

and payable to the Owner or their designee for the benefit of all parties as their interests may appear.

EPCM-Contractor and Subcontractors may elect to provide a separate Builder’s Risk policy to cover all or
part of the deductible.  Said separate policy shall be endorsed to add Owner and all subcontractors as

additional insureds, as their interest may appear, and to waive the carrier’s right of recovery under

subrogation against Owner and all subcontractors whose interests are insured under such policy.

9.3 General Insurance Provisions

9.3.1 Any and all deductibles/self-insured retentions in the above-described insurance policies
shall be assumed by, for the account of, and at the sole risk of the EPCM-Contractor. Limits may be met in

combination of both primary and umbrella/excess policies.
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9.3.2 Any insurance on a “claims made” basis shall provide at least a two year extended reporting

period if coverage is cancelled or non-renewed following termination of the agreement.

9.3.3 The “explosion,” “collapse,” and “underground” exclusions shall be removed from the
Commercial General Liability insurance coverage.

9.3.4 Cancellation of policies providing coverage herein, as it affects the interest of the Owner,
shall be effective only after written notice is received by the Owner thirty (30) days in advance of any such

cancellation, except if such cancellation is due to failure to pay premiums in which case 10 days’ prior

written notice of cancellation is given to said Owner.

9.3.5 Upon execution of the Agreement the EPCM-Contractor shall deliver to the Owner
certificates in a form satisfactory evidencing the existence of insurance as provided for above and, except

with regard to Worker’s Compensation, Employers’ Liability and Professional Liability insurance, naming

the Owner as an additional insured; and shall also provide primary coverage without right of contribution by
any insurance carried by the Owner. EPCM-Contractor will resubmit updated certificates prior to the

expiration date of any required insurance.

9.3.6   All of the above-described insurance policies, where allowed by law, except for Professional

Liability Insurance, shall contain provisions that the insurance carriers will have no right of recovery or
subrogation against said Owner or any of its subsidiaries or affiliated companies and EPCM-Contractor

hereby waive its right of recovery against the Owner.

 9.3.7   Irrespective of the requirements as to insurance to be carried, the insolvency, bankruptcy or
failure of any such insurance carrier providing insurance, or failure of any such insurance carrier to pay

claims occurring, shall not be held to waive any of the provisions hereof.

9.3.8 Further, compliance by the Contractor with the insurance requirements set forth herein shall
not relieve the Contractor from liability for amounts in excess of the limits of insurance.

9.3.9 Required Insurance for Major Subcontractors (e.g., contract value in excess of $1,000,000).

In the event EPCM-Contractor delegates performance of its obligations hereunder to a Subcontractor, after
obtaining prior written review and comment from the Owner, EPCM-Contractor acknowledges and agrees

that the insurance requirements in this section also apply to any Subcontractor complying with all terms and

conditions hereof including, without limitation, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing between EPCM-
Contractor and Owner.

9.4  Risk of Loss.   In the event of loss or damage to the Project not covered by the Builder’s Risk policy

resulting from the negligence or breach of the terms of this Agreement by EPCM-Contractor, the cost of the

repair and/or replacement of such loss or damage shall be the responsibility of the EPCM-Contractor.   The
risk of loss or damages to EPCM-Contractor’s own property used for performance of any of its obligations

under this Contract remains with the EPCM-Contractor.

10.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL EPCM-CONTRACTOR OR OWNER BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, INCLUDING

WITHOUT LIMITATION (I) DAMAGES SUFFERED BY OWNER (OR ANYONE CLAIMING BY
AND THROUGH OWNER) AS A RESULT OF THE LOSS OF THE USE OF ITS PRODUCTION
FACILITIES, (II) DAMAGES SUFFERED BY CUSTOMERS OF OWNER FOR SERVICE

INTERRUPTIONS, (III) LOST PROFIT OR OTHER LOST OPPORTUNITY COSTS; OR (IV) COST OF

CAPITAL, WHETHER SUCH LIABILITY IS BASED IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE.

THE TOTAL CUMULATIVE LIABILITY OF EPCM-CONTRACTOR TO OWNER (OR ANYONE
CLAIMING BY AND THROUGH OWNER) UNDER THIS CONTRACT, FOR DAMAGES OF
ANY NATURE SUSTAINED AS A RESULT OF ANY ACT OR OMISSION BY EPCM-
CONTRACTOR (OR ANYONE FOR WHOM EPCM-CONTRACTOR MAY BE RESPONSIBLE)
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY CLAIM FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE, WARRANTY, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY, INDEMNITY OR OTHERWISE,
SHALL NOT EXCEED FIVE MILLION DOLLARS.  PAYMENTS MADE BY EPCM-
CONTRACTOR OR COSTS INCURRED BY EPCM-CONTRACTOR WITH RESPECT TO ANY
OBLIGATIONS LIMITED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT SHALL ERODE THE LIABILITY CAP,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY COSTS, EXPENSES, AND DAMAGES INCURRED
IN CONNECTION WITH ALL WARRANTIES.  THE LIABILITY LIMITATION SHALL NOT
APPLY TO: (A) EPCM-CONTRACTOR’S INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS FOR THIRD
PARTY CLAIMS FOR PERSONAL INJURY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DEATH,
AND PROPERTY DAMAGE (OTHER THAN TO THE WORK ITSELF) UNDER ARTICLE 11
HEREIN; OR (B) ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE ARISING OUT OF OR CONNECTED WITH EPCM-
CONTRACTOR’S FRAUD, BAD FAITH, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT;
(C)  EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTIES.

11.  INDEMNIFICATION

11.1 EPCM-Contractor Indemnity. EPCM-Contractor shall indemnify, save and hold harmless

the Owner, its officers, agents, employees, parent, divisions, subsidiaries and affiliate companies

(collectively the “Indemnitees”), from every kind and character of damages, liabilities, losses, expenses,

demands, claims, causes of action and costs (including reasonable attorney’s fees) of any and every nature
whatsoever (including without limitation, claims for pollution and environmental damage) asserted against

the Indemnitees by third parties, to the extent caused by the negligent acts or omissions of EPCM-

Contractor, Subcontractors, or those for which it is legally responsible.  EPCM-Contractor shall not be
required to indemnify the Indemnitees to the extent of the Indemnitees’ own negligence or wrongdoing.  To

the fullest extent allowed by law, Contractor further agrees to indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the

Indemnitees from and against any claim by any employee of EPCM-Contractor or Subcontractor based on

the failure of the Indemnitees to provide a safe place to work or correct an unsafe condition at a work
location.  EPCM-Contractor shall further indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the Indemnitees from

and against any claim, suit or proceeding alleging that any design, material, article, apparatus, device,

equipment or process, or any part thereof, supplied by EPCM-Contractor for the Work, or for use in the
Work, or in combination with products manufactured or supplied by others for use in the Work, constitutes

an infringement of any patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret or any other proprietary right of a third

party, unless the design, material, article, apparatus, device, equipment or process was furnished or specified
by Owner.
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11.2 Owner Indemnity. Owner shall indemnify, save and hold harmless EPCM-Contractor,

its officers and employees (collectively the “EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees”), from every kind and

character of damages, liabilities, losses, expenses, demands, claims, causes of action and costs (including

reasonable attorney’s fees) of any and every nature whatsoever (including without limitation, claims for
pollution and environmental damage) asserted against the EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees by third parties, to

the extent caused by the negligent acts or omissions of Owner, Owner’s other contractor(s), or those for

which it is legally responsible.  Owner shall not be required to indemnify the EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees
to the extent of the EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees’ own negligence or wrongdoing.

12.  WARRANTY

12.1   Equipment Warranty.  EPCM-Contractor shall obtain for Owner a warranty from all major

Equipment Manufacturers for a period not less than the Warranty Period warranting that the Equipment will
be free from errors and defects in material and workmanship and shall conform to requirements of the

Agreement.  No other warranties, express or implied, will be extended to Owner for Equipment by EPCM-

Contractor or its Subcontractors, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for use. Failure of

Owner to properly operate or maintain the Equipment and failure of the Owner to use the Equipment for its
intended purpose will void these warranties. Equipment Warranties will not apply to normal wear and tear,

or improper storage, installation, operation or maintenance. If within the Warranty Period Owner identifies

any breach of the foregoing Equipment Warranty, Owner shall immediately notify EPCM-Contractor of
such breach and EPCM-Contractor’s sole warranty obligation for Equipment covered by an Equipment

Manufacturer’s Warranty shall be to assist Owner in administering the Equipment Manufacturer’s warranty

obligation to correct, repair or replace non-conforming Equipment subject to the terms of the warranty
provided by the applicable Manufacturer.

12.2   Design Warranty.  EPCM-Contractor hereby warrants to Owner that the Services will

conform to the Standard of Care and the requirements of this Contract.  If within the Warranty Period,
Owner identifies any breach of the foregoing warranty, Owner shall immediately notify EPCM-Contractor

of such breach and EPCM-Contractor shall re-perform such non-conforming Services at its own cost and

expense. In addition, and subject to the Warranty Limit of Liability set forth in Section 12.8, EPCM-
Contractor shall be liable and responsible for the costs and expenses incurred in connection with the (i)

removal, reinstallation or replacement of equipment, materials, facilities or structures required to remedy the

nonconformity; and (2) correction of physical damage to other parts of Work resulting from the
nonconformity.  If EPCM-Contractor fails to timely replace any such defective Work, Owner may cause

such defective Work to be replaced by another and the direct and indirect expense thereof shall be the

responsibility of EPCM-Contractor; provided, however, that EPCM-Contractor’s liability for such direct and

indirect expenses shall be subject to the Warranty Limit of Liability.  Owner shall be entitled to deduct this
expense and the resulting damages from amounts otherwise due EPCM-Contractor. For purposes of this

Section 12.2, indirect expenses do not include consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of

profits or revenue, cost of capital, loss of use or equipment or facilities, cost of purchased or replacement
power, or claims of customers due to loss of service.

12.3  Warranty of Non-Professional Services.  Subject to Article 12.1, EPCM-Contractor hereby
warrants to Owner that the Work (excluding all Services) will be free from defects in materials and

workmanship and will conform to the requirements of this Contract.  If within the Warranty Period, Owner
identifies any breach of the foregoing warranty, Owner shall immediately notify EPCM-Contractor of such

breach and EPCM-Contractor shall correct such defects in materials and workmanship at its own cost and

expense within a time reasonably acceptable to Owner.  In addition, and subject to the Warranty Limit of
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Liability set forth in Section 12.8, EPCM-Contractor shall be liable and responsible for the costs and

expenses incurred in connection with the (i) removal, reinstallation or replacement of equipment, materials,
facilities or structures required to remedy the nonconformity; and (2) correction of physical damage to other

parts of Work resulting from the nonconformity.   If EPCM-Contractor fails to timely replace any such

defective Work, Owner may cause such defective Work to be replaced by another and the direct and indirect
expense thereof shall be the responsibility of EPCM-Contractor.  Owner shall be entitled to deduct this

expense from amounts otherwise due Contractor.  For purposes of this Section 12.3, indirect expenses do

not include consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of profits or revenue, cost of capital,

loss of use of equipment or facilities, cost of purchased or replacement power, claims of customers due to
loss of service.

12.4    Reasonable Access.  In connection with EPCM-Contractor's administration of warranties,

Owner shall provide EPCM-Contractor's representatives reasonable access to the Site, consistent with

Owner's policies and procedures in effect from time to time, for the purpose of observing the operation of
the Equipment during times on which Owner and EPCM-Contractor agree.  EPCM-Contractor

acknowledges that warranty work, at the request of Owner, must be coordinated with the ongoing operations

of the Equipment and the Site to assure, among other things, that Owner will be able to fulfill its obligations
with respect to the Site.

12.6    Limitation of Warranties.  THE WARRANTIES SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 12 ARE
EXCLUSIVE AND NO OTHER WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER STATUTORY, EXPRESS,

OR IMPLIED (INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE) SHALL APPLY.  THE REMEDY BY EPCM-CONTRACTOR OF

WARRANTY DEFECTS AND NON-CONFORMITIES IN THE MANNER AND DURING THE

WARRANTY PERIOD PROVIDED FOR IN THIS SECTION 12 SHALL CONSTITUTE COMPLETE
FULFILLMENT OF, AND OWNER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR, ALL THE LIABILITIES OR

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR TO OWNER FOR NON-CONFORMING OR DEFECTIVE

WORK, WHETHER THE CLAIMS OF OWNER ARE BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT

LIABILITY, DELAY, WARRANTY, INDEMNITY, ERROR AND OMISSION, OR OTHERWISE.

12.7  Warranty Conditions.

(A)  The Warranties and remedies set forth in this Section 12 shall not be applicable to the extent

that noncompliance with a Warranty is the result of Owner’s failure to operate and/or maintain any

Equipment and Work provided by EPCM-Contractor in accordance with recommendations by EPCM-
Contractor furnished pursuant to this Agreement and, in the absence thereof, follow generally accepted

industry practices for similar types of facilities.

(B)  The Warranties and remedies set forth in this Section 12 shall not be applicable to the extent

that noncompliance with a Warranty is the result of Owner’s failure to follow recommendations by EPCM-
Contractor furnished pursuant to this Agreement and, in the absence thereof, follow industry practices for

similar types of facilities in the receipt, handling, storage, protection, and installation of the Work.

(C)  Owner shall not subject the Work to accident, alteration, abuse, or misuse.

(D)  If and to the extent that Owner is required to provide facilities and personnel as part of the

scope of Work under this Agreement, then at the request of EPCM-Contractor, Owner shall furnish, to the

extent reasonably available, such operations and maintenance personnel and its physical facilities to assist
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EPCM-Contractor in any repairs, modifications, or replacements pursuant to its Warranty obligations.

(E)  Owner shall afford EPCM-Contractor the opportunity to comment on technical and
operating matters directly or indirectly associated with the performance of the Work.

(F)  Owner shall make available maintenance and operational records for the Work for EPCM-
Contractor's reasonable review.

(G)  EPCM-Contractor does not warrant the Work or any repaired or replaced parts thereof

against normal wear and tear.

(H)  Owner acknowledges and agrees that EPCM-Contractor has no responsibility for, and does

not warrant, the design, workmanship, material, quality or performance of any work furnished by Owner or

its other contractors.

12.8  Warranty Limitation of Liability.  EPCM-Contractor’s total liability under Sections 12.2
and 12.3 for all costs, expenses (including, without limitation, expenses incurred by EPCM-Contractor in

performance of remedial work pursuant to Sections 12.2 and 12.3) and damages resulting from non-

conforming and/or defective Work, shall be subject to a sub-limit of liability in the amount of $500,000. The
liability sub-limitation shall not apply to: (a) EPCM-Contractor’s indemnification obligations for third party

claims under Article 11 herein; (b) any loss or damage arising out of or connected with EPCM-Contractor’s

fraud, bad faith, gross negligence, or willful misconduct; and (c) EPCM-Contractor’s Equipment Warranty
obligations pursuant to Section 12.1.

13. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION; TRADEMARKS; PUBLICITY.

13.1.  Confidential Information.  Each of the Parties may have a proprietary interest in information

that it furnishes pursuant to the Agreement.  Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, the Parties

shall keep in confidence and shall not disclose any Confidential Information of the other Party without the
prior written permission of the disclosing Party or use any Confidential Information for other than the

purposes for which it is supplied,.  Each Party may disclose any Confidential Information to its consultants,

attorneys and representatives and to other Persons, as may be necessary to perform its obligations under the
Agreement; provided that those other Persons agree to maintain the Confidential Information in accordance

with this Article.  Each Party shall maintain the confidentiality for five (5) years after the date of Final

Completion.  If a Party is required by a subpoena of a Government Authority or by Law to disclose the other
Party's Confidential Information, it shall give the other Party prompt written notice.  EPCM-Contractor shall

provide Owner with Confidential Information and such other proprietary information related to the Work

requested by any state or federal regulatory agency having jurisdiction over the Owner; provided, however,

Owner shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain trade secret or other protective treatment or order
from the agency to prevent public disclosure of the proprietary information.

14.  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

14.1 Liability for Hazardous Materials.  Owner expressly agrees that EPCM-Contractor assumes
no liability or responsibility whatsoever for the presence, creation, existence, handling, removal,  disposal,

or remediation of any toxic, hazardous, radioactive, infectious or other dangerous substances, or Hazardous
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Substances (collectively referred to herein as “Hazardous Materials”) existing at the project site at the time

that EPCM-Contractor commences services at said site (“Pre-existing Conditions”). Owner agrees to
indemnify, hold harmless and defend EPCM-Contractor from and against any and all liabilities, demands,

claims, penalties, fines, damages, and suits, as well as the costs and expenses incident thereto (including the

costs of defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys’ fees), resulting from or in connection with the Pre-
existing Conditions and any remediation activities associated with the Pre-existing Conditions, with the

exception of any claims or losses arising directly from EPCM-Contractor’s negligence of willful

misconduct.  EPCM-Contractor shall not accept title to or sign manifests for any Hazardous Materials

encountered in connection with this Agreement and under no circumstances will Contractor assume
ownership or legal liability for any Hazardous Materials at the project site under CERCLA or any other laws

pertaining to hazardous materials and wastes.  In the event that EPCM-Contractor encounters any Hazardous

Materials at the site that impacts its ability to perform the Work, EPCM-Contractor shall be entitled to a
Change Order adjusting the cost and/or schedule of performance.

14.2 Environmental Indemnity and Responsibility.

(A) Owner shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless EPCM-Contractor, its officers, directors,

employees and Affiliates from and against any and all claims (including without limitation, all penalties,

attorney’s fees, fines, and administrative or civil sanctions arising out of or related to any of such claims),

losses, suits, actions, legal or administrative proceedings, judgments, damages (including, without
limitation, incidental, consequential, indirect, special, punitive, and exemplary damages), penalties,

liabilities, demands, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorney’s fees) of any kind or nature

whatsoever (collectively “Losses”) for or suffered as a result of, or arising out of, or in connection with, this
Agreement and/or the performance of the Work and relating to the regulation and/or protection of the

environment, including, without limitation, Losses incurred in connection with characterization, handling,

transportation, storage, removal, remediation, disturbance or disposal of Hazardous Materials, whether

above or below ground and not brought to the Site by EPCM-Contractor without the Owner’s approval.
Owner shall at all times retain exclusive control over and final approval of and shall be solely responsible

for evaluation, implementation and all other decisions relating to Environmental Laws, rules and regulations

and the characterization, removal, remediation, transportation, disturbance or disposal of Hazardous
Materials, whether above or below ground.

Owner shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless EPCM-Contractor, its Subcontractors, officers,

directors, employees and Affiliates (“EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees”) from and against any fines or
penalties imposed or levied by any Governmental Authority or regulatory authority against EPCM-

Contractor Indemnitees under Environmental Law, and any claims or causes of action asserted against

EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees by third parties under Environmental Law, for or relating to performance of
the Work by EPCM-Contractor Indemnitees, with the exception of any such fines, penalties, claims, or

causes of action arising directly from EPCM-Contractor Indemnitee’s negligence or willful misconduct.

14.3 Subsurface Conditions Indemnification. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
elsewhere in this Agreement, Owner shall indemnify EPCM-Contractor against any and all claims,

demands, actions, causes of action, damages, losses or expenses, liens, suits, or other proceedings by

whomever made, including claims for bodily injury, death and/or physical property loss or damage

(including reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of investigation) resulting from or attributable to subsurface
conditions or damage to subsurface structures, whether owned by Owner or any third party, the presence or

location of which were not adequately marked and revealed to by Owner in writing prior to the

commencement of EPCM-Contractor’s performance under this Agreement.
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15.  DISPUTE RESOLUTION

15.1 Resolution by the Parties.   The Parties shall attempt to resolve any claims, disputes and
other controversies arising out of or relating to this Agreement (collectively, “Disputes) promptly by

negotiation between executives who have authority to settle the Dispute and who are at a higher level of

management than the persons with direct responsibility for administration of this Agreement.  A Party may
give the other Party written notice of a Dispute which has not been resolved in the normal course of

business.  Such notice shall include: (a) a statement of that Party’s position and a summary of arguments

supporting such position, and (b) the name and title of the executive who will be representing that Party and

of any other person who will accompany the executive. Within fifteen (15) Days after delivery of the notice,
the receiving Party shall respond with (a) a statement of that Party’s position and a summary of arguments

supporting such position, and (b) the name and title of the executive who will represent that Party and of any

other person who will accompany the executive. Within thirty (30) Days after delivery of the initial notice,
the executives of both Parties shall meet at a mutually acceptable time and place, and thereafter as often as

they reasonably deem necessary, to attempt to resolve the Dispute.  All negotiations pursuant to this clause

are to be deemed confidential and shall be treated as compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes

of applicable rules of evidence.  If the executives are unable to resolve the dispute within thirty (30) Days of
the initial notice, either party may initiate litigation to resolve the dispute unless the Parties have agreed to

mediate or arbitrate the dispute prior to or in lieu of litigation.

15.2   Work Continuation.  Except to the extent otherwise provided in this Contract, at all times

during the course of any dispute, the EPCM-Contractor shall continue with the Work unaffected by the

dispute in a diligent manner, and the Owner shall continue to make payments for undisputed Work and
perform its other obligations in accordance with the provisions of this Contract.

16.  MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

16.1   Governing Laws and Venue.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in

accordance with the laws of the state where the Project is located, without reference to that state’s conflict of
laws principles.  The Parties agree and consent that any action at law, suit in equity or other judicial

proceeding brought for the enforcement of this Contract or arising from any provision thereof shall be

instituted only in the courts located in the state where the Work is to be performed

16.2   Entire Agreement.  This Agreement represents the entire agreement between Owner

and EPCM-Contractor with respect to the subject matter, and supersedes all prior negotiations,

binding documents, representations and agreements, whether written or oral.  This Agreement may be

amended or modified only by an Amendment.

16.3   Successors and Assigns.  Neither Party may assign, convey or transfer all or any part of the

Agreement, without the other Party’s prior written consent.  This Agreement shall be binding on, and inure

to the benefit of, the Parties and their successors and permitted assigns.

16.4     Parent Company Guarantee.  Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement or otherwise
to the contrary, if Owner falls below investment grade status (as determined by Standard and Poor’s or

Moody’s) at any time during the term of this Agreement, EPCM-Contractor may request from Owner, and

Owner shall promptly provide EPCM-Contractor with, a Parent Company Guarantee from Owner’s ultimate
parent company guaranteeing Owner’s due and proper performance of Owner’s obligations under this
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Agreement.  If EPCM-Contractor falls below investment grade status (as determined by Standard and Poor’s

or Moody’s) at any time during the term of this Agreement, Owner may request from EPCM-Contractor,
and EPCM-Contractor shall promptly provide Owner with, a Parent Company Guarantee from EPCM-

Contractor’s ultimate parent company of EPCM-Contractor guaranteeing EPCM-Contractor’s due and

proper performance of EPCM-Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement.

16.5    Contractual Relationship.  Nothing in the Agreement shall be construed as creating a
contractual relationship of any kind between any Persons other than Owner and EPCM- Contractor.

16.6   Rights Cumulative.  Except as otherwise expressly provided or limited in the Agreement,

including but not limited to the liability limitations set forth in Sections 5.3, 10, 12.6 and 12.8, (a) the rights
and remedies of Owner or EPCM-Contractor as set forth in the Agreement shall be cumulative with and in

addition to, and not in limitation of, any other rights or remedies available at law or in equity, and (b) any

specific right or remedy conferred upon or reserved to Owner or EPCM- Contractor in any provision of the

Agreement shall not preclude the concurrent or consecutive exercise of a right or remedy for which any
other provision of the Agreement provides.

16.7 No Waiver.  No course of dealing or failure of Owner or EPCM-Contractor to enforce

strictly any term, right or condition of the Agreement shall be construed as a waiver of that term, right or
condition.  No express waiver of any term, right or condition of the Agreement shall operate as a waiver of

any other term, right or condition.

16.8 Survival.  All sections of the Agreement providing for limitation of or protection against

liability of either Party shall survive the termination, cancellation, or expiration of the Agreement.

16.9 No Third Party Beneficiaries.  The provisions of the Agreement are intended for the sole

and exclusive benefit of Owner and EPCM-Contractor, and not for the benefit of any third party.

16.10 Severability.  Should any of the provision(s) of this Agreement be declared invalid or be

determined by any court to be illegal or invalid, the validity of the remaining parts, terms or provisions shall
not be affected thereby, and said illegal or invalid part, term or provision shall be deemed not to be a part of

this Agreement

16.11 Joint Effort.  The preparation of the Agreement has been a joint effort of the Parties and the
resulting document shall not be construed more severely against one of the Parties than against the other.

16.12   Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which

shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

16.13 Attorneys’ Fees.  In the event that any Party is required to enforce the terms or conditions of

this Agreement in court or arbitration, the prevailing party shall recover all costs and expenses incurred in or
arising from such action, including reasonable attorney’s fees.

16.14 Subcontracts.  To the extent EPCM- Contractor subcontracts any portion of the Work,

EPCM-Contractor shall ensure that all Subcontractors are bound by the terms of this Contract in a writing
executed by EPCM-Contractor and Subcontractor.  Owner shall be an intended third party beneficiary of

any Subcontractor agreements and such Subcontractor agreements shall be fully  assignable to Owner

without Subcontractor’s approval upon EPCM-Contractor’s default under the Contract.  Any delegation of

the Work through subcontracting shall not relieve EPCM-Contractor of  its responsibilities under this
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Contract nor result in extra cost or liability to Owner.

16.15 Ownership of Data and Documents.  All reports, data, drawings, calculations, estimates,
specifications and other documents (collectively, “Documents”) prepared by EPCM-Contractor pursuant to

this Contract are deemed to be instruments of service and EPCM-Contractor shall retain the ownership and
property interests therein, including but not limited to any intellectual property rights, copyrights and/or

patents.  Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, upon Owner’s payment in full for all Services performed

under this Contract, EPCM-Contractor shall grant Owner a limited, irrevocable, royalty-free license to use

the Documents in connection with Owner’s occupancy of the Project, conditioned on Owner’s express
understanding that its alteration of the Documents without the involvement of the EPCM-Contractor is at

Owner’s sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to EPCM-Contractor or anyone working by or

through EPCM-Contractor, including Subcontractors of any tier.

16.16 Waiver of Jury Trial.  Each Party to the extent permitted by law, knowingly, voluntarily and

intentionally waives its right to a trial by jury in any action or other legal proceeding arising out of or

relating to this Contract, and the transaction it contemplates, whether sounding in contract, tort or otherwise.

17. TERMINATION

17.1. Termination for Cause.  If EPCM-Contractor shall fail at any time to provide the necessary
skilled labor, or materials, tools and Equipment for the prompt and quality performance of the Work, or

shall materially breach this Contract in whole or in part, or shall fail to use diligence in the performance

hereof, or shall materially fail to perform this Contract in the manner herein provided, or shall fail to pay

Subcontractors, suppliers or employees, or shall become insolvent, make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, file a voluntary bankruptcy petition, acquiesce to any involuntary bankruptcy petition, or be

adjudicated bankrupt,  Owner shall notify EPCM-Contractor in writing of such failure.  If EPCM-Contractor

fails to cure, or to commence and diligently pursue to completion the cure of, such failure within ten (10)
days after receipt of the notice from Owner, then the Owner may, at its election, terminate this Contract by

delivering written notice.  Unless otherwise stated in the notice of termination, upon receipt of notice of

termination for default, EPCM-Contractor shall immediately discontinue the Work on the date and to the
extent specified in the notice, assign such subcontracts and supplier agreements selected by the Owner on

the date and to the extent specified in the notice and deliver to Owner all Documents, drawings, reports,

plans, specifications, data, summaries or other material, information, or products whether completed or in

progress of the Work.  Thereafter, Owner may through itself or others complete the Work on such terms and
conditions as Owner deems appropriate.  In the event Owner exercises its rights under this paragraph, it

shall not be liable to EPCM-Contractor to pay for any Work not performed by EPCM-Contractor and Owner

may deduct the costs of completing the Work, including all charges, expenses, costs, damages, and
reasonable overhead, incurred as a result of the EPCM-Contractor’s material failure to perform, from any

money due or to become due to EPCM-Contractor under this Contract.  If after delivery of notice of

termination it is determined for any reason that EPCM-Contractor was not in default, EPCM-Contractor’s

sole and exclusive remedy shall be the same as if Owner had terminated the Contract for convenience
pursuant to Subsection 17.2.  No election by Owner to exercise its rights under this paragraph shall be

construed as a waiver of any other rights or remedies of Owner for any breach of this Contract.

17.2. Termination for Convenience.  At the sole discretion and convenience of the Owner, this
Contract may be terminated by Owner without cause at any time, subject to written notice. Upon receipt of

notice of termination for convenience, EPCM-Contractor shall discontinue all Work in accordance with and

to the extent specified in the notice and shall take commercially reasonable measures to minimize the cost of
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such termination.  EPCM-Contractor agrees that upon such termination for convenience, EPCM-
Contractor’s sole remedy shall be payment of full value for all Work properly performed in accordance with

the pricing set forth in Exhibit D, plus reasonable payment, including reasonable profit thereon, for Work in

progress, and reasonable amounts for unavoidable termination costs of unperformed Work, costs of all
Materials, and Equipment delivered to the Site and not otherwise paid for by Owner, provided EPCM-

Contractor shall, if directed by Owner, deliver to Owner all materials, documents, and other products of

completed Work or Work in progress for which Owner has made payment.  Use of such materials,
documents, and other products of completed Work or Work in progress is at Owner’s sole risk without

liability or legal exposure to EPCM-Contractor or anyone working by or through EPCM-Contractor,

including Subcontractors of any tier.

17.3. Termination for Cause by EPCM-Contractor.  EPCM-Contractor may terminate the
Contract upon written notice (a) if the Work is suspended for an aggregate period of ninety (90) days

through no act or fault of the EPCM-Contractor or its Subcontractors, or, (b) because Owner has not made
payment on a proper and undisputed invoice within the time stated in the Contract; provided Owner fails to

cure, or to commence and diligently pursue to completion the cure, of such suspension or failure of payment

within ten (10) days after receipt of the notice from EPCM-Contractor.  Upon such termination, EPCM-
Contractor’s shall be entitled, as a sole remedy, to payment of full value for all Work properly performed in

accordance with the pricing set forth in Exhibit D, plus reasonable payment, including reasonable profit

thereon, for Work in progress, and reasonable amounts for unavoidable termination costs of unperformed

Work, provided EPCM-Contractor shall, if directed by Owner, deliver to Owner all materials, documents,
and other products of completed Work or Work in progress for which Owner has made payment.

17.4   Termination for Convenience by EPCM-Contractor.

 (a) So long no event has occurred that, with notice or the passage of time, would cause the EPCM-

Contractor to be in default under this Contract, EPCM-Contractor may terminate this Contract without cause

at any time upon ninety (90) days’ notice to Owner accompanied by the payment due under this Section (the

“Termination for Convenience Sum”).

(b) If the sum of the Cost Overrun Fee Adjustment and the Performance Reserve Overrun Fee

Adjustment (as defined in Sections 9.1 and 11.1 of Exhibit D of this Agreement, collectively, the “Overrun
Adjustments”) through the date of termination are greater than fifty percent (50%) of the Base EPCM-

Contractor’s Fee through the date of termination, the Termination for Convenience Sum shall be 100% of

the Base EPCM-Contractor’s Fee less the Overrun Adjustments through the date of termination.

(c) Otherwise, the Termination for Convenience Sum shall be fifty percent (50%) of the Base

EPCM-Contractor’s Fee through the date of termination.

(d) The payment of the Termination for Convenience Sum shall be Owner’s sole and exclusive

remedy for the termination for convenience.

18.  REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES AND COVENANTS

Representations and Warranties.  Each Party makes the following representations and warranties to the other
Party, which representations and warranties survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement:
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18.1  Organization and Good Standing.  Such party is, as set forth in the preamble to this

Agreement, a corporation or a similar Person organized, existing and in good standing under the laws of the

state of its formation and authorized to conduct business in each state in which authorization may be

required to perform its obligations under this Agreement.

18.2  Power and Authority.  Such Party has the power and authority to enter into and perform this
Agreement and is not prohibited from entering into this Agreement or discharging and performing all

covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this Agreement.

18.3  Authorization.  Such Party has taken all action required by Applicable Law and its

governing documents in order to approve, execute and deliver this Agreement.

18.4  No Violation.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement by such Party, the
performance by such Party of its obligations hereunder and the consummation by such party of the

transactions contemplated herein do not and will not: (i) contravene any Applicable Law in effect at the

Effective Date or any Order in effect at the Effective Date of any Governmental Body or Arbitrator having
jurisdiction over such party or its Property; (ii) result in a breach or violation of any of the terms and

provisions of, or constitute a default under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust or other agreement in

effect at the Effective Date and to which such Party is a party or by which it or its Property is bound; or (iii)
result in the creation or imposition of any Lien upon the Property of the other Party, other than Liens arising

from the contractual rights of the Parties contained in this Agreement.

18.5  Approvals and Consents.  No approval, consent or authorization of any Governmental Body

or other Person is required for the execution and delivery by such Party of this Agreement or the

performance by such Party of its obligations hereunder, except such approvals, consents or authorizations

that have been given or obtained by such Party and are in full force and effect.

18.6  Binding Effect.  This Agreement has been executed and delivered by such Party.  Assuming
that the other Party has all the requisite power and authority, and has taken all necessary action to execute

and deliver this Agreement, this Agreement is the legal, valid and binding obligation of such Party
enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as limited by laws of general applicability limiting the

enforcement of creditor’s rights (e.g., bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium) or by the exercise of judicial

discretion in accordance with general principles of equity.

END OF DOCUMENT
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------Prepared in anticipation of Litigation------

Vectren Power Supply, Inc.

A.B. Brown Generating Station

CCR Compliance Program
A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project

Wet Barge Loading Option

SCHEDULE

EXHIBIT C

AECOM
9400 Amberglen Blvd

Austin, TX 78729

Revision: D Status: Final
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Exhibit C – Project Schedule 

 
 

A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal 

Vectren A.B. Brown Generating Station 

AECOM Project No. 60442676 

SCHEDULE 

1.1  MILESTONE DATES 

  

A. Capital Infrastructure Upgrades  

 1. Award Prime Contract October 31, 2018 

 2. Complete Engineering November 30, 2019 

 3. Subcontractor Mobilization January 31, 2020 

 4. Deliver Barge-Loading Equipment January 31, 2020 

 5. Deliver New Pipe Conveyor  June 30, 2020 

 6. Complete Barge-Loading Equipment Installation December 31, 2020 

 7. Complete New Pipe Conveyor Installation December 31, 2020 

 8. Mechanical Completion January 31, 2021 

 9. Substantial Completion March 31, 2021 

 10. Final Completion April 30, 2021 

   

B. Pond Closure Construction  

 1. Complete Engineering April 30, 2020 

 2. Subcontractor Mobilization June 30, 2020 

 3. Annual Measurement Milestone until Completion January Each Year 

 4. Substantial Completion 
3 months after 

excavation complete 

 5. Final Completion 
9 months after 

excavation complete  

 

Further detail is provided in two Level 2 Schedules located on the following pages of this 

exhibit. 
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Exhibit C – Project Schedule 

 
 

A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal 

Vectren A.B. Brown Generating Station 

AECOM Project No. 60442676 

1.1 PROJECT INFORMATION 

A. Project Identification: Vectren A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal 

1. Project Location: A.B. Brown Generating Station, Mt. Vernon, Indiana. 

 

B. Owner: Vectren Power Supply; P.O. Box 209, Evansville, Indiana 47702. 

C. EPCM-Contractor: AECOM Technical Services, Inc., 9400 Amberglen Boulevard, Austin, 

Texas  78729 
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Float
AECOM ActivityVectren CCR – Ash Recycle Capital Upgrades

Wet Barge Loading, Level 2 Schedule

TITLE
Rev 6

24-Sept-2018

REVISION

DATE

EE
DRAWN

CHECKED

2018
Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Detail Engineering – Civil/Structural

Ponded Ash 
Handling

Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Fabricate & Deliver – Electrical Equipment
(Pre-fab. buildings, MCCs, etc.)

Prep
RFQ Fabricate & Deliver –

Transformers

Prep
RFQ

Vendor 
Submittals

Neg & 
Awd

Neg & 
Awd

Vendor 
Submittals

Neg & 
Awd

Prep 
RFQ Vendor Submittals

PRELIMINARY

Rcv 
Bids

Rcv 
Bids

Rcv 
Bids

Prep
RFQ Fabricate & Deliver – Barge-Loading Upgrades

Neg & 
Awd

Vendor 
Submittals

Rcv 
Bids

Feb

Feb

LEGEND

2019
Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Detail Engineering – Mechanical

Detail Engineering – Electrical

Finalize Conveyor 
Routing 

Geotech Analysis

Electrical Load 
Studies

Install Barge-Loading Upgrades

Engineering

Barge Loading

Electrical Upgrades

Foundation Dsgn Foundation Install

Prep/Issue 
Construction 

RFQ Package
Neg and Awd 

Const. Contractor

Contr 
Submit

Bids
Mobilize

JH

2020
Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

July

July

Negotiate Prime Contract

June

June

Prep
RFQ Fabricate & Deliver –

PLC Mods

Neg & 
Awd

Vendor 
Submittals

Rcv 
Bids

Mechanical 
Completion

Target Substantial 
Completion

Final 
Completion

Dry Fly Ash 
Loading Ends

Critical Path

Turnover & 
Punchlist

Install New Pipe Conveyor 

Install Electrical Equipment, 
Cable, Conduit & PLC Mods

Feb Mar Apr May

Feb Mar Apr May

2021

Start-up and 
Commissioning

Ship – New Pipe Conveyor

Final
Elect 

Terms

Deliver – New 
Pipe Conveyor

Fabricate New Pipe Conveyor 
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Float
AECOM ActivityVectren CCR – AB Brown Closure-by-Removal

Level 2 Schedule

TITLE

REV 3

07-Aug-2018

REVISION

DATE

EE
DRAWN

CHECKED

H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1

Project Kick-off

Procurement

Free 
Water Rmvl 

(Upper) Ash Excavation (Upper) to Elev. 450 ft

PRELIMINARY

H2

LEGEND

H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2H1H2
2020

H1

Prep Dwgs
& Specs 

Engineering

Neg &
Awd 

Submit 
Bids

Mobilize

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2H1H2H1

2021 2022 2023 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Prep Bid 
Docs

Construction

2019

20202019
Q4

Dvlp Cnst Ash 
Staging Area

Installation & Use of Passive Dewatering

Ash Excvn (Upper) to Elev. 445'

Ash Excvn (Lower) 
to Elev. 445'

Install Positive 
Dwtrng (Upper)

Passive Dwtrng (Upper)

Passive 
Dwtrng (Upper)

Install Ditch B/W Upper 
North & South Areas

Clean Close Upper N. Area

Positive Dwtrng (Upper)

Ash Excvn (Upper & Lower) to Elev. 432'

Positive Dwtrng (Upper & Lower)

Ash Excvn to Clean Close (Upper & Lower)

Positive Dwtrng (Upper & Lower)

Excavation Phase 1

Excavation Phase 2

Excavation Phase 3

Excavation Phase 4

Excavation Phase 5

Excavation Phase 6

Free Water 
Removal (Lower)

Remove Lower Dam 
& Storm Water Outfall

Cnst Storm Water 
Swales & Chutes

Final Clean Close Grading

Site Stabilization
Demobilize

Q4

H1 H2

AB Brown Plant 
Closes

JH

Notes
Schedule durations are based on 451,766 CY annually.

* Tons are shown based on the CCR materials having a 20% process 
moisture content (weight of water divided by total weight of materials 
(solids + water))

** To convert between weight (short tons) and volume (CY), a density 
of 1.22 tons/CY is used. This is based on an average dry density of 80 
lbs/CF based on Proctor Test data for fly ash from similar sources and 
assumes 90% of maximum compaction and 20% process moisture 
content.  This is intended to represent the approximate density of the 
ash materials after removal from the pond prior to loading the 
conveyor or transport to other location in the pond.

*** AECOM estimates 5,370,800 CY total volume of CCR materials 
(in-situ @ 1.35 tons/CY) in the pond. Therefore, with the maximum 
quantity schedule, ash production will cease during Term Year 12.  

<--- 5,370,800 total volume reached in year 12

H1 H2H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2

20272024 2025 2026

H1 H2 H1 H2
2027

H1 H2
2034

H1 H2

2033
H1 H2

2034

Target Substantial 
Completion

Final 
Completion
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A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project
Wet Barge Loading Option

Contractor Safety Requirements

AECOM  Proprietary and Confidential
------Attorney/Client Communication/Work Product-----

------Prepared in anticipation of Litigation------

Vectren Power Supply, Inc.

A.B. Brown Generating Station

CCR Compliance Program
A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project

Wet Barge Loading Option

CONTRACTOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

EXHIBIT G

AECOM
9400 Amberglen Blvd

Austin, TX 78729

Revision: D Status: Final
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CONTRACTOR DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING PROGRAM  

FOR  

VECTREN CORPORATION 

 

 

 

Purpose: 
 

The purpose of this policy is to document and communicate the manner in which the Vectren 

drug and alcohol testing program will be administered for all Contractors working at Vectren 

facilities and/or Vectren controlled work sites. 

 

 

General Requirements: 
 

In accordance with Vectren’s Contracting Requirements:   

All contractors performing work regulated by the Department of Transportation with mandated 

drug and alcohol testing, or for the Power Supply division shall comply with the guidance set 

forth in the DOT Safety Regulations.  Failure to comply with the program may result in removal 

from the project. 

 

In addition to Contractor specific Drug Testing Programs and under the direction of Vectren 

Corporate Safety, Contractors will administer and manage the Vectren “Substance Abuse 

Program for Contractors” when performing work at Vectren facilities and/or Vectren controlled 

work sites. Vectren contract project managers will be responsible for contractor compliance with 

this policy. 

 

 

Communication Requirement: 

Contract employees performing work at Vectren must be prepared to produce proof of a 

negative drug and alcohol screen within the last 12 months and / or proof of participation 

in a random substance abuse testing program during the past 12 months. 
 

• All contract employees working in Power Supply must possess a drug card designating 

“Available” status 

• The testing for the substance abuse program must be conducted by an approved 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration (SAMHSA) laboratory 
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Exceptions:  

 

This policy applies to all contractors performing work for Vectren, as well as any contractor or 

subcontractor performing work at a Vectren facility or Vectren controlled work site; exceptions 

are made for short-term service or delivery contractors whose activities pose no significant safety 

or security risk to Vectren employees, contract employees, Vectren facilities or the public.  

Exceptions will only be granted by the Vectren Director of Corporate Safety. 

 

Potential Exception Examples:  

• FedEx, UPS, or similar type services 

• Material delivery from suppliers such as concrete, steel, and materials where the 

contractor has no control over who will deliver the material 

Note:  The contractor is still responsible for the delivery person’s safety.  The 

contractor must ensure PPE is worn in areas that require this type of protection and 

ensure delivery drivers stay within assigned areas. 

• Engineering personnel performing consulting work and not involved in “at risk” job 

functions are not required to submit to this policy; such personnel may include but are 

not limited to the following: 

o Confined space entrance 

o Working at heights requiring appropriate fall protection equipment 

o Working on or near exposed energized parts 

o Working from scaffolding 

o Entering excavation sites 

o Working on equipment that falls under the requirements of Hold Cards and/or 

Lockout/Tagout 

o Design of, or decision making with critical path equipment 

• Sales personnel escorted by a contractor to visually verify system part replacements 

(such as packing), but not performing “at risk” job functions 

• Advising field personnel such as Bailey, Westinghouse, GE, or L&N not performing 

“at risk” job functions or do not have control of the plant system, where their actions 

could harm, disrupt service, or damage Vectren equipment 

• Off-Site Contractor Management visiting the job site, but not involved in “at risk” job 

functions 

• Trainers not involved in “at risk” job functions 

• IT Personnel advising, but do not have control of the system where their actions could 

harm, disrupt service, or damage Vectren equipment 

• Safety and Environmental Auditors not involved in “at risk” job functions 
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Methods for Obtaining a Drug Card for Power Supply: 
 

If the contract employee does not have a drug card, the controlling contractor for this employee 

must complete one of the following options: 

 

1. Contact Hi Tech Investigative at 812-477-1400 to arrange an appointment for testing.  

Provide a copy of the Testing Notification Form received from Hi Tech Investigative 

to the Vectren contractor’s contact.  Provide test results or a copy of the drug card 

once the results are obtained.  Inform Hi Tech Investigative or the testing site that a 

drug card with picture ID is required. 

 

2. Contact St. Mary’s Comp Center at 812-485-6900 to arrange an appointment for 

testing.  Provide a copy of the Testing Notification Form from St. Mary’s to the 

Vectren contractor’s contact.  Provide test results or a copy of the drug card once the 

results are obtained.  Inform St. Mary’s or the testing site that a drug card with picture 

ID is required. 

 

 

For contractor employees required to report to work on Vectren jobsites without a drug card, the 

Contracting Company will determine the appropriate action based upon the following 

protocol(s):  

 

1. If a contract employee is being assigned to work for Vectren within 3 days of the 

request, the Contracting Company will require the employee report to the testing 

center so that a Point of Collection Test (POCT) and lab confirmation test can be 

conducted.  A (donor) Chain of Custody Form will be provided.  The contract 

employee will provide this documentation to the Contracting Company substance 

abuse representative and the Vectren Project Manager, upon request.  Once 

confirmation is received from the lab, a drug card will be issued.  The Contractor will 

be responsible for providing a copy of the card to the Vectren Project Manager within 

one week of card issuance.  

 

2. If a contractor employee’s work assignment at Vectren is more than 3 days from the 

date of notification, the contractor employee will contact the testing center for normal 

DOT drug testing. 
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Applicable to Work Performed at a Power Plant when a Testing Site is Unavailable (Off 

Hours): 

 

If Vectren and Testing Services were not able to arrange an appointment for the drug and alcohol 

screening, the following exception will be granted by Vectren: 

 

1. For emergency work, any contract employee not in possession of a current drug card 

or a program drug card may start work without a Point of Collection Test (POCT).  

The contract employee will be permitted to finish the assigned shift, but must have a 

POCT test with a negative result before the next scheduled shift begins.  A completed 

Testing Notification Form must be sent with the contractor employee(s) to the testing 

site. 

 

a. If testing arrangements between Vectren and Testing Services can be arranged 

with 24 hours / 7 days per week availability, this exception is null and void. 

 

If a contract employee’s job duties span only one day at Vectren, drug and alcohol testing is 

nonetheless required as previously outlined.  The results will be sent to Vectren’s Project 

Manager and the controlling contractor’s substance abuse representative. 

 

 

Short Notification for Additional Labor from the Union Hall: 

 

It is the intent of the Substance Abuse Program for Contractors to require all contract employees 

to be in possession of a drug card prior to reporting for duty.  Situations that dictate additional 

labor with no more than a three (3) day notice to the controlling contractor will result in 

acceptance of a Point of Collection Test (POCT) demonstrating negative results and allow access 

to the contract employee; there must be a confirmation test conducted and a drug card issued to 

this employee. 

 

 

Drug Card Management (Power Supply): 

 

The Controlling Contractor must arrange a card management program with the collection 

agency.  The drug cards must display the employee’s picture, name with a computer generated 

identification number.  

 

The contractor must provide a copy of all drug cards to the Vectren Project Manager prior to 

allowing employees under their supervision to work at Vectren.  All contractor employees must 

be prepared to present a valid driver’s license or Government issued ID card upon request by 

Vectren. 
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Random Drug Testing: 

 

Any maintenance or construction work on a Vectren jobsite may utilize random on-site drug 

testing.  The random testing will include a minimum of 15% of the contractor work population, 

including subcontractors as well as onsite contractor management personnel in the test pool.  

Random testing is defined as unannounced testing in which all workers in the test pool have an 

equal chance of being selected each time testing is completed; random testing will include only 

those workers onsite the day of testing.   

 

Any drug test performed will use a SAMHSA certified lab.  Collection and processing of 

samples will be completed per DOT protocols, with specimens forwarded to the certified lab.  

DOT standard threshold test values defined for the appropriate test will apply.   

 

Any contract employee producing a positive test result will be removed from the Vectren job site 

immediately; removal will require escort to Vectren security by a member of their management 

team.  If the confirmation test is positive, the contractor employee will not be allowed access to 

any Vectren facilities or Vectren controlled work sites for a minimum of six months. 

 

Failure to provide a sufficient sample to complete a urine test or refusing to provide a sample 

will be considered a “refusal to test” and will result in the same consequences as producing a 

positive test result. 

 

 

Alcohol Testing: 
 

Alcohol testing is completed randomly, in the event of post-accident/near-miss incidents, and 

under reasonable suspicion situations.  Alcohol tests shall be performed using the breath or blood 

to determine a BAC (blood alcohol content).  When possible, a breathalyzer type instrument 

conforming to DOT standards should be used.  Random testing will include a minimum of 10% 

of the contractor work population, including subcontractors as well as onsite contractor 

management personnel in the test pool. 

 

Failure to provide a sufficient breath sample to complete a breath test or refusing to provide a 

blood sample will be considered a “refusal to test” and will result in the same consequences as 

producing a positive test result. 

 

All alcohol tests resulting in a confirmed test BAC level of .040 or higher will be considered 

positive and the contractor employee will not be allowed access to any Vectren facilities or 

Vectren controlled work sites for a minimum of six months.. 

 

All alcohol test results with a confirmation test BAC level of .020 through .039, will require 

notification to the contractor; the contractor will manage their employee at the discretion of their 

individual company policy.  If the contract employee produces a test result within the designated 

range, the contract employee will be removed from the jobsite by security for a minimum of 

eight hours. 
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This policy does not take the place of the Contractor’s defined drug testing program.  Contractors 

must report the number of tests performed as well as the number of confirmed positives to 

Vectren while their contract is in effect with Vectren. 

 

 

Summary of Required Actions: 

 

The Controlling Contractor must: 

• Follow the VECTREN Contractor Substance Abuse Program for Contractors 

• Obtain a valid drug card from a testing center for contractor employees working in 

Power Supply that do not possess a valid card 

• Conduct post-accident / near-miss incident drug and alcohol testing 

• Conduct reasonable suspicion drug and alcohol testing 

• Notify the Vectren Project Manager of any post-accident, serious near-miss, reasonable 

suspicion incidents, substance abuse testing as well as any positive test results 

• Send electronic information regarding a banned contract employee to Vectren 

Corporate Safety on the day of the incident with the name as well as any other 

pertinent information for any employee banned from the job site 

 
For any questions regarding the Contractor Substance Abuse Program, contact Vectren 

Corporate Safety. 
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Chapter 3 - Corporate Safety Administration & Accountability 

3.6 Near Miss Reporting 
Issued:  9/1/08              Reissued:  2/24/10, 7/1/12, 4/27/15 

 

Policy 

The Near Miss program is designed to enable everyone to be proactivity in the timely reporting of a near 

miss incident in the workplace. Reporting of a near miss incident will not involve discipline action or 

negative consequences. The key for success of this program is timely reporting of all incidents. 

Near Miss Definition 

A near miss is defined as an incident that, but for chance, could have resulted in injury to an employee, 

damage to property, business interruption or economic loss to the Company. The intent of this program 

is to build and encourage the safety culture by reporting of near miss incidents, with positive 

reinforcement and without the fear of retribution. 

• Personal injury, property damage, business interruption or economic loss to the 

 Company or a member of the public that has occurred would not be Near Miss 

 Incidents. 

• Safety violations and unsafe practices that are not reported in accordance with these 

 guidelines are not Near Miss incidents. 

Procedure for Reporting Near Misses work schedule) to Corporate Safety. Some key items to explore: 

a) Date 

b) Department / Division 

c) Explanation of Near Miss (what, where, when, how) 

d) Contributing Factors 

e) Related Information (weather, time, pictures) 

f) Potential Solutions 

7) Corporate Safety will log and track all Near Miss incidents. 

8) All Near Miss incidents will be shared and reviewed by the appropriate Joint Safety 

Committees. 

 

A Near Miss is a second chance that we often do not get. We must continue to take steps to increase 

awareness, reduce complacency and ensure everyone’s eyes and minds continue to remain on task. Our 

culture has to be of sharing the critical information to help protect and save all from future incidents. 
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A.B. Brown Project Safety Plan

The following Project Safety Plan information is requied to be turned in a mininum 14 days to the Vectren Safety Consultant and reviewed before the 

project starts. Fill out a Job Safety Plan for each individual project. A number of projects maybe combined on the same form if they are related to each 

other. Projects that are in different areas, must have a separate Job Safety Plan filled out.  The hazards are, but not limited to Fall Protection, Hot Work, 

Confined Space, Person Protection Equipment, Lockout/ tagout, Lift Plan, Excavation/Trenching&Shoring,  Barricades, Scaffolding, Hazcom,  Walking & 

Working Surfaces, Mobile and Aerial Equipment. Power Hand Tool, Flamables and Combustible Safety and Work Zone Safety. If any digging is to be 

done, 811 must be called and documented on the safety plan before work started.

Date:

Job Specific Safety Plan

Permits Required:

Personal Protective Equipment Required:

Training Requirements

Day of week and time safety meeting to be held:

Hazards Anticipated in each step: Steps to address each Hazard:

Maximum Estimated Manpower: Trades to be Utilized:

Contractor: 

Project Name:  Project Location:

Subcontractors to be Utilized:

Vectren Project Manager(s)

Brief Description of Project:

Project Sequence:
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A.B. Brown Project Safety Plan

Contractor Safety Rep:

Contractor Project Manager:

Contractor Superintendent:

Contractor Gen. Foreman/Foreman(s):

Review By: (Sign & Date)
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A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project
Wet Barge Loading Option

Invoice Form

AECOM  Proprietary and Confidential
------Attorney/Client Communication/Work Product-----

------Prepared in anticipation of Litigation------

Vectren Power Supply, Inc.

A.B. Brown Generating Station

CCR Compliance Program
A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project

Wet Barge Loading Option

INVOICE FORM

EXHIBIT I

AECOM
9400 Amberglen Blvd

Austin, TX 78729

Revision: D Status: Final
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Check Payment to:
AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

An AECOM Company

1178 Paysphere Circle
Chicago, IL 60674

ACH Payment to:
AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

An AECOM Company

Bank of America
Account Number 5800937020
ABA Number 071000039 h

h

 
h

hh

Wire Transfer Payment to:
AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

AN AECOM Company

Bank of America
New York, NY 10001
Account Number 5800937020

ABA Number 026009593

SWIFT CODE BOFAUS3N

Amber Oaks, 9400 Amberglen Boulevard, Austin, TX 78729-1100
Tel: +1 (512) 454 4797 Fax: +1 (512) 454 8807

              Invoice Date: 01-JAN-XX
        Invoice Number:   XXXXXXXXh
  Agreement Number: HXXX

HAgreement Description:h  Vectren CCR Compliance
	  Payment Term:  30 NET

ATTN : Accounts Payable
Vectren Corporation
PO Box 209
Vectren EN DLY IN 35-0793669
Evansville, IN 47702

h

h
hProject Number : 60442676

Bill Through Date	 : 01-JAN-XX - 31-JAN-XX

PO XXXXXX

Please reference Invoice Number and Project Number with Remittance  

DAYPProject Name:  A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal

Task 
Description Billed Amt H

xx.xx H
_____________

Invoice Summaries
xx.xx

xx.xx
_____________

xx.xx

H Billing Summaries
Billing Summary Current Prior Total Limit Remain
Billings             00.00             00.00 H 00.00 XXX,XXX.XX
H _____________

            00.00

____ H H
Billing Total :             00.00             00.00 00.00 H
h
H
H Outstanding Invoices
Invoice Number Invoice Date Invoice Balance
XXXXXXXX 01-JAN-XX  00.00

Outstanding Total : ____________            00.00 

Total Current Amount : 

Fee %

Total Invoice Amount : h 

Cost Rate HHours H

Project Total : 	        xx.xx

Total Labor

Engineering Labor

Construction Management Labor xx.xx H
xx.xx H

xx.xx H
_____________

Total ODCs

Engineering/CM ODCs 

Construction Subcontract xx.xx H
xx.xx H
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A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project
Wet Barge Loading Option

Subcontractor Rates

AECOM  Proprietary and Confidential
------Attorney/Client Communication/Work Product-----

------Prepared in anticipation of Litigation------

Vectren Power Supply, Inc.

A.B. Brown Generating Station

CCR Compliance Program
A.B. Brown Closure-by-Removal Project

Wet Barge Loading Option

SUBCONTRACTOR RATES

EXHIBIT J

AECOM
9400 Amberglen Blvd

Austin, TX 78729

Revision: D Status: TBD – Pending Subcontractor

Selections
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	1.2 PROJECT INFORMATION
	A. Project Identification: Vectren Power Supply – Lower Dam Stabilizing Buttress.
	1. Project Location: A.B. Brown Generating Station, Mt. Vernon, Indiana.
	The existing Lower Dam turns toward the east at the limits of the main north/south embankment.  This area of the dam is assumed to have been excavated and shaped into its current configuration during original construction of the Lower Ash Pond.  The o...

	B. Owner: Vectren Power Supply; P.O. Box 209, Evansville, Indiana 47702.
	C. Contractor: AECOM, 9400 Amberglen Boulevard, Austin, Texas  78729
	D. Subcontractor:  The selected/awarded construction company to engage and perform the scope of this project.

	1.3 WORK COVERED BY CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
	A. Vectren Power Supply requires construction of a soil buttress and  other ancillary work designed to modify the existing Lower Dam at the A.B. Brown Generating Station (ABB) to meet the structural stability provisions of the Federal CCR Rule (40 CFR...
	The design of this project work is shown on the Contract Drawings that will accompany the specifications.  The Contract Drawings and the specifications shall be considered together as the contract technical documents.  All design aspects and identifie...
	The existing Lower Dam is an earthen structure constructed of fine-grained fill materials, and impounds the existing Lower Ash Pond.  The surface of the dam is vegetated with grass.  An existing access road, pump station and associated piping exist at...
	B. Elements of the Stabilizing Buttress Project include the following:
	1. UStabilizing Buttress:U  The proposed buttress will be constructed against the outboard slope of the Lower Dam, and will be comprised of compacted engineered fill materials. The source of the engineered fill material is described in Section 1.3 C. ...
	2. UNorth Excavation Area:U  The project will excavate, remove, and replace a limited area located to the south of the dam crest.  The intention of the work is to remove any coal combustion residual (CCR) materials that may be present in the area dire...
	3. UStream Relocation:U  A limited segment of the existing jurisdictional stream will be covered by the proposed buttress and will therefore be relocated to the west of its current alignment.  The relocated segment will tie into the existing stream at...
	4. UNPDES Outfall No. 4 Extension:U  The existing outfall is via a 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe (RCP).  This pipe is routed underneath the Lower Dam, near the center (of the north-south axis) of the dam and discharges via NPDES Outfall #4...
	5. UDam Subdrain Modification:U  A 6-inch diameter perforated subdrain, that collects seepage from the Lower Dam is located at the western edge of the flat area at the toe of the dam, and are routed roughly parallel with the axis of the dam. The subdr...
	6. UPipeline Demolition/Abandonment: U Two (2) 18-inch diameter corrugated HDPE surface drain pipes and associated manhole risers are located in the flat area west of the toe of the dam on the north and south sides of the footprint.  These pipes are l...
	An existing abandoned manhole structure, located immediately to the north of the existing access road that runs along the south side of the coal pile, near its terminus near Outfall No. 4.  This manhole is to be removed and excavation backfilled prior...
	Two (2) 8-inch diameter HDPE siphon pipes, routed below the surface of the dam, are located in the central and southern area of the existing dam footprint.  They originate at the crest of the dam and descend in an east to west direction to the grade a...
	An existing 12-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe, which discharges immediately adjacent to the existing 36-inch RCP at NPDES Outlet #4, will be grouted and abandoned as part of this project.
	7. UBorrow Area:  UThe Subcontractor will be responsible for excavating, loading, hauling and soil conditioning to meet compaction standards of material from the borrow source in 1.3.C.1.  The Subcontractor will also be responsible for maintaining the...

	C. The Owner will perform the following tasks, prior to the start of construction:
	1. Arrange for a borrow source of engineered fill materials.  The property (Parcel No. 11) is located approximately 3 miles to the northwest of the project site, in the southeast quadrant of the intersection of State Route 62 (Ohio River Scenic Byway)...
	2. All tree clearing.  No additional cutting of trees will be allowed, beyond what the Owner has cleared at the time of mobilization.
	3. Relocate existing coal materials to outside the horizontal and vertical limits of the proposed buttress.
	4. Relocate all utilities currently in conflict with the North Excavation Area to outside of the limits of excavation.

	D. All construction work will be performed under the provisions of the following permits, which have been applied for and obtained by the Owner:
	1. A Regional General Permit No. 1, issued jointly by the United States Army Corps of Engineers and the Indiana Department of Environmental Management.
	2. A Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of an Indiana Rule 5 Permit, which governs operations at the project site and at the borrow source.
	3. A dam modification permit, issued by the Indiana Department of Natural Resources.

	E. Contractor will provide certification statement verifying the as-built condition of the buttress  meets the structural stability provisions of the Federal CCR Rule (40 CFR Part 257.73). .

	1.4 ACCESS TO SITE
	A. General: Subcontractor and Contractor shall have full use of Project site for construction operations during construction period.  Subcontractor and Contractor's use of Project site is limited only by Owner's right to perform work (including operat...
	B. Use of Site: Limit use of Project site to areas within the Contract limits indicated. Do not disturb portions of Project site beyond areas in which the Work is indicated.
	1. Driveways, Walkways and Entrances: Keep driveways and entrances serving premises clear and available to Owner, Owner's employees, and emergency vehicles at all times. Do not use these areas for parking or storage of materials unless otherwise indic...
	a. All site schedule deliveries shall utilize the existing access roadway as shown on the Contract Drawings through the Construction Entrance/Exit.
	b. Schedule deliveries to minimize space and time requirements for storage of materials and equipment on-site.



	1.5 WORK RESTRICTIONS
	A. Work Restrictions, General: Comply with restrictions on construction operations.
	1. Comply with limitations on use of public streets and with other requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.  Procurement of and adherence to all local hauling permits or other permissions required to utilize roadways outside the property of th...

	B. Noise, Vibration, and Odors: Coordinate operations that may result in high levels of noise and vibration, odors, or other disruption with the Owner.
	1. Notify Owner not less than two days in advance of proposed disruptive operations.
	2. Obtain Owner's written permission before proceeding with disruptive operations.

	C. Controlled Substances: Use of controlled substances on project site is not permitted.
	D. Owner-Specific Safety Procedures:  Comply with all Owner-specific safety procedures and training.

	1.6 SPECIFICATION AND DRAWING CONVENTIONS
	A. Specification Content: The Specifications use certain conventions for the style of language and the intended meaning of certain terms, words, and phrases when used in particular situations. These conventions are as follows:
	1. Imperative mood and streamlined language are generally used in the Specifications. The words "shall," "shall be," or "shall comply with," depending on the context, are implied where a colon (:) is used within a sentence or phrase.
	2. Specification requirements are to be performed by Subcontractor unless specifically stated otherwise.

	B. Division 01 General Requirements: Requirements of Sections in Division 01 apply to the Work of all Sections in the Specifications.
	C. Drawing Coordination: Requirements for materials and products identified on Contract Drawings are described in detail in the Specifications. One or more of the following are used on Contract Drawings to identify materials and products:
	1. Terminology: Materials and products are identified by the typical generic terms used in the individual Specifications Sections.
	2. Abbreviations: Materials and products are identified by abbreviations published as part of the U.S. National CAD Standard and scheduled on Contract Drawings.
	3. Keynoting: Materials and products are identified by reference keynotes referencing Specification Section numbers found in this Project Manual.

	D. Project Drawing List
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	part 1 – GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. This Section specifies requirements for project schedules.
	B. All time constraints stated in the Contract documents are of the essence of the Contract.
	C. Perform work expeditiously and with adequate forces to complete it no later than the Completion Date specified for the Contract.
	D. Perform work by supplementing work crews, adding additional shifts or other means required to maintain the Detailed Schedule.

	1.2 RELATED WORK
	A. Documents affecting work of this Section include the other sections of the Contract Documents and all specification sections in Division 1.

	1.3 SUBMITTALS
	A. Submittals shall be provided as specified in Section 013300, this Section, and the attached “Consolidated Submittal Requirements List” (CSRL).  The CSRL provides a summary and detailed requirements of all submittals required, including the schedule...

	1.4 SUBCONTRACTOR EXECUTION PLAN SUBMITTAL
	A. Submit with the bid a written execution plan for accomplishing the Scope of Work indicated in the bid documents, including a Level II Schedule. The schedule submitted with the construction execution plan shall be in sufficient detail to allow Contr...

	1.5 INITIAL DETAILED SCHEDULE
	A. Submit within fifteen (15) working days of the execution of the Contract a Level 3, Critical Path Method,  Schedule. The purpose of the Level 3 Schedule is to assure adequate planning and execution of the Work and to assist Contractor in monitoring...
	B. The Subcontractor's Schedule will be integrated into a Master Project Schedule, coordinated by Contractor. The Master Project Schedule will be fully integrated with schedule logic ties as appropriate. The Subcontractor shall build Activity IDs, WBS...
	C. This schedule shall be an expansion of the Subcontractor’s bid schedule and shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
	1. List of proposed Activities.
	2. List of proposed durations for Activities (in working days).
	3. List of proposed durations for major procurement items (in working days).
	4. Proposed sequencing of Activities.
	5. Proposed sequence of Construction Completion and Turnover Packages.
	6. Activities that are not indicated in the Contractor Pre-Bid Schedule or the Subcontractor’s Bid Schedule, but that are required to complete the Contract.
	7. Manpower loading and crew sizes for craft make-up, number of shifts for each Activity.
	8. Resource loaded Subcontractor’s quantity takeoff of materials to be supplied and/or installed for each activity.
	9. Permitting and certification activities.
	10. Any and all lower-tier Subcontractor work as well as Subcontractor’s own work.   The Level 3 Schedule shall show a coordinated plan of work between all parties, including other subcontractors or plant equipment outages.

	D. Activities shall not exceed a maximum duration of twenty working days each, unless otherwise approved by Contractor, except for non-construction activities such as procurement of materials, delivery of equipment and concrete curing. Outage schedule...
	E. Assign durations to activities that reflect Subcontractor’s best evaluation of time required to complete each activity considering the scope and resources planned for the activity. Include estimated labor hours required to complete the scope of wor...
	F. Provide Contractor with estimates of labor and intended crew and/or equipment sizes that support the proposed duration of any activity that is questioned by Contractor within five calendar days of Contractor's request.
	G. Consider seasonal weather conditions in the planning and scheduling of all work influenced by high or low ambient temperatures to ensure completion of all work required by the Contract within the established Contract time and milestone completion d...
	H. The Work Schedule shall be a time-scaled critical path method (CPM) logic diagram schedule inclusive of all engineering, procurement, fabrication, testing, shipping and construction start-up activities included in the scope of work required under t...
	I. There may be other Contracts being performed concurrent with this Contract and that may run subsequent to this Contract. The work of this Contract requires cooperation in regards to understanding the work of other Contracts being performed simultan...
	J. Failure by Contractor or Subcontractor to include an element of the work in the initial Detailed Schedule shall not excuse the Subcontractor from completing all of the work in its entirety within the completion date for the Contract.
	K. The use of open-ended activities, artificial constraint dates, mandatory constraint dates and Hammock activities shall be kept to a minimum and used only with Contractor approval.
	L. All Schedules shall be configured to calculate data as follows:
	1. Contiguous scheduling.
	2. Total float calculations based on finish dates.
	3. Retained logic.
	4. Start-to-start lags calculated from actual start dates.
	5. Percent complete and remaining duration linked.
	6. Master project schedule calendars shall be based on a 5 day calendar with standard holidays. Additional calendars may be used with Contractor approval.

	M. The Detailed schedule shall, at all times, represent the actual history of the accomplishment of all activities as well as a plan for the orderly completion of the Project.

	1.6 THE DETAILED SCHEDULE
	A. Following submittal of the initial Detailed Schedule, Contractor will review the schedule and provide comments if/as required within fifteen (15) working days.

	1.7 FINALIZING THE DETAILED SCHEDULE
	A. Within five (5) working days following Contractor review of the submittal, finalize the Detailed Schedule in accordance with any comments received.
	B. After incorporation of any comments, furnish Contractor with two print copies and an electronic (.PDF and .XER) version of the schedule. Furnish Contractor an electronic (.XER) version of the schedule as requested at any time throughout the duratio...

	1.8 DETAILED PROJECT SCHEDULE REVISIONS AND UPDATES
	A. The Detailed Schedule shall be maintained and kept current throughout the course of the work. The Detailed Schedule shall be updated on a weekly basis for the purpose of recording and monitoring the progress of the work. During unit outages, the De...
	B. Subcontractor shall submit to Contractor on a weekly basis a rolling three week schedule which illustrates the previous week and two week look ahead schedule which includes all engineering, procurement and construction activities planned for the su...
	C. In addition, weekly coordination meetings, required by Section 013113, will be held with Subcontractor to review the actual progress made to date, dates of activities started and completed and the percentage of work completed to date on each activi...
	D. In the weekly coordination meeting, Subcontractor shall provide a copy of the schedule to all meeting participants, showing Activity ID, Activity Description, Original Duration, Remaining Duration, Early Start, Early Finish and Total Float. The Sub...
	E. Revise the Detailed Schedule following the weekly coordination meetings to reflect any approved revisions. Approved changes to the Detailed Schedule will be recorded in the log section of each activity.
	F. The Subcontractor may request a revision to the logic sequence and precedence diagram by providing a written request to Contractor stating the reasons for the proposed revision.
	G. If either Contractor or the Subcontractor contemplates a revision to the schedule logic sequence, they shall provide written notice to the other party prior to the next weekly coordination meeting describing the proposed revision and the reasons fo...
	H. Subcontractor shall accept and implement all reasonable requests for revision by Contractor if not reasonably objected to by other Subcontractors.
	I. Contractor shall own the overall total project float. No total project float shall be used by the Subcontractor without written authorization from Contractor. Total float is defined as the amount of time between the early start date and the late st...
	J. Contractor may direct revisions to the Level 3 Schedule. However, directed revisions shall not be implemented without prior written notice to Subcontractor. Upon such notice, respond within five calendar days, agreeing either with Contractor’s prop...
	K. Activity time delays shall not automatically mean that an extension of the Completion Date of this or any other Contract is warranted or due the Subcontractor. A Contract modification or delay may not affect existing critical activities or cause no...
	L. Updating of the Level 3 Schedule to reflect actual progress to date is not considered a revision to logic sequence and schedule. Contractor’s determination will govern in the event of any disagreement concerning actual progress to date.
	M. Within five calendar days of the last Friday of each month provide electronically a schedule to Contractor. The report shall include:
	1. A listing of all activities completed during the preceding month.
	2. A listing of progress made and planned on activities listed as started but not completed.
	3. A description of any revisions to the logic sequence or original durations made since the last update.
	4. Any revisions to the Subcontractor’s material takeoffs that will impact reported progress.
	5. Critical Path Activity listing by Total Float and Early Start.
	6. Critical Path narrative describing the top five critical paths and action plans for recovery.
	7. Project Schedule Report by Area, System of Work and Early Start.
	8. An electronic (.XER) copy of the schedule.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Contract drawings, specifications and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. This Section specifies administrative and supervisory requirements necessary for Project coordination including, but not necessarily limited to:
	1. Roles and Responsibilities
	2. Coordination of Construction Activities and Scheduling
	3. Project Meetings
	4. Requests for Information


	1.3 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
	A. UOwnerU (Vectren Corporation) – Vectren Corporation (VEC) owns the facility.  The Owner is fiscally responsible for the project and is responsible for coordination of all parties involved.
	B. UContractorU (AECOM) – The Contractor is contracted directly to the Owner to provide the overall coordination of construction activities as well as all necessary quality assurance documentation of the project.  Subcontractor is contracted directly ...
	C. UConstruction ManagerU U(AECOM)U – The Construction Manager is employed by the Contractor and is responsible for coordinating between the Owner, CQA Consultant, and the Subcontractor to plan and oversee the completion of the project.  The Construct...
	D. UCQA Consultant or EngineerU (AECOM) - Party that is responsible for observing and documenting activities related to quality assurance of certifiable activities during construction.  The CQA Consultant, also referred to as the CQA Engineer, is empl...
	1. UEngineerU – The Engineer is responsible for providing engineering and technical support to the field CQA team throughout the construction process. The Engineer is also responsible for preparing the Construction Certification Report certifying to t...
	a. UCQA Inspector(s) or Technician(s) U– CQA Inspector will assist the Contractor and observe and document construction activities for compliance with the contract documents.
	b. CQA Subcontractor – The CQA Consultant will subcontract with a construction materials testing and inspection firm to provide technicians for testing and observance, including: soil testing, concrete testing, and leak location survey.
	c. Independent Geotechnical Testing Laboratory (Geotechnics or others) – Party, contracted to the CQA Consultant, responsible for conducting laboratory tests on samples of soils or aggregates obtained at the site or borrow source.


	E. Subcontractor – Responsible for the overall construction activities of the project.  Subcontractor is contracted directly with the Contractor.
	F. Installer – Party responsible for placing, installing, or deploying manufactured products.  Installer is employed by the Subcontractor.
	G. Manufacturer – Party responsible for the manufacture of materials and for quality control during manufacturing.

	1.4 DEFINITIONS
	A. Request For Information (RFI): Request from Subcontractor seeking information or clarification of the Contract Documents.

	1.5 REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFIs)
	A. Procedure: Immediately on discovery of the need for interpretation of the Contract Documents, and if not possible to request interpretation at Project meeting, prepare and submit an RFI in the form specified.
	1. RFIs shall originate with the Subcontractor.
	2. Subcontractor shall coordinate and submit RFIs in a prompt manner so as to avoid delays in their work or work of lower tier subcontractors.
	3. RFIs shall be submitted to the Construction Manager.  The Construction Manager is responsible for distribution of RFI’s to the Engineer.

	B. Content of the RFI: Include a detailed, legible description of item needing interpretation. [The project RFI form is provided at the end of this Section]
	1. Project name.
	2. Date.
	3. Name of Subcontractor.
	4. RFI number, numbered sequentially.
	5. Specification Section and title and related paragraphs, as appropriate.
	6. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
	7. Field dimensions and conditions, as appropriate.
	8. Subcontractor's suggested solution(s). If Subcontractor's solution(s) impact the Contract Time or the Contract Sum, Subcontractor shall state impact in the RFI.
	9. Subcontractor's signature.
	10. Attachments.
	a. Include drawings, descriptions, measurements, photos, Product Data, Shop Drawings, and other information necessary to fully describe items needing interpretation.
	b. Supplementary drawings prepared by Subcontractor shall include dimensions, thicknesses, structural grid references, and details of affected materials, assemblies, and attachments.
	c. Identify each page of attachments with the RFI number and sequential page number.
	d. Attachments shall be electronic files in Adobe Acrobat PDF or Microsoft Word format.


	C. Engineer’s and Construction Manager's Action: Engineer and Construction Manager will review each RFI, determine action required, and return it. Allow seven working days for Engineer’s response for each RFI. RFIs received after 1:00 p.m. will be con...
	1. The following RFIs will be returned without action:
	a. Requests for approval of submittals.
	b. Requests for coordination information already indicated in the Contract Documents.
	c. Requests for adjustments in the Contract Time or the Contract Sum.
	d. Requests for interpretation of Engineer's actions on submittals.
	e. Incomplete RFIs or RFIs with numerous errors.

	2. Engineer’s action may include a request for additional information, in which case Engineer’s time for response will start again.
	3. Engineer’s action on RFIs that may result in a change to the Contract Time or the Contract Sum may be eligible for Subcontractor to submit Change Proposal according to Bid Package
	a. If Subcontractor believes the RFI response warrants change in the Construction Schedule or the Contract Sum, notify the Construction Manager in writing within 10 days of receipt of the RFI response.


	D. The Engineer shall prepare and maintain a tabular log of RFIs organized by the RFI number. The RFI Log will include the following:
	1. Project name.
	2. RFI number including RFIs that were dropped and not submitted.
	3. RFI description.
	4. Date the RFI was submitted.
	5. Date Engineer's and Construction Manager's response was received.

	E. The RFI log will be updated and distributed to the Construction Manager, and Subcontractor on a weekly basis. A RFI template specific to this project is attached to the end  of this specification section.
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	SECTION 013300 - SUBMITTALS
	PART 1 - GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Contract drawings, specifications and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. This Section includes general requirements and procedures related to the Subcontractor's responsibilities for preparing and transmitting submittals to the Contractor to demonstrate that the performance of the work will be in accordance with the Con...

	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. See Specification 013113 Project Coordination for project Roles and Responsibilities

	1.4 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT LIST
	A. No later than 10 days after the receipt of Notice to Proceed, the Subcontractor shall submit in writing a list of materials and equipment that will be purchased, giving name, address, and telephone number of supplier, manufacturer, or processor.  N...
	B. The Subcontractor shall make special note of submittals associated with materials or equipment requiring long lead times to procure for delivery to the site including concrete structures, geosynthetic components, and/or other similar items.

	1.5 SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
	A. General
	1. The Subcontractor's drawings shall be neat in appearance, legible, and explicit to enable proper review and ensure contract compliance.  They shall be complete and detailed to show fabrication, assembly and installation details, wiring and control ...
	2. No portion of the work requiring a Subcontractor's drawing shall be started, nor shall any materials be purchased, fabricated, delivered to the site, or installed, prior to the acceptance by the Contractor.  Fabrication performed, materials purchas...
	3. The review and acceptance of Subcontractor's drawings by the Contractor shall not relieve the Subcontractor from his responsibility with regard to the fulfillment of the terms of the Contract.  All risks of error and omission are assumed by the Sub...
	4. Contract work, materials, fabrication, and installation shall conform to the approved Subcontractor's drawings.
	B. Shop drawings shall show types; sizes; accessories; layouts, including plans, elevations, and sectional views; components; assembly and installation details; and all other information required to illustrate how applicable portions of the contract r...
	C. Manufacturer’s catalog, product, and equipment data shall be certified and shall include material types, performance characteristics, voltage, phase, capacity, and similar data.  Wiring diagrams shall be provided when applicable.  Indicate catalog,...
	D. Submit installation drawings that depict Subcontractor-designed items and methods of construction, including all mechanical and electrical controls (if applicable); and piping drawings.  Requirements for the drawings will be listed in appropriate s...
	E. Manufacturer's installation recommendations and instructions shall provide written detailed step-by-step preparation and structure design calculations, installation of the materials and products, including recommended quality control testing and re...
	F. When so specified or directed by the Construction Manager, the Subcontractor shall submit proposed methods of construction for specific portions of the work.  This submittal shall include a detailed written description of all phases of the construc...

	1.6 SUBMITTAL PROCESS
	A. For catalog product data or brochures submitted in packages of multiple items, the identification is needed only on the exterior.  In such instances, the identification shall include page and catalog item numbers for items submitted for acceptance....
	B. The Contractor will review and process all submittals within 10 working days.  After the Contractor completes his review, submittals will be will be returned marked with one of the following notations:
	a. The submittal must be revised and resubmitted after incorporating the comments noted on the returned drawing or document.
	b. Any related work undertaken by the Subcontractor prior to approval will be at the risk of the Subcontractor.

	1.7 SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS
	A. Attachment 013300-A provides a summary list of submittals required by the Contractor.

	1.8 SUBMITTAL LOG
	A. The Contractor shall maintain a submittal log containing at a minimum:
	1. Identification of each submittal received and the date of receipt
	2. The response and the date of response
	3. A description of the response as needed
	B. The Submittal Log will be updated and presented for discussion at the Construction Progress Meetings.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes requirements for temporary utilities, support facilities, and security and protection facilities.
	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 011000 "Summary of Work" and Section 312000 “Earthwork” for work restrictions and limitations on utility interruptions.


	1.2 USE CHARGES
	A. General: Installation and removal of and use charges for temporary facilities shall be included in the Contract Sum unless otherwise indicated. Allow other entities to use temporary services and facilities without cost, including, but not limited t...

	1.3 SUBMITTALS
	A. Site Plan: Show temporary facilities, utility hookups, staging areas, and parking areas for construction personnel.
	B. Erosion- and Sedimentation-Control Plan: Show compliance with requirements of the Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of the Rule 5 Permit for this project or authorities having jurisdiction, whichever is more stringent.
	C. Fire-Safety Program: Show compliance with requirements of NFPA 241 and authorities having jurisdiction. Indicate Subcontractor personnel responsible for management of fire prevention program.

	1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Electric Service: Comply with NECA, NEMA, and UL standards and regulations for temporary electric service. Install service to comply with NFPA 70.
	B. Tests and Inspections: Arrange for authorities having jurisdiction to test and inspect each temporary utility before use. Obtain required certifications and permits.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 TEMPORARY FACILITIES
	A. Field Offices, General: Prefabricated or mobile units with serviceable finishes, temperature controls, and foundations adequate for normal loading. Location of the field office shall be determined by the Subcontractor and approved by the Owner and ...
	B. Common-Use Field Office: Of sufficient size to accommodate needs of Owner, Engineer, Construction Manager, and construction personnel office activities and to accommodate Project meetings specified in other Division 01 Sections. Keep office clean a...
	C. The Subcontractor shall provide power for an office trailer and execution of the work.  The Subcontractor shall provide all labor and material necessary to furnish and install the construction power services.  The temporary service shall conform to...
	D. Provide temporary toilet facilities for use of all workers and authorized parties throughout the construction period. The Subcontractor shall provide the following minimum number of approved enclosed combination toilet and urinal units for construc...
	1. For less than 20 workers: 1 unit
	2. For 20 or more workers: 2 units per 40 workers.

	E. Subcontractor shall remove his temporary utilities, repair all damage caused during installation or use and restore to specified or original conditions.
	F. Fuel storage and equipment fueling operations shall comply with the requirements of NFPA 30 and all other applicable codes and standards.
	G. Secondary containment shall be provided for temporary fuel storage tanks. The secondary containment shall have the capacity to contain at least 110 percent of the volume of the largest tank.

	2.2 EQUIPMENT
	A. Fire Extinguishers: Portable, UL rated; with class and extinguishing agent as required by locations and classes of fire exposures.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 INSTALLATION, GENERAL
	A. Locate facilities where they will serve Project adequately and result in minimum interference with performance of the Work. Relocate and modify facilities as required by progress of the Work.
	1. Locate facilities to limit site disturbance.

	B. Provide each facility ready for use when needed to avoid delay. Do not remove until facilities are no longer needed or are replaced by authorized use of completed permanent facilities.

	3.2 SUPPORT FACILITIES INSTALLATION
	A. Temporary Roads and Paved Areas: The Owner will construct temporary roads providing access up to the site limits.  Construct and maintain other temporary roads that may be required and as approved by the Owner for construction operations within the...
	1. Provide dust-control treatment that is nonpolluting and non-tracking. Reapply treatment as required to minimize dust.
	2. Recondition base after temporary use, including removing contaminated material, regrading, proofrolling, compacting, and testing.

	B. Traffic Controls: Comply with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.
	1. Protect existing site improvements to remain including curbs, pavement, and utilities.
	2. Maintain access for fire-fighting equipment and access to fire hydrants.

	C. Parking: Provide temporary parking areas for construction personnel at locations approved by the Owner.
	D. Project Signs: Provide Project signs as indicated. Unauthorized signs are not permitted.
	1. Identification Signs: Provide Project identification signs as indicated on Drawings.
	2. Temporary Signs: Provide other signs as indicated and as required to inform public and individuals seeking entrance to Project.
	a. Provide temporary, directional signs for construction personnel and visitors.

	3. Maintain and touchup signs so they are legible at all times.

	E. Lifts and Hoists: Provide facilities necessary for hoisting materials and personnel.
	1. Truck cranes and similar devices used for hoisting materials are considered "tools and equipment" and not temporary facilities.


	3.3 SECURITY AND PROTECTION FACILITIES INSTALLATION
	A. Protection of Existing Facilities: Protect existing vegetation, equipment, structures, utilities, and other improvements at Project site and on adjacent properties, except those indicated to be removed or altered. Repair damage to existing facilities.
	B. Environmental Protection: Provide protection, operate temporary facilities, and conduct construction as required to comply with environmental regulations and that minimize possible air, waterway, and subsoil contamination or pollution or other unde...
	C. Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control: Comply with requirements of Section 311000 "Site Clearing."
	D. Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control: Provide measures to prevent soil erosion and discharge of soil-bearing water runoff and airborne dust to undisturbed areas and to adjacent properties, in accordance with the Stormwater Pollution and Prev...
	E. Barricades, Warning Signs, and Lights: Comply with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction for erecting structurally adequate barricades, including warning signs and lighting.
	F. Temporary Egress: Maintain temporary egress from existing occupied facilities as indicated and as required by authorities having jurisdiction.

	3.4 OPERATION, TERMINATION, AND REMOVAL
	A. Supervision: Enforce strict discipline in use of temporary facilities. To minimize waste and abuse, limit availability of temporary facilities to essential and intended uses.
	B. Maintenance: Maintain facilities in good operating condition until removal.
	1. Maintain operation of temporary enclosures, heating, cooling, humidity control, ventilation, and similar facilities on a 24-hour basis where required to achieve indicated results and to avoid possibility of damage.

	C. Temporary Facility Changeover: Do not change over from using temporary security and protection facilities to permanent facilities until Substantial Completion.
	D. Termination and Removal: Remove each temporary facility when need for its service has ended, when it has been replaced by authorized use of a permanent facility, or no later than Substantial Completion. Complete or, if necessary, restore permanent ...
	1. Materials and facilities that constitute temporary facilities are property of Subcontractor.
	2. At Substantial Completion, repair, renovate, and clean permanent facilities used during construction period, to the satisfaction of Owner and Engineer.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. The Subcontractor shall provide all materials, items, operations or methods specified, listed or scheduled on the Contract Drawings or specifications, including all materials, labor, equipment and incidentals necessary and required to conduct prope...
	B. The Owner will identify site reference points as shown on the Contract Drawings at the preconstruction meeting. The Subcontractor will be responsible for establishing project baseline, site controls, and replacing disturbed benchmarks or other site...
	C. Related Sections:
	1. Division 00 and Division 01,
	2. Specification 311000 “Site Clearing”
	3. Specification 312000 “Earthwork”

	D. Definitions:
	1. As-Built Drawings - A set of drawings, which depicts the actual as-built conditions of the completed construction, which provides the Engineer and the Owner with a permanent record of each project feature.
	2. Record Drawings – a set of drawings which depicts the as-built conditions of a certifiable construction component to be submitted to the Engineer for approval.
	3. Payment Surveys:  Interim surveys performed to establish payment quantities for volumes of excavation and engineered fill placed.


	1.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS
	A. Horizontal datum is according to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) State Plane Coordinates, Indiana West Zone, US survey feet as linear unit of measure.
	B. Vertical datum is according to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) in US survey feet as vertical unit of measure.
	C. The existing topography shown in the Contract Drawings was based on an aerial photogrammetric survey performed by OAD, Inc. of Seymour, Indiana on February 18, 2016, and administered/provided to the Engineer by Three-I-Engineering, Inc. of  Evansvi...

	1.3 SUBMITTALS
	A. Qualifications of Professional Land Surveyor or Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Indiana that will provide certification surveys performed by the Subcontractor.
	B. As-built and Record Drawings at the completion of the project, as specified herein. The Record Drawings shall bear the seal of the construction surveyor who must be registered as a Professional Land Surveyor in the state of Indiana.
	C. For all surveys, provide the owner and engineer with an AutoCAD file showing the survey points with the point number and elevation specified.  The surveyors' point file, in a Microsoft Excel format (.csv), shall also be provided.

	1.4 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
	A. Complete Record Drawings in paper and AutoCAD format. The following list below summarizes the major components required in the Record Drawings:
	1. Final ground contours within site project limits and any areas disturbed during construction activities.
	2. Site drainage features (outlets, manholes, cleanouts, drainage pipe inverts and alignments)


	1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Employ a Professional Surveyor or Professional Engineer registered in the State of Indiana.
	B. Verify locations of survey control points prior to starting work.
	C. Promptly notify Owner and the Engineer of any discrepancies discovered.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS
	A. Maintain a complete and accurate log of control and survey work as it progresses.
	B. Record Drawings
	C. Maintain complete and updated Redline and As-Built drawings on-site.

	2.2 SURVEY REQUIREMENTS
	A. Surveyed locations shall be reported in Project Coordinate System:  Horizontal, North American Datum 1983, Indiana West Zone  Elevations shall be reported in North American Vertical Datum 1988 (US Survey feet).
	B. Acceptable tolerances shall comply with the requirements outlined in the Contract Drawings and specifications.
	C. Survey information shall be provided electronically by the Subcontractor.
	D. Establish permanent bench marks (in accordance with the Owner’s standard) on site as needed, referenced to established control points. Record locations, with horizontal and vertical data, on Project Record Documents.
	E. Establish elevations, lines and levels. Locate and lay out by instrumentation or similar appropriate means.
	F. Periodically verify layouts by same means. Survey staking or painting of the project baseline or baseline offsets shall be done by the Subcontractor at start of Project and periodically as necessary, if subsequent work covers previous markings.

	2.3 SURVEY REFERENCE POINTS
	A. Subcontractor shall locate and verify existing survey control and reference points prior to starting site work.  Subcontractor shall set additional control as required.
	B. All existing and new survey control points shall be protected and maintained during construction.  The Subcontractor shall not relocate control points without prior written approval from the Engineer.
	C. Horizontal control and elevation datum for survey purposes are the project specific coordinate system and datum.
	D. Promptly report to Owner and the Engineer the loss or destruction of any reference point or relocation required because of changes in grades or other reasons.
	E. Replace dislocated survey control points based on original survey control. Make no changes without prior written notice to Engineer.

	2.4 CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT SURVEY
	A. The Subcontractor shall establish benchmarks as required for the proper layout of the work.  The Subcontractor shall establish the exact location of the work from control points, which are located in the construction area.
	B. The Subcontractor shall set all stakes needed, such as offset stakes, reference point stakes, grade stakes, benchmarks, and any other vertical and horizontal controls necessary to complete a correct layout of the work.
	C. The Subcontractor shall be responsible for having the layout staking work conform to the lines, grades, elevations and dimensions shown on the Contract Drawings.
	D. The Subcontractor shall use competent personnel and suitable equipment for the layout and survey work.
	E. Certification Survey work shall be done under the direct supervision of, or directed by, a Professional Surveyor (PS) licensed in the State of Indiana.  Certification Drawings shall be stamped by PE or PS licensed in the state of Indiana.
	F. Additional survey information shall be obtained at defined grade breaks, including slope toes and crests, as directed by the Engineer.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 PAYMENT SURVEYS
	A. At a minimum, surveys shall be performed at the following points of construction. These surveys will be used as the basis for payment of engineered fill and excavation quantities. “Discrete segment of work” is defined as a length of the soil buttre...
	1. For soil buttress, grading at jurisdictional stream relocation, and North Excavation Area, an Existing Grade Survey, performed prior to the start of earthwork activities in any discrete segment of the work.
	2. For soil buttress, a Final Subgrade Survey at the completion of engineered fill placement to the lines and grades shown in the Contract Drawings, when final subgrade to receive topsoil has been established at any discrete segment of the work.
	3. Within the North Excavation Area, and within the jurisdictional stream relocation, an Excavation Grade Survey, performed upon completion of the excavation to the lines and grades shown in the Contract Drawings, at any discrete segment of work.


	3.2 SURVEYS FOR AS-BUILT AND RECORD DRAWINGS
	A. Perform surveys to record as-built lines and grades of the work for Record Drawings. The following surfaces shall be surveyed to determine the lines and grades achieved during construction:
	1. Final ground contours within site project limits (include surface grade at the soil buttress and within the North Excavation Area) and any areas disturbed during construction activities.  This survey shall be performed when the final engineered fil...
	2. Along center flowline, and top of each bank of the relocated jurisdictional stream channel.
	3. Site drainage features (outlets, manholes, cleanouts, drainage pipe inverts and alignments)

	B. The survey shall consist of a topographic shots taken on 10 foot intervals and include shots at all grade breaks, material differences, and significant features.
	C. Cross-sections shall be cut at 50 ft stations across the entire buttress baseline and depict the full extent of the buttress plus a minimum 50 ft offset beyond the toe of the buttress.
	D. All as-built surveys shall be provided in hard copy and electronic (AutoCAD) formats.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Contract drawings, specifications and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. This Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for the following:
	1. Salvaging non-hazardous waste.
	2. Recycling non-hazardous waste.
	3. Disposing of non-hazardous waste.

	B. Related Sections include the following:
	1. Division 01 Section - 015000 "Temporary Facilities" for environmental-protection measures during construction.
	2. Divisions 02 through 49 Sections as they may apply to this item.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. See Specification 013113 Project Coordination for project Roles and Responsibilities
	B. Construction Waste:  Building and site improvement materials and other solid waste resulting from construction, remodeling, renovation, or repair operations.  Construction waste includes packaging.
	C. Demolition Waste:  Building and site improvement materials resulting from demolition or selective demolition operations.
	D. Disposal:  Removal of off-site demolition and construction waste and subsequent sale, recycling, reuse, or deposit in landfill or incinerator acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
	E. Recycle:  Recovery of demolition or construction waste for subsequent processing in preparation for reuse.
	F. Salvage:  Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent sale or reuse in another facility.
	G. Salvage and Reuse:  Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent incorporation into the Work.


	PART 2 -  EXECUTION
	2.1 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
	A. Site Access and Temporary Controls:  Conduct waste management operations to ensure minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other adjacent occupied and used facilities.
	1. Comply with Division 01 Section - 015000 "Temporary Facilities" for controlling dust and dirt, environmental protection, and noise control.


	2.2 DISPOSAL OF WASTE
	A. General:  Except for items or materials to be salvaged, recycled, or otherwise reused, remove waste materials from Project site and legally dispose of them in a landfill or incinerator acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.  Do not dispose ...
	B. Burning:  Do not burn waste materials.
	C. Disposal:  Transport waste material off Owner's property and legally dispose of it in an approved Vectren landfill facility.
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	PART 1 - GENERAL
	1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
	A. This Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for Contract closeout including, but not limited to, the following:
	1. Inspection procedures.
	2. Project record document submittal.
	3. Pre-op punchlist closure documentation.
	4. Closeout submittals.
	5. Final cleaning.

	B. Closeout requirements for specific construction activities are included in the appropriate specification sections.
	C. Related work specified elsewhere:
	1. Subcontractor Submittals to Contractor:  Section 013300


	1.2 SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
	A. Preliminary Procedures:  Before requesting inspection for certification of Substantial Completion, complete the following.
	1. In the Application for Payment that coincides with, or first follows, the date Substantial Completion is claimed, show 100% completion for the portion of the work claimed as substantially complete.
	a. Include supporting documentation for completion as indicated in these Contract Documents and a statement showing an accounting of changes to the Contract price.
	b. If 100% completion cannot be shown, include a list of incomplete items, the value of incomplete work, and reasons the work is not complete.

	2. Submit specific warranties, workmanship bonds, maintenance agreements, final certifications, and similar documents.
	3. Obtain and submit releases enabling Owner unrestricted use of the work and access to services and utilities. Include occupancy permits, operating certificates, and similar releases.
	4. Submit record drawings, final project photographs, damage or settlement surveys, property surveys, and similar final record information.
	5.  Submit CCR certification statement.
	6. Make final changeover of permanent locks and transmit keys to Owner. Advise Owner's personnel of changeover in security provisions.
	7. Discontinue and remove temporary facilities from the Site, along with mockups, construction tools, and similar elements.
	8. Complete final cleanup requirements, including touchup painting.
	9. Touch up and otherwise repair and restore marred, exposed finishes.

	B. Inspection Procedures:  On receipt of a request for inspection, Contractor will either proceed with inspection or advise Subcontractor of unfilled requirements.  Contractor will prepare the Certificate of Substantial Completion following inspection...
	1. Contractor will repeat inspection when requested and assured by Subcontractor that the work is substantially complete.
	2. Results of the completed inspection will form the basis of requirements for final acceptance.


	1.3 FINAL ACCEPTANCE
	A. Preliminary Procedures:  Before requesting final inspection for certification of final acceptance and final payment, complete the following:
	1. Submit the final payment request with releases and supporting documentation not previously submitted and accepted. Include insurance certificates for products and completed operations where required.
	2. Submit an updated final statement, accounting for final additional changes to the Contract Price.
	3. Submit a certified copy of Contractor final inspection list of items to be completed or corrected, endorsed and dated by Contractor. The certified copy of the list shall state that each item has been completed or otherwise resolved for acceptance a...
	4. Submit consent of surety to final payment.
	5. Submit evidence of final, continuing insurance coverage complying with insurance requirements.
	6. Submit all as constructed drawings. This applies to both drawings provided as Contract Drawings by Owner to the Subcontractor and any Contractor, Subcontractor, or vendor/equipment vendor drawings provided to Owner by the Subcontractor. Drawings wi...
	a. Owner Drawings:  Subcontractor will indicate electronically any changes to Owner drawings. Subcontractor will electronically edit any Owner furnished CAD files. Subcontractor will use Owner provided scanned drawing files (i.e., *.TIF format files) ...
	b. Subcontractor Furnished Drawings:  Subcontractor will submit any as-built Subcontractor furnished drawings for approval as described above.


	B. Reinspection Procedure:  Contractor will reinspect the work upon receipt of notice that the work, including inspection list items from earlier inspections, has been completed, except for items whose completion is delayed under circumstances accepta...
	1. Upon completion of reinspection, Contractor will prepare a certificate of final acceptance. If the work is incomplete, Contractor will advise Subcontractor of work that is incomplete or of obligations that have not been fulfilled but are required f...
	2. If necessary, reinspection will be repeated.


	1.4 RECORD DOCUMENT SUBMITTALS
	A. Submittals shall be provided as specified in Section 013300, this Section, and the attached “Consolidated Submittal Requirements List” (CSRL).  The CSRL provides a summary and detailed requirements of all submittals required, including the schedule...
	B. General:  Do not use record documents for construction purposes. Protect record documents from deterioration and loss in a secure, fire-resistant location. Provide access to record documents for Contractor reference during normal working hours.


	PART 2 - NOT USED
	PART 3 - EXECUTION
	3.1 FINAL CLEANING:
	A. General:  Subcontractor shall keep the site premises free from accumulations of waste materials, rubbish, and other debris resulting from the work.
	B. Cleaning:  Employ experienced workers or professional cleaners for final cleaning. Clean each surface or unit to the condition expected in a normal, commercial building cleaning and maintenance program. Comply with manufacturer's instructions.
	1. Complete the following cleaning operations before requesting inspection for certification of Substantial Completion.
	a. Remove debris and surface dirt from limited-access spaces including roofs, plenums, shafts, trenches, equipment vaults, manholes, and similar spaces.
	b. Clean the site, including landscape development areas, of rubbish, litter, and other foreign substances. Sweep paved areas broom clean; remove stains, spills, and other foreign deposits. Rake grounds that are neither paved nor planted to a smooth, ...

	2. Remove temporary structures, tools, equipment, supplies, and surplus materials.
	3. Remove temporary protection devices and facilities which were installed for protection of the work during construction or to protect previously completed work.
	4. Special Cleaning:  Cleaning for specific units of work is specified in applicable Specification Sections.

	C. Compliance:  Comply with regulations of authorities having jurisdiction and safety standards for cleaning. Do not burn waste materials. Do not bury debris or excess materials on the Owner's property. Do not discharge volatile, harmful, or dangerous...
	1. Extra materials of value remaining after completion of associated work become Owner's property. Dispose of these materials as directed by Owner.

	D. Repairs
	1. Repair damaged protective coated surfaces.
	2. Repair roads, walks, fences, and other items damaged or deteriorated because of construction operations.
	3. Restore all ground areas affected by construction operations to its condition prior to construction.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. This Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for Project Record Documents, including the following:
	1. Record Drawings.
	2. Record Specifications.

	B. Related Sections include the following:
	1. Divisions 01 through 33 Sections for specific requirements for Project Record Documents of the Work in those Sections.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. See Specification 013113 Project Coordination for project Roles and Responsibilities

	1.4 SUBMITTALS
	A. Record Drawings:  Comply with the following:
	1. Number of Copies:  Submit six (6) hard copy set(s) of marked-up Contract Drawings and one electronic set including AutoCAD and pdf files.

	B. Record Specifications:  Submit one (1) copy of marked-up Technical Specifications, including addenda and contract modifications and one electronic set including pdf files.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 RECORD DRAWINGS
	A. Record Prints:  Maintain one set of blue- or black-line white prints of the Contract Drawings and Shop Drawings.
	1. Preparation:  Mark Record Prints to show the actual installation, where installation varies from that shown originally.  Require individual or entity who obtained record data, whether individual or entity is Installer, Subcontractor, or similar ent...
	a. Give particular attention to information on concealed elements that would be difficult to identify or measure and record later.
	b. Accurately record information in an understandable drawing technique.
	c. Record data as soon as possible after obtaining it.  Record and check the markup before enclosing concealed installations.

	2. Content:  Types of items requiring marking include, but are not limited to, the following:
	a. Dimensional changes to Drawings.
	b. Revisions to details shown on Drawings.
	c. Depths of foundations.
	d. Locations and depths of underground utilities.
	e. Revisions to routing of piping, culverts and conduits.
	f. Revisions to electrical circuitry.
	g. Actual equipment locations.
	h. Changes made by Change Order or Construction Change Directive.
	i. Changes made following Engineer's written orders.
	j. Details not on the original Contract Drawings.
	k. Field records for variable and concealed conditions.
	l. Record information on the Work that is shown only schematically.

	3. Mark record sets with erasable, red-colored pencil or marker.  Use other colors to distinguish between changes for different categories of the Work at same location.


	2.2 RECORD SPECIFICATIONS
	A. Preparation:  Mark Specifications to indicate the actual product installation where installation varies from that indicated in Specifications, addenda, and contract modifications.
	1. Give particular attention to information on concealed products and installations that cannot be readily identified and recorded later.
	2. Mark copy with the proprietary name and model number of products, materials, and equipment furnished, including substitutions and product options selected.
	3. Record the name of manufacturer, supplier, Installer, and other information necessary to provide a record of selections made.
	4. For each principal product, indicate whether Record Product Data has been submitted in operation and maintenance manuals instead of submitted as Record Product Data.
	5. Note related Change Orders and Record Drawings where applicable.



	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 RECORDING AND MAINTENANCE
	A. Recording:  Maintain one copy of each submittal during the construction period for Project Record Document purposes.  Post changes and modifications to Project Record Documents as they occur; do not wait until the end of Project.
	B. Maintenance of Record Documents and Samples:  Store Record Documents and Samples in the field office apart from the Contract Documents used for construction.  Do not use Project Record Documents for construction purposes.  Maintain Record Documents...
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	PART 1 - GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. This Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for warranties including manufacturers’ standard warranties on products and special warranties.
	B. Related Sections:  The following Sections contain requirements that relate to this Section.
	1. Procedures for submitting warranties:  Section 013300
	2. Contract closeout procedures:  Section 017800


	1.2 DEFINITIONS:
	A. Standard product warranties are preprinted written warranties published by individual manufacturers for particular products and are specifically endorsed by manufacturer to Owner.
	B. Special warranties are written warranties required by or incorporated in the Contract Documents, either to extend time limits provided by standard warranties or to provide greater rights for Owner.

	1.3 SUBMITTALS:
	A. Submit written warranties to Contractor prior to the date certified for Substantial Completion. When a designated portion of the work is completed and occupied or used by Owner, by separate agreement with Subcontractor during the construction perio...
	B. Form of Submittal:  At Final Completion, compile 2 copies of each required warranty properly executed by Subcontractor, or by Subcontractor and a lower-tier subcontractor, vendor, or manufacturer.  Organize the warranty documents into an orderly se...
	1. Provide a point of contact for use by Owner when attempting to seek service for warranty work/claim.
	2. Provide heavy paper dividers with celluloid covered tabs for each separate warranty.  Mark the tab to identify the product or installation. Provide a typed description of the product or installation, including the name of the product, and the name,...
	3. Identify each binder on the front and spine with the typed or printed title "WARRANTIES," and as required by Section 013300 - Submittals.
	4. When warranted construction requires operation and maintenance manuals, provide additional copies of each required warranty, as necessary, for inclusion in each manual.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Protecting existing vegetation to remain.
	2. Removing existing vegetation.
	3. Clearing and grubbing.
	4. Stripping and stockpiling topsoil.
	5. Stripping and stockpiling soil materials.
	6. Removing above- and below-grade site improvements.
	7. Disconnecting, capping or sealing, and temporarily relocating and disconnecting site utilities.
	8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation control.

	B. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 312000 “Earthwork” for requirements pertaining to stockpiling, backfilling and placement of soil fill and aggregate materials.
	2. Section 317313 “Abandonment of Pipelines” for requirements pertaining to abandonment of existing utilities by grouting.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. Subsoil: Soil beneath the level of subgrade; soil beneath the topsoil layers of a naturally occurring soil profile, typified by less than 1 percent organic matter and few soil organisms.
	B. Surface Soil: Soil that is present at the top layer of the existing soil profile. In undisturbed areas, surface soil is typically called "topsoil”.
	C. Topsoil: Top layer of the soil profile consisting of existing native surface topsoil or existing in-place surface soil; the zone where plant roots grow. Its appearance is generally friable, pervious, and black or a darker shade of brown; reasonably...
	D. Plant-Protection Zone: Area surrounding individual trees, groups of trees, shrubs, or other vegetation to be protected during construction and indicated on the Contract Drawings.
	E. Tree-Protection Zone: Area surrounding individual trees or groups of trees to be protected during construction and indicated on the Contract Drawings.
	F. Vegetation: Trees, shrubs, groundcovers, grass, and other plants.

	1.4 MATERIAL OWNERSHIP
	A. Except for materials indicated to be stockpiled or otherwise remain Owner's property, cleared materials shall become Subcontractor's property and shall be removed from Project site.

	1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. The existing Lower Dam is an earthen structure constructed of fine-grained fill materials.  The surface of the dam is vegetated with grass.  An existing access road, pump station and associated piping exist at the crest of the dam. A rock-lined eme...
	B. A number of existing utilities are present on and beyond the toe of the Lower Dam:
	1. Two (2) 18-inch diameter corrugated HDPE surface drain pipes and associated manhole risers, located in the flat area west of the toe of the dam on the north and south sides of the footprint.  These pipes are located relatively close to the ground s...
	2. An existing abandoned manhole structure, located immediately to the north of the existing access road that runs along the south side of the coal pile, near its terminus near Outfall No. 4.  This manhole is to be removed and excavation backfilled pr...
	3. A 6-inch diameter perforated subdrain, that collects seepage from the Lower Dam is located at the western edge of the flat area at the toe of the dam, and runs roughly parallel with the axis of the dam. The subdrain currently discharges to the afor...
	4. A 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe, which serves as a discharge from the existing pump station.  This pipe runs underneath the Lower Dam, is located near the center (of the axis) of the dam and outlets via NPDES Outfall #4 to the existing ...
	5. A 12-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe, which outlets immediately adjacent to the 36-inch RCP, at NPDES Outlet #4.  This pipe is to be grouted and abandoned as part of this project.
	6. Two (2) 8-inch diameter HDPE siphon pipes,  that run just below the surface of the dam.  These pipes are to remain and shall be protected during construction and then abandoned by grouting after completion of construction.
	7. A 12-inch diameter HDPE force main, that first crosses the Lower Dam at its crest near the emergency spillway, and then runs diagonally across the dam footprint.  This pipe is to remain and shall be protected during construction.
	8. A number of utilities currently lie within the footprint of the North Excavation Area.  These utilities will be relocated by the Owner prior to the start of construction.  The relocated utilities will run parallel to and along the outside edge of t...
	9. The Lower Dam incorporates a seepage collection system, consisting of a continuous sand drainage blanket that runs below the toe of the dam and below the flat bench area located to the west of the dam embankment proper.  Original dam construction d...


	1.6 GENERAL PROVISIONS
	A. Traffic: Minimize interference with adjoining roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied or used facilities during earthwork operations.
	1. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other adjacent occupied or used facilities without permission from Owner and authorities having jurisdiction.
	2. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by Owner or authorities having jurisdiction.
	3. Coordinate with Owner regarding crossing of existing Owner-operated railroads.  Provide flagmen or other safety measures as required by the Owner.

	B. Access to Adjoining Properties: Do not access properties other than the Owner’s unless directed by Engineer or Owner.
	C. Utility Locator Service: Notify the Indiana 811 service a minimum of 48 hours prior to beginning site clearing operations.  Locate and confirm clearance of all Owner utilities to be protected prior to the start of site clearing activities.
	D. Do not commence ground disturbance activities until the Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of an Indiana Rule 5 Permit has been issued by the regulating authority, and as directed by Contractor.
	E. Do not commence stream relocation or ground disturbance at the existing stream until the Regional General Permit No. 1, issued jointly by the United States Army Corps of Engineers and the Indiana Department of Environmental Management has been rece...
	F. Do not commence site clearing operations until temporary site fencing and erosion- and sedimentation-control measures are in place.
	G. Do not commence site clearing operations until stream and plant-protection measures are in place.
	H. Soil Stripping, Handling, and Stockpiling: Perform only when the soil is dry or slightly moist.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS (not used)
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 PREPARATION
	A. Protect and maintain benchmarks and survey control points from disturbance during construction. If benchmarks or survey control points are disturbed, replace in kind to a location outside of the proposed disturbed areas. Relocated benchmark or surv...
	B. Verify that trees, shrubs, and other vegetation to remain or to be relocated have been flagged and that protection zones have been identified.
	C. Protect existing site improvements to remain from damage during construction.
	1. Protect existing site structures from damage during site clearing operations.
	2. Restore damaged improvements to their original condition, as acceptable to Owner.


	3.2 TEMPORARY EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL
	A. Provide temporary erosion and sedimentation control measures to prevent soil erosion and discharge of soil-bearing water runoff or airborne dust in accordance with the Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of the Rule 5 ...
	B. Construction of temporary erosion and sediment control features shall be in accordance with the corresponding provisions of the project’s SWP3 plan.
	C. Protect and maintain the existing jurisdictional stream outside the limits of disturbance shown on the Contract Drawings.
	D. Verify that flows of water redirected from construction areas or generated by construction activity do not enter or cross protection zones.
	E. Inspect, maintain, and repair erosion- and sedimentation-control measures during construction until permanent vegetation has been established.
	F. Remove erosion and sedimentation controls, and restore and stabilize areas disturbed during removal.

	3.3 TREE AND PLANT PROTECTION
	A. No trees shall be removed as part of this project, unless otherwise allowed by Owner or Engineer.
	B. Protect trees and plants remaining on-site by maintaining an exclusion zone of 10 ft off the edge of the base of the tree or protected area.
	C. Repair or replace trees, shrubs, and other vegetation indicated to remain or be relocated that are damaged by construction operations at the Subcontractor’s expense.

	3.4 EXISTING UTILITIES
	A. Locate, identify, disconnect, and seal or cap utilities indicated to be removed or temporarily removed.
	1. Arrange with utility companies to shut off indicated utilities.

	B. Locate, identify, and disconnect utilities indicated to be abandoned in place.  Grout utilities to be so abandoned in accordance with Section 317313 (Abandonment of Pipelines), and as indicated in the Contract Drawings.
	C. Interrupting Existing Utilities: Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others, unless permitted under the following conditions and then only after arranging to provide temporary utility services according to requirement...
	1. Notify Engineer not less than one week in advance of proposed utility interruptions.
	2. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without Engineer’s written permission.

	D. Excavate for and remove underground utilities indicated to be removed.  Backfill trenches in accordance with Section 312000 (Earthwork).
	E. Fill depressions caused by clearing and grubbing operations with engineered fill unless further excavation or earthwork is indicated, or unless otherwise directed by the Engineer.

	3.5 TOPSOIL STRIPPING
	A. Remove sod and grass before stripping topsoil.
	B. Strip topsoil to a minimum depth of 35T4 inches or to the maximum thickness of topsoil existing at any location, to expose subsoil.  Strip in a 35Tmanner to prevent intermingling with underlying subsoil or other waste materials.
	1. Remove subsoil and nonsoil materials from topsoil, including clay lumps, gravel, and other objects larger than 35T2 inches35T in diameter; trash, debris, grass, weeds, roots, and other waste materials.

	C. Stockpile topsoil away from edge of excavations without intermixing with subsoil or other materials. Grade and shape stockpiles to drain surface water. Cover to prevent windblown dust and erosion by water.
	1. Limit height of topsoil stockpiles to 35T96 inches35T.
	2. Do not stockpile topsoil within protection zones.
	3. Stockpile surplus topsoil to allow for respreading.


	3.6 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS
	A. Remove surplus soil material, unsuitable topsoil, obstructions, demolished materials, and waste materials including trash and debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property, unless otherwise directed by Owner or Engineer.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Work shall consist of the following:
	1. Excavations made in the North Excavation Area, to relocate the existing jurisdictional stream located west of the Lower Dam, and all other miscellaneous excavations performed on the project (for example, excavations made to construct and backfill u...
	2. Placing engineered fill materials for use in the construction of the proposed soil buttress, backfilling of the North Excavation Areas, and for all other miscellaneous filling or backfilling activities, such as backfilling of pipe trenches or gradi...

	B. Section Includes:
	1. Excavating and filling for rough grading the Site.
	2. Preparing subgrades for turf and grasses and proposed plants.
	3. Subsurface drainage backfill for walls and trenches.
	4. Excavating and backfilling trenches for utilities and pits for buried utility structures.

	C. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 311000 "Site Clearing" for site stripping, grubbing, stripping and stockpiling topsoil, soils, and removal of above- and below-grade improvements and utilities

	D. References:
	1. ASTM D422 - Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils.
	2. ASTM D698 – Standard Test Methods for Laboratory Compaction Characteristics of Soil Using Standard Effort (12,400 ft-lbf/ftP3P (600 kN-m/mP3P)).
	3. ASTM D1140 – Standard Test Methods for Determining the Amount of Material Finer than 75-mm (No. 200) Sieve in Soils by Washing.
	4. ASTM D2216 – Standard Test Methods for Laboratory Determination of Water (Moisture) Content of Soil and Rock by Mass
	5. ASTM D2487 – Standard Practice for Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes (Unified Soil Classification System)
	6. ASTM D2488 – Standard Practice for Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual Procedure)
	7. ASTM D4318 – Standard Test Methods for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index of Soils
	8. ASTM D6938 – Standard Test Methods for In Place Density and Water Content of Soil and Soil-Aggregate by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth)
	9. ASTM D2974 - Standard Test Methods for Moisture, Ash, and Organic Matter of Peat and Other Organic Soils


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. UExcavation:U Removal of material encountered above subgrade elevations and to lines and dimensions indicated.
	1. Authorized Additional Excavation: Excavation below subgrade elevations or beyond indicated lines and dimensions as directed by Engineer.
	2. Unauthorized Excavation: Excavation below subgrade elevations or beyond indicated lines and dimensions without direction by Engineer. Unauthorized excavation, as well as remedial work directed by Engineer, shall be without additional compensation.

	B. UEngineered FillU:  General earth materials (soils) suitable for use in the construction of the proposed soil buttress, backfilling of the North Excavation Areas, and for all other miscellaneous filling or backfilling activities, such as backfillin...
	C. UTopsoil:U  Earthen materials used at the surface of final grades and capable of sustaining surface vegetation, as designated in the Contract Drawings and as specified herein.
	D. UAggregate:U  Imported crushed aggregate materials used for various purposes, as shown in the Contract Drawings.
	E. UUnsuitable MaterialU:  Earth materials that do not meet requirements for Engineered Fill or Rock Fill.  Unsuitable materials include but are not limited to topsoil, peat, organic soils, and materials containing slag, cinders, foundry sand, debris,...
	F. URiprap:U Existing or proposed irregular stone materials used for erosion protection measures.
	G. UStructuresU: Buildings, footings, foundations, shorewall retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, or other man-made stationary features constructed above or below the ground surface.
	H. USubgradeU: Uppermost surface of an excavation or the top surface of a fill or backfill immediately below subbase, drainage fill, drainage course, or topsoil materials.
	I. UUtilities:U On-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables as well as underground services within buildings.

	1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS
	A. Pre-installation Conference: Conduct pre-excavation conference at the Project site with the Engineer and Owner prior to commencement of earthwork activities.
	1. Review methods and procedures related to earthmoving, including, but not limited to, the following:
	a. Personnel, equipment, and sequences needed to make progress and avoid delays.
	b. Coordination of Work with utility locator service.
	c. Coordination of Work and equipment movement with the locations of stream, tree- and plant-protection zones.
	d. Field quality control.

	2. Excavation requests to follow owner requirements for excavation and digging permitting approval prior to commencement of work.  Consult owner for site specific requirements.


	1.5 SUBMITTALS
	A. Earthwork Plan: The Subcontractor shall submit a plan which describes the equipment, loading and unloading, transportation, placement methods, and sequences planned to be used in earthwork activities.
	B. Site Layout:  A figure showing access locations, locations of additional stockpiles and configuration of stockpiles, that Subcontractor proposes to use.
	C. Equipment List: A list of the major pieces of equipment which are to be used for performing the earthwork activities, including equipment used to haul borrow soils to the site.
	D. Prequalification Tests: The Subcontractor shall submit samples of all borrow materials that are proposed to be used as Engineered Fill, at the frequency required in Item 3.16 of this specification.  Samples shall weigh a minimum of 50 lbs and shoul...
	E. Prior to the start of work, submit certifications from suppliers for all aggregate fill materials stating that the product conforms to the specifications outlined herein.
	F. Imported Materials Source Documentation: Documentation of all sources of fill materials that Subcontractor proposes to utilize, excluding the Primary Borrow Location.
	G. Primary Borrow Location Restoration Plan:  The Contractor shall prepare and submit a proposed grading plan, showing final contours to be left in the Primary Borrow Area, after the end of the project.  The plan shall also specify what final restorat...
	H. Pre-excavation Photographs or Videotape: Show existing conditions of adjoining construction and site improvements, including finish surfaces that might be misconstrued as damage caused by earthwork operations. Submit before earth moving begins.
	I. Submit QC Compliance Inspection Reports and records (as defined/required herein) within 48 hours of when inspections are performed.
	J. As-built survey per the requirements outlined in Specification 017123 “Surveying”. Survey shall be submitted in both digital (AutoCAD) and paper format.

	1.6 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
	A. Preparation required for the placement of material protection shall not be separately measured for payment.  Costs for preparation shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	B. Sampling and testing shall not be included in the measurement for payment.  These costs shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	C. Any materials rejected due to non-compliance with the requirements of this specification shall not be included in payment quantities and shall be disposed of off-site at the Subcontractor’s expense. All excess imported materials delivered and not u...
	D. Payment of unit price materials for excavation and engineered fill:
	1. Payment quantities for engineered fills and excavations shall be based on pre- and post-construction surveys, as specified in Specification 017123 “Surveying” and on the Contract Drawings. The Subcontractor shall be paid for the materials delivered...
	2. The volume of engineered fill for payment shall be calculated by comparing the Existing Grade Survey to the corresponding Final Subgrade Survey for any discrete segment of work.
	3. Excavation volumes shall be calculated by comparing the Existing Grade Survey to the corresponding Excavation Grade Survey for any discrete segment of work.
	4. For North Excavation Area, engineered fill volume will be paid in the same quantity as the excavation volume, determined as stated above.
	5. Any and all excavation, grading, and filling required for operations at the Primary Borrow Area shall be considered incidental to the payment quantities for engineered fill and excavation as stated above.

	E. Payment for earthen materials imported and used onsite (including rip-rap and aggregate fills) shall be documented and paid by truck delivery weight tickets.
	F. Payment for geotextiles shall be made based on the contract unit price and based on total surface area quantities of in-place material jointly measured and agreed upon by the Contractor and Subcontractor.
	G. Payment for topsoil shall be made at the contract unit price based on the surface area of topsoil coverage multiplied by a fixed 4-inch depth.  Surface areas shall be measured based on the Existing Grade Survey (for topsoil stockpiled from the Lowe...
	H. Payment for linear pipe removals shall be paid at the contract unit price and based on field measurements of the length of pipe removed made jointly and agreed upon by the Contractor and Subcontractor.

	1.7 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. The existing Lower Dam is an earthen structure constructed of fine-grained fill materials.  An existing access road, pump station and associated piping exist at the crest of the dam. A rock-lined emergency spillway channel exists along the southern...
	B. A number of existing utilities are present on and beyond the toe of the Lower Dam:
	1. Two (2) 18-inch diameter corrugated HDPE surface drain pipes and associated manhole risers, located in the flat area west of the toe of the dam on the north and south sides of the footprint.  These pipes are located relatively close to the ground s...
	2. An existing abandoned manhole structure, located immediately to the north of the existing access road that runs along the south side of the coal pile, near its terminus near Outfall No. 4.  This manhole is to be removed and excavation backfilled pr...
	3. A 6-inch diameter perforated subdrain, that collects seepage from the Lower Dam is located at the western edge of the flat area at the toe of the dam, and runs roughly parallel with the axis of the dam. The subdrain currently discharges to the afor...
	4. A 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe, which serves as a discharge from the existing pump station.  This pipe runs underneath the Lower Dam, is located near the center (of the axis) of the dam and outlets via NPDES Outfall #4 to the existing ...
	5. A 12-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe, which outlets immediately adjacent to the 36-inch RCP, at NPDES Outlet #4.  This pipe is to be grouted and abandoned as part of this project.
	6. Two (2) 8-inch diameter HDPE siphon pipes, that run just below the surface of the dam.  These pipes are to remain and shall be protected during construction and then abandoned by grouting after completion of construction.
	7. A 12-inch diameter HDPE force main, that first cross the Lower Dam at its crest near the emergency spillway, and then runs diagonally across the dam footprint.  This pipe is to remain and shall be protected during construction.
	8. A number of utilities currently lie within the footprint of the North Excavation Area.  These utilities will be relocated by the Owner prior to the start of construction.  The utilities will remain and shall be protected during construction.
	9. The Lower Dam incorporates a seepage collection system, consisting of a continuous sand drainage blanket that runs below the toe of the dam and below the flat bench area located to the west of the dam embankment proper.  Original dam construction d...

	C. Existing Subsurface Information:  A number of borings have been advanced at the site at various times and by various parties.  Logs and locations of these borings are provided within these Contract Documents, for informational purposes only.  The O...
	D. Primary Borrow Source:  The Owner has arranged a property located approximately 3 miles to the northwest of the project site to serve as the primary borrow source for engineered fill for this project. The property is located in the southeast quadra...

	1.8 GENERAL PROVISIONS
	A. Traffic: Minimize interference with adjoining roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied or used facilities during earthwork operations.
	1. Do not close or obstruct streets, walks, or other adjacent occupied or used facilities without permission from Owner and authorities having jurisdiction.
	2. Provide alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by Owner or authorities having jurisdiction.
	3. Coordinate with Owner regarding crossing of Owner-operated railroads.
	4. Provide flagmen, signage and other safety measures as required by the Contractor and/or Owner.

	B. Access to Adjoining Properties: Do not access properties other than the Owner’s unless directed by Engineer or Owner.
	C. Utility Locator Service: Notify the Indiana 811 service a minimum of 48 hours prior to beginning earthwork operations.  Locate and confirm clearance of all Owner utilities to be protected prior to the start of earthwork activities.
	D. Do not commence ground disturbance activities until the Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of an Indiana Rule 5 Permit has been issued by the regulating authority, and as directed by Contractor.
	E. Do not commence stream relocation or ground disturbance at the existing stream until the Regional General Permit No. 1, issued jointly by the United States Army Corps of Engineers and the Indiana Department of Environmental Management has been rece...
	F. Do not commence earthwork operations at the Dam Buttress location until the IDNR Dam modification permit has been received, and as directed by the Contractor.
	G. Do not commence earthwork operations until temporary site fencing and erosion- and sedimentation-control measures are in place.
	H. Do not commence earthwork operations until stream and plant-protection measures are in place.
	I. The following practices are prohibited within protection zones:
	1. Storage of construction materials, debris, or excavated material.
	2. Parking vehicles or equipment.
	3. Foot traffic.
	4. Erection of sheds or structures.
	5. Impoundment of water.
	6. Excavation or other digging unless otherwise indicated.
	7. Attachment of signs to or wrapping materials around trees or plants unless otherwise indicated.
	8. Do not direct vehicle or equipment exhaust towards protection zones.
	9. Prohibit heat sources, flames, ignition sources, and smoking within or near protection zones.

	J. UCoal Protection:U  Protect Owner’s coal yard and minimize contamination of coal materials with soil or other foreign matter to the greatest extent possible at all times.  No soils or aggregates shall be placed over coal surfaces, without prior app...


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 GENERAL
	A. Materials will either be imported from off-site or approved on-site materials, as required by this specification.  For engineered fills, the Subcontractor shall utilize the Primary Borrow Source to the maximum extent possible, and only utilize alte...
	B. Riprap materials and aggregate fills shall be durable, natural stone as specified herein. The sources from which the Subcontractor proposes to obtain the material shall be selected well in advance of the time when the material will be required in t...
	C. All materials damaged by the Subcontractor shall be replaced by the Subcontractor with like material approved by the Engineer, at the expense of the Subcontractor.

	2.2 RIPRAP
	A. Riprap shall be imported, clean, natural, crushed stone meeting the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 904.04, and of the size or gradation shown in the Contract Drawings.  A certification st...

	2.3 AGGREGATES
	A. Aggregate Fill shall consist of crushed natural stone materials that meet the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 904.03, Class A, Size No. 5.  A certification statement from the supplier shal...
	B. Aggregates used for other miscellaneous applications (such as stabilized construction entrances, truck washdown stations, etc.) shall meet the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 904.03, Class...

	2.4 ENGINEERED FILL
	A. Engineered Fill shall be sourced from the Primary Borrow Source and shall meet the following criteria:
	1. Unified Soil Classification System categories GP, GW, GM, SP, SW, SM, ML, CL-ML, and CL.
	2. Capable of producing a maximum compacted dry density of at least 100 pounds per cubic foot, as verified by the Standard Proctor Test (ASTM D 698).
	3. Free of organic matter, excess moisture, debris, or other deleterious material.
	4. Maximum particle size within engineered fill shall be 4-inches.
	5. Have organic content not exceeding 8%.
	6. Be free of fly ash, bottom ash, or other coal combustion residual (CCR) materials.
	7. Shall be free of environmentally impacted materials.


	2.5 GEOTEXTILES
	A. Unless otherwise indicated, geotextiles shall be non-woven material, meeting the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 918.02.
	B. Silt fence materials shall meet the requirements of the project Rule 5 SWP3 permit.

	2.6 TOPSOIL
	A. Topsoil shall meet the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 914.01 or the requirements of the project Rule 5 SWP3 permit, whichever are more stringent.
	B. Topsoil shall be generally friable, pervious, and black or a darker shade of brown in appearance; reasonably free of subsoil, clay lumps, gravel, and other objects larger than 35T2 inches35T in diameter; and free of grass, weeds, roots, toxic mater...

	2.7 SEEDING
	A. Final grass seeding, fertilizer, and mulch shall meet the requirements of the project Rule 5 SWP3 permit.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 GENERAL
	A. All materials shall be placed to the lines and grades as shown on the Contract Drawings.
	B. Survey controls required for placement shall be established by an Indiana licensed professional surveyor retained by the Subcontractor.
	C. Subcontractor shall continuously coordinate with Owner, such that construction operations can occur efficiently and do not obstruct Owner operations on the adjacent coal pile
	D. Controls shall be established based on the vertical and horizontal reference systems presented on the Contract Drawings, unless otherwise specified. The project baseline or baseline offset shall be visibly established either by staking and project ...
	E. No staging at the crest of the Lower Dam (except as noted below) or on or directly adjacent to the coal pile will be allowed.  All staging shall be at the toe of the dam in areas that are cleared of trees (by Owner) upon mobilization, or on the soi...
	1. Temporary staging of excavation spoils in the North Excavation Area in the area directly to the south of the excavation (within the limits of the pond but no less than 30 ft from the limit of the open excavation) shall be allowed, as approved by th...

	F. All excavations shall be maintained in a dry condition and with stable sideslopes to allow safe working conditions in accordance with OSHA requirements for protective systems (29 CFR 1926.652), any local standards, and per Owner requirements. Subco...
	G. The Subcontractor shall provide all necessary shoring, sheeting, bracing, barricades and warning devices as required by the referenced standards and as required by the contract documents and to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
	H. Protect and maintain temporary erosion and sedimentation controls throughout construction.  The limits of disturbance of the existing jurisdictional stream, as shown on the Contract Drawings, shall be rigorously adhered to throughout construction.
	I. Tolerances
	1. Grading and excavations shall be completed to within a tolerance of +/- 0.10 feet of the elevations shown in the Contract Drawings, but shall not be uniformly high or low.
	2. Grading and excavations shall be performed to within a horizontal tolerance of +/- 1 ft in plan.
	3. The surface of permanent sloping ground shall not be shallower than shown in the Contract Drawings and no steeper than 0.25% relative to the slopes shown on the Contract Drawings.


	3.2 PREPARATION
	A. Prior to the start of earthwork activities, the Subcontractor shall become thoroughly familiar with the Site, the Site conditions, and all portions of the work falling within this Section.
	B. The Subcontractor shall carefully inspect the completed work of other sections that may be in conflict with the work of this section, and verify that all work is complete to the point where the work covered by this Section may commence.
	C. Any conflicts or concerns with work completed that may affect earthwork should be brought to the Engineer’s attention in writing.
	D. The Subcontractor shall identify, flag, and protect all utilities prior to the start of earthwork operations.
	E. Protect structures, utilities, pavements, and other facilities from damage caused by settlement, lateral movement, undermining, washout, and other hazards created by earthwork operations.
	F. Protect and maintain the existing jurisdictional stream outside the limits of disturbance shown on the Contract Drawings.
	G. Protect subgrades and foundation soils from freezing temperatures and frost. Remove temporary protection and any frozen soils before placing subsequent materials.

	3.3 TEMPORARY EROSION CONTROL AND STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
	A. All temporary erosion and sedimentation control measures to prevent soil erosion and discharge of soil-bearing water runoff or airborne dust, as specified in Section 311000 (Site Clearing) shall be in place prior to beginning earthwork activities.
	B. Protect, regularly inspect and maintain erosion and sedimentation controls during all earthwork operations, in accordance with the Stormwater Pollution and Prevention Plan (SWP3) developed as part of the Rule 5 Permit for this project.

	3.4 DEWATERING
	A. Prevent surface water and ground water from entering excavations, from ponding on prepared subgrades, and from flooding Project site and surrounding area.
	B. Protect subgrades from softening, undermining, washout, and damage by rain or water accumulation.
	1. Reroute surface water runoff away from excavated areas. Do not allow water to accumulate in excavations. Do not use excavated trenches as temporary drainage ditches.


	3.5 EXPLOSIVES
	A. Explosives: Do not use explosives.

	3.6 EXCAVATION, GENERAL
	A. Excavate to the lines, grades and elevations indicated on the Contract Drawings.
	B. Satisfactory materials obtained from the North Excavation Area may be reused to backfill the excavations, if the materials meet the requirements for Engineered fill materials, and if approved by the Engineer.  Excavations spoils may not be reused f...
	C. In areas denoted on the Contract Drawings where excavation will be required, the Subcontractor shall separate all materials that are to be reused.  Unsatisfactory and excess materials shall be disposed of on site at a location(s) approved by the Ow...
	D. Subcontractor shall shape, temporarily shore, slope, etc. all excavations to provide safe working conditions, per OSHA 29 CFR 1926.652.
	E. Upon achieving the final excavation grades, the Subcontractor shall provide a 48 hour notice to the Engineer before placement of backfill materials, to allow the Engineer’s inspection of the excavation subgrade. Backfilling operations shall not com...

	3.7 EXCAVATION FOR PLANT AND TREE PROTECTION AREAS
	A. Excavate by hand or with an air spade to indicated lines, cross sections, elevations, and subgrades. If excavating by hand, use narrow-tine spading forks to comb soil and expose roots. Do not break, tear, or chop exposed roots. Do not use mechanica...

	3.8 EXCAVATION – NORTH EXCAVATION AREA
	A. Mass excavations in the North Excavation Area shall be to the lines and grades shown in the Contract Drawings, and in accordance with the requirements of this section.
	B. Spoils resulting from the excavation that cannot be reused as backfill shall be hauled and unloaded at an area designated by the Owner located at the Upper Ash Pond.  Unloading operations shall be coordinated with the Owner.

	3.9 EXCAVATION FOR UTILITY TRENCHES
	A. Excavate trenches to indicated gradients, lines, depths, and elevations.
	1. Beyond structure perimeter, excavate trenches to allow installation of top of pipe below frost line.

	B. Excavate trenches to uniform widths to provide the following clearance on each side of pipe or conduit. Excavate trench walls vertically from trench bottom to 35T12 inches35T higher than top of pipe or conduit unless otherwise indicated.
	1. Clearance: 35T12 inches35T each side of pipe or conduit, unless indicated otherwise on the Contract Drawings.

	C. Trench Bottoms: Excavate and shape trench bottoms to provide uniform bearing and support of pipes and conduit. Shape subgrade to provide continuous support for bells, joints, and barrels of pipes and for joints, fittings, and bodies of conduits. Re...
	1. For pipes and conduit less than 35T6 inches35T in nominal diameter, hand-excavate trench bottoms and support pipe and conduit on an undisturbed subgrade.
	2. For pipes and conduit 6 inches or larger in nominal diameter, shape bottom of trench to support bottom 90 degrees of pipe or conduit circumference. Fill depressions with tamped granular backfill.
	3. For flat-bottomed, multiple-duct conduit units, hand-excavate trench bottoms and support conduit on an undisturbed subgrade.
	4. Excavate trenches 6 inches deeper than elevation required in rock or other unyielding bearing material to allow for bedding course.


	3.10 STORAGE OF SOIL MATERIALS
	A. Stockpile borrow soil materials and excavated satisfactory soil materials without intermixing. Place, grade, seal, and shape stockpiles to drain surface water and to maintain moisture content of soils at or near their optimum moisture content. Cove...
	1. Stockpile materials only in areas approved by the Owner and Contractor.  No stockpiling along slopes, at the crest of the dam (except as specified herein), on existing coal surfaces, or within 30 ft of open excavations shall be allowed.  Do not sto...


	3.11 GENERAL BACKFILL REQUIREMENTS
	A. Material shall not be placed in any fill zone until the subgrade of that zone has been suitably prepared, and has been approved by the Engineer.
	B. Areas where fill is to be placed shall be clean, and free of standing water, ice, frozen ground, vegetation or soft zones.
	C. The subgrade for all fill shall be prepared by leveling and rolling, where applicable, so that the surface materials of the subgrade will be compact and well-bonded with the first layer of fill.  Any areas which are noted to pump, deflect, or be un...
	D. When constructing fill against sloping ground, the slope shall be properly benched to ensure that the new fill is keyed into the existing slope.  Cuts or benches made in existing slopes shall have backslopes no steeper than 1.5 Horizontal to 1 Vert...
	E. Under no circumstance shall backfill be placed on peat, marsh deposits or any other organic strata.  Backfill shall not be placed on a frozen sub-grade and frozen materials shall not be placed as backfill.
	F. Place all backfill to the configurations given in the Contract Drawings.  Backfill for all excavations and other areas where grading is proposed, shall be placed to grades and elevations that match pre-construction grades, unless shown otherwise on...
	G. Compact backfill in lifts as required in this specification.
	H. Make grade changes gradual.  Blend slopes into level areas.

	3.12 UTILITY TRENCH BACKFILL
	A. Place granular backfill on subgrades free of mud, frost, snow, or ice.
	B. Place and compact granular backfill on trench bottoms and where indicated. Shape bedding course to provide continuous support for bells, joints, and barrels of pipes and for joints, fittings, and bodies of conduits.
	C. Bedding:
	1. Place the specified granular backfill bedding under and around all piping, manholes, and similar structures.
	2. Where minimum thickness of the bedding layer under structures is not otherwise specified or shown in the Contract Drawings, maintain not less than 3 inches.


	3.13 FILL PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS
	A. General
	1. Place and compact materials in continuous layers to the compacted thicknesses as listed below.  Scarify the compacted layer before placing the next layer of fill.
	2. Unless otherwise noted, compaction requirements given herein are referenced to ASTM D 698 Standard Proctor Testing.
	3. Compaction lift thicknesses are considered to be loose measure condition, prior to compaction.  Lift thicknesses given herein are maximums.

	B. Engineered Fill
	1. Place engineered fill soil materials in layers not more than 8-inches thick in loose depth for material compacted by full-size, heavy compaction equipment and not more than 4 inches in loose depth for material compacted by miniature or hand-operate...
	2. Compact to 95% of maximum dry density and within minus 3% and plus 3% of optimum moisture, as determined by Standard Proctor Testing.
	3. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or engineered fill soil layer before compaction to within 3 percent of optimum moisture content.
	4. Remove and replace, or scarify and air dry, otherwise satisfactory soil material that exceeds specified moisture requirements or that cannot be compacted to specified dry unit weight.

	C. Aggregate Fill
	1. Aggregate Fill shall be placed in layers not more than 8-inches thick in loose depth for material compacted by heavy compaction equipment and not more than 4 inches in loose depth for material compacted by hand-operated equipment.   Compact utilizi...

	D. Riprap
	1. Place riprap to produce a well-graded mass of rock with the minimum practicable percentage of voids and to the lines and grades shown on the Contract Drawings.
	2. The riprap materials shall be constructed and placed so that all materials are interlocked and will not allow for materials to dislodge.
	3. A uniform distribution of the various sizes of stones throughout the mass shall be achieved by controlled dumping of successive loads during final placing, or by other methods of placement which will produce the specified results.

	E. Geotextile Placement
	1. Place geotextile fabric as shown on the Contract Drawings.  Achieve a minimum 12-inch overlap between adjacent geotextile fabric seams.  Do not drive heavy equipment directly on exposed and unprotected geotextile.


	3.14 GRADING
	A. General: Uniformly grade areas to a smooth surface, free of irregular surface changes. Comply with compaction requirements and grade to cross sections, lines, and elevations indicated.
	1. Provide a smooth transition between adjacent existing grades and new grades.
	2. Cut out soft spots, fill low spots, and trim high spots to comply with required surface tolerances.

	B. Site Rough Grading: Slope temporary grades to direct water away from active work areas or finished work.

	3.15 TOPSOIL, SEEDING AND MULCHING
	A. In areas where it isn’t indicated on the Contract Drawings, the minimum topsoil thickness shall be 4-inches thick or greater.
	B. Prior to vegetation, the Subcontractor shall adequately test the soils to be vegetated to ensure compliance with the requirements of the project Rule 5 SWP3 permit.
	C. Prepare soils to receive seeding by loosening surface to a minimum depth of 4-inches.  In areas where repeated access by heavy equipment or trucks has caused compaction, loosen the soil to a depth of 12-inches.  Remove stones, roots, sticks, rubbis...
	D. Establish a smooth, healthy, uniform, close stand of grass in all areas disturbed by construction activities.
	E. Place, develop, and maintain seed, fertilizer, and mulch in accordance with the requirements of the project Rule 5 SWP3 permit.

	3.16 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Prequalification Test Samples:  The Subcontractor shall obtain and provide 50-lb samples of borrow materials that are proposed to be used as Engineered Fill at a frequency of one sample per 10,000 cubic yards of in-place fill volume.  Additional sa...
	B. The Contractor will perform the following battery of tests on each sample received:  Moisture content (ASTM D 2216), Particle Size Analysis (ASTM D 422), Atterberg Limits Test (ASTM D 4318), Standard Proctor Compaction Test (ASTM D 698).
	C. Engineered Fill Compaction Testing: The Contractor will monitor earthworks and document the acceptability of all fill materials for conformance with the Specifications, as follows:
	1. The Contractor will be responsible for compaction testing of all Engineered fill materials using nuclear densitometer methods (ASTM D 6938).
	2. Compaction Testing Frequency:  Minimum of 1 test per soil lift per 10,000 square feet of fill area (in plan).  Minimum of 1 test per lift per 50 ft of trench length for trenches.
	3. The Contractor will keep a daily record of compaction activities, depicting the limits where fills were placed on that day, locations of compaction tests, and results of compaction tests showing measured dry density and water content, and percent o...
	4. If tests indicate Work does not meet specified requirements, Subcontractor shall remove and replace or re-compact.

	D. USurveysU:  Quality control surveys shall be completed on a continuous basis. The survey shall encompass the previous day’s construction to the maximum extent practical and to verify construction is being built within the drawing grades, control po...
	E. URecordsU: A copy of all records of inspection, as well as the records of corrective action taken, shall be submitted to the Engineer within 24 hours of the day’s activities.

	3.17 PROTECTION
	A. The existing Lower Dam sand drainage blanket shall be protected at all times during the course of the project.  Movement of haul trucks and equipment, and fill placement sequencing shall be such that rutting or other surface disturbance is eliminat...
	B. Protecting Graded Areas: Protect newly graded areas from traffic, freezing, and erosion. Keep free of trash and debris.
	C. Repair and reestablish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially completed surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or where they lose compaction due to subsequent construction operations or weather conditions.
	1. Scarify or remove and replace soil material to depth as directed by Engineer; reshape and recompact.
	2. If damage occurs to work areas due to a lower tier Subcontractor’s actions, the Subcontractor shall make all repairs and replacements necessary, as determined by the Engineer, at no additional cost to Owner.

	D. Where settling occurs before Project correction period elapses, remove finished surfacing, backfill with additional soil material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing.
	1. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of finished surfacing to match adjacent work, and eliminate evidence of restoration to greatest extent possible.


	3.18 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS
	A. Remove surplus satisfactory soil and waste materials, including unsatisfactory soil, trash, and debris, and legally dispose of them off Owner's property, unless otherwise approved by the Owner or Engineer.  .
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes work associated with abandoning existing utilities that are indicated to be abandoned by grouting in the Contract Drawings.
	B. References: ASTM International
	1. ASTM C150 - Standard Specification for Portland Cement
	2. ASTM C494 - Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures for Concrete
	3. ASTM C618 - Standard Specification for Coal Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use in Concrete
	4. ASTM C937 - Standard Specification for Grout Fluidifier for Preplaced-Aggregate Concrete
	5. ASTM C940 - Standard Test Method for Expansion and Bleeding of Freshly Mixed Grouts for Preplaced-Aggregate Concrete in the Laboratory
	6. ASTM C1017 - Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures for Use in Producing Flowing Concrete
	7. ASTM C1107 – Standard Specification for Packaged Dry, Hydraulic-Cement Grout (Non-shrink)

	C. Related Requirements:
	1. Section 311000 “Site Clearing” for requirements pertaining to utility location and preparation of site areas prior to initiating abandonment procedures.
	2. Section 312000 “Earthwork” for requirements pertaining to stockpiling, backfilling and placement of soil fill and aggregate materials.


	1.3 DEFINITIONS
	A. See Specification 013113 “Project Coordination” for Project Roles and Responsibilities.
	B. UPipeline U- a conduit used to enclose a flowing body of water.
	C. UAbandonmentU - Abandonment consists of completely filling pipelines with grout, such that no flow or seepage can discharge through them.
	D. UFlowable FillU - Flowable fill (abandonment grout) shall be a controlled low-strength material consisting of a fluid mixture of cement, fly ash, aggregate, water and with admixtures as necessary to provide workable properties.  Placement of flowab...
	E. UBallastU - Large aggregate either replaced with voids subsequently filled with flowable fill injected by grouting method; or in areas with open access, placed individually and sequentially at same time as flowable fill placement.

	1.4 SUBMITTALS
	A. At least 15 days prior to commencing abandonment activities, submit plan for abandonment, describing proposed grouting sequence, bypass pumping requirements and plugging, if any, and other information pertinent to completion of work.
	B. Technical information for equipment and operational procedures, including projected slurry injection rate, grout pressure, method of controlling grout pressure, bulkhead and vent design, and number of stages of grout application.
	C. Flowable fill mix design report shall include the following:
	1. Flowable fill type and production method: Describe whether fill will be mixed to final proportions and consistency in batch plant or if constituents will be combined in transit mixer at placement location.
	2. Fill densities and viscosities, including wet density and flowability at point of placement.
	3. Compressive strength.


	1.5 FIELD CONDITIONS
	A. A number of existing utilities are present on and beyond the toe of the Lower Dam:
	1. Two (2) 18-inch diameter corrugated HDPE surface drain pipes and associated manhole risers, located in the flat area west of the toe of the dam on the north and south sides of the footprint. These pipes are located relatively close to the ground su...
	2. A 6-inch diameter perforated subdrain, that collects seepage from the Lower Dam is located at the western edge of the flat area at the toe of the dam, and runs roughly parallel with the axis of the dam. The subdrain currently discharges to the afor...
	3. A 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe, which serves as a discharge from the existing pump station. This pipe runs underneath the Lower Dam, is located near the center (of the axis) of the dam and outlets via NPDES Outfall #4 to the existing j...
	4. A 12-inch diameter corrugated metal pipe, which outlets immediately adjacent to the 36-inch RCP, at NPDES Outlet #4. This pipe is to be grouted and abandoned as part of this project.
	5. Two (2) 8-inch diameter HDPE siphon pipes, that run just below the surface of the dam.  These pipes are to remain and shall be protected during construction, and then abandoned by grouting after completion of construction.
	6. A 12-inch diameter HDPE force main, that first cross the Lower Dam at its crest near the emergency spillway, and then runs diagonally across the dam footprint. This pipe is to remain and shall be protected during construction.
	7. A number of utilities currently lie within the footprint of the North Excavation Area. These utilities will be relocated by the Owner prior to the start of construction. The relocated utilities will run parallel to and along the outside edge of the...


	1.6 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
	A. Preparation required for the placement of material protection shall not be separately measured for payment.  Costs for preparation shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	B. Sampling and testing shall not be included in the measurement for payment.  These costs shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	C. Any materials rejected due to non-compliance with the requirements of this specification shall not be included in payment quantities and shall be disposed of off-site at the Subcontractor’s expense. All excess imported materials delivered and not u...
	D. Payment for all abandonment shall be paid at the contract unit price and based on the measured quantity of grout placed by the Subcontractor and accepted by the Contractor.

	1.7 Delivery, Handling, and Storage
	A. All materials shall be stored in designated laydown areas, as approved by the Owner.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 FLOWABLE FILL
	A. Design Mix Criteria
	Provide design of one or more mixes to meet design criteria and conditions for placement.  Present information in mix design report including the following:
	1. Cement: ASTM C150 Type I or II.  Volume and weight per cubic yard of fill.  Provide minimum cement content of 100 pounds per cubic yard.
	2. Fly ash: ASTM C618 Class C or F.  Volume and weight per cubic yard of fill.  Provide minimum fly ash content of 200 pounds per cubic yard.
	3. Potable water: Volume and weight per cubic yard of fill.  Amount of water determined by mix design testing.
	4. Aggregate gradation: 100 percent passing 3/8-inch sieve and not more than 10 percent passing No. 200 sieve.  Mix design report shall define pilot gradation based on the following sieve sizes: 3/8-inch, Nos. 4, 8, 16, 30, 50, 100, and 200.  Do not d...
	5. Aggregate source material: Screened or crushed aggregate, pit or bank-run fine gravels or sand, or crushed concrete.  If crushed concrete is used, add at least 30 percent of natural aggregate to provide workability.
	6. Admixtures: Use admixtures meeting ASTM C494 and ASTM C1017 as needed to improve pumpability, to control time of set, and reduce bleeding.
	7. Fluidifier: Use fluidifier meeting ASTM C937 as necessary to hold solid constituents in suspension.  Add shrinkage compensator if necessary.
	8. Performance additive: Use flowable fill performance additive, such as Darafill or approved equivalent, to control fill properties.

	B. Flowable Fill Requirements
	1. Unconfined compressive strength: minimum 75 psi and maximum 150 psi at 56 days as determined based on an average of three tests for same placement. Present at least three acceptable strength tests for proposed mix design in mix design report.
	2. Placement characteristics: self-leveling.
	3. Shrinkage characteristics: non-shrink.
	4. Water bleeding for fill to be placed by grouting method in pipelines: not to exceed 2 percent according to ASTM C940.
	5. Minimum wet density: 90 pounds per cubic foot.


	2.2 BALLAST
	A. Ballast Material: Natural rock or concrete pieces with minimum size equal to at least 10 times maximum aggregate size of flowable fill and maximum dimension of 24 inches. Maximum dimension shall not be more than 20 percent of minimum dimension of s...
	B. Ballast Composition: Free of regulated waste material.

	2.3 EQUIPMENT
	A. All grout shall be mixed with a high shear, high-energy colloidal type mixer to achieve uniform density.
	B. The grout shall be pumped with a non-pulsating centrifugal or tri-plex pump.
	C. The mixer shall be capable of continuous mixing.  Batch mixing shall not be permitted.

	2.4 PLUGS
	A. Grout Plugs: Cement-based dry-pack grout conforming to ASTM C1107, Grade B or C.
	B. Manufactured Plug: Commercially available plug or cap specifically designed and manufactured to be used with pipeline being abandoned.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 PREPARATION
	A. Submit and obtain approval of flowable fill mix design reports and other submittals required prior to start of placement.  Notify Resident Engineer at least 24 hours in advance of grouting with flowable fill.
	B. Select flowable fill placement equipment and follow procedures with sufficient safety and care to avoid damage to existing underground utilities and structures.  Operate equipment at a pressure that will not distort or imperil any portion of the wo...
	C. Perform any proposed demolition work prior to starting flowable fill placement. Clean pipeline of debris that may hinder flowable fill placement. Remove excessive amounts of sludge and other substances that may degrade performance of flowable fill....
	D. Remove free water prior to starting flowable fill placement.

	3.2 EQUIPMENT
	A. Mix flowable fill in automated batch plant and deliver it to site in ready-mix trucks.  Performance additives may be added at placement site if required by mix design.
	B. Use concrete or grout pumps capable of continuous delivery at planned placement rate.
	C. Provide devices acceptable to the Contractor that measure the volume of grout that is pumped for abandoning utilities.

	3.3 INSTALLATION
	A. Grouting shall be performed by a crew under the direct supervision of a superintendent that has experience in grouting of this nature.
	B. Storage, mixing, handling and placement shall be in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and specifications.
	C. Abandon only those pipelines so indicated on the Contract Drawings. Abandon pipelines by completely filling with flowable fill.  Abandon manholes and other structures by filling with flowable fill, together with ballast as applicable, within depth ...
	D. Place flowable fill-to-fill volume between manholes. Continuously place flowable fill from end to end with no intermediate pour points, but not exceeding 500 feet in length.
	E. Have filling operation performed by experienced crews with equipment to monitor density of flowable fill and to control pressure.
	F. Pump flowable fill through bulkheads constructed for placement of two 2-inch PVC pipes or use other suitable construction methods to contain flowable fill in pipelines to be abandoned.  These pipes will act as injection points or vents for placemen...
	G. Place flowable fill under pressure flow conditions into properly vented open system until flowable fill emerges from vent pipes. Pump flowable fill with sufficient pressure to overcome friction and to fill pipeline from downstream end, to discharge...
	H. Inject flowable fill through replaced ballast using grouting equipment and series of grout pipes discharging at bottom of placement, allowing fill to rise through ballast, effectively filling all voids. Alternatively, sequentially place individual ...
	I. Remediate placement of flowable fill that does not fill voids in pipeline, or where voids develop due to excessive shrinkage or bleeding of fill, by using pressure grouting either from inside pipeline or from surface.
	J. Plug each end of pipeline being abandoned.
	K. Collect and dispose of excess flowable fill material and other debris.

	3.4 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Provide batch plant tickets for each truck delivery of flowable fill.  Note on tickets addition of admixtures at site.
	B. Check flow characteristics and workability of fill as placement proceeds.
	C. Obtain at least three test cylinders for each placement area for determination of 56-day compressive strength and bleeding.  Acceptance of placement will be based on average strength of three tests.
	D. Record volume of ballast together with flowable fill placement for the same space to demonstrate that voids have been filled.

	3.5 PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
	A. Provide safe working conditions for employees throughout demolition and removal operations.  Observe safety requirements for work below grade.
	B. Maintain safe access to adjacent property and buildings.  Do not obstruct roadways or passageways adjacent to work.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. Section includes the following, for use in construction of proposed Outfall No. 4 pipe extension and other miscellaneous piping systems shown in the Contract Drawings:
	1. Pipe and fittings.
	2. Encasement for piping.
	3. Cleanouts.
	4. Pipe outlets.

	1.2 ACTION SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For each type of product indicated.

	1.3 SUBMITTALS
	A. Coordination Drawings: Show pipe sizes, locations, and elevations. Show other piping in same trench and clearances from storm drainage system piping. Indicate interface and spatial relationship between piping and proximate structures.
	B. Product Certificates: For each type of pipe and fitting, from manufacturer.
	C. Field quality-control reports.

	1.4 PROJECT CONDITIONS
	A. Interruption of Existing Storm Drainage Service: Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others, unless permitted under the following conditions and then only after arranging to provide temporary utility services accordin...
	1. Notify Engineer not less than one week in advance of proposed utility interruptions.
	2. Coordinate continuously with Owner with respect to plant operations when initiating and during construction of 36-inch RCP Outfall No. 4 pipe extension.
	3. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without Engineer’s written permission.

	1.5 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
	A. Preparation required for the placement of material protection shall not be separately measured for payment.  Costs for preparation shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	B. Sampling and testing shall not be included in the measurement for payment.  These costs shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	C. Any materials rejected due to non-compliance with the requirements of this specification shall not be included in payment quantities and shall be disposed of off-site at the Subcontractor’s expense. All excess imported materials delivered and not u...
	D. Payment for all piping shall be paid at the contract unit price and based on field measurements of the length of pipe installed, made jointly and agreed upon by the Contractor and Subcontractor.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 PIPE AND FITTINGS
	A. Reinforced-Concrete Sewer Pipe and Fittings: 35TASTM C 7635T47T.
	1. Bell-and-spigot ends and gasketed joints with 35TASTM C 44335T, rubber gaskets.
	2. Class V, Wall B.
	B. PVC Gravity Sewer Piping:
	1. Pipe and Fittings: ASTM F 679, T-1 wall thickness, PVC gravity sewer pipe with bell-and-spigot ends and with integral ASTM F 477, elastomeric seals for gasketed joints.

	2.2 CONCRETE
	A. General: Cast-in-place concrete according to ACI 318 and the following:
	1. Cement: ASTM C 150, Type II.
	2. Fine Aggregate: ASTM C 33, sand.
	3. Coarse Aggregate: ASTM C 33, crushed gravel.
	4. Water: Potable.
	B. Portland Cement Design Mix: 35T3000 psi35T minimum, with 0.45 maximum water/cementitious materials ratio.
	1. Reinforcing Fabric: ASTM A 185, steel, welded wire fabric, plain.
	2. Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A 615, Grade 60 deformed steel.

	2.3 PIPE OUTLETS
	A. Head Walls: Provide precast concrete end section, meeting requirements of Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Drawing No. E 715-PCES-01.
	B. Riprap Basins:  Riprap shall be imported, clean, natural, crushed stone meeting the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 904.04(c),


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EARTHWORK
	A. Excavation, trenching, and backfilling are specified in Section 312000 "Earthwork."

	3.2 PIPING INSTALLATION
	A. General Locations and Arrangements: Drawing plans and details indicate general location and arrangement of underground storm drainage piping. Location and arrangement of piping layout take into account design considerations. Install piping as indic...
	B. Install piping beginning at low point, true to grades and alignment indicated with unbroken continuity of invert. Place bell ends of piping facing upstream. Install gaskets, seals, sleeves, and couplings according to manufacturer's written instruct...
	C. Install proper size increasers, reducers, and couplings where different sizes or materials of pipes and fittings are connected. Reducing size of piping in direction of flow is prohibited.
	D. Install gravity-flow, non-pressure drainage piping according to the following:
	1. Install piping pitched down in direction of flow.
	2. Install piping 35TNPS 635T47T (DN 150)47T and larger with restrained joints at tee fittings and at changes in direction. Use corrosion-resistant rods, pipe or fitting manufacturer's proprietary restraint system, or cast-in-place concrete supports o...
	3. Install piping with 35T36-inch35T minimum cover, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.
	4. Install reinforced-concrete sewer piping according to ASTM C 1479 and ACPA's "Concrete Pipe Installation Manual."

	3.3 PIPE JOINT CONSTRUCTION
	A. Join gravity-flow, non-pressure drainage piping according to the following:
	1. Join reinforced-concrete sewer piping according to ACPA's "Concrete Pipe Installation Manual" for rubber-gasketed joints, and as shown on the Contract Drawings.

	3.4 CONCRETE PLACEMENT
	A. Place cast-in-place concrete according to ACI 318.

	3.5 CONNECTIONS
	A. Make connections to existing piping and underground manholes.
	1. Use concrete that will attain a minimum 28-day compressive strength of 35T3000 psi35T unless otherwise indicated.
	2. Use epoxy-bonding compound as interface between new and existing concrete and piping materials.
	3. Protect existing piping, manholes, and structures to prevent concrete or debris from entering while making tap connections. Remove debris or other extraneous material that may accumulate.
	B. Use nonpressure-type flexible couplings where required to join gravity-flow, nonpressure sewer piping unless otherwise indicated.

	3.6 IDENTIFICATION
	A. Materials and their installation are specified in Section 312000 "Earthwork". Arrange for installation of green warning tape directly over piping and at outside edge of underground structures.

	3.7 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Inspect interior of piping to determine whether line displacement or other damage has occurred. Inspect after approximately 35T24 inches35T of backfill is in place, and again at completion of Project.
	1. Submit separate reports for each system inspection.
	2. Defects requiring correction include the following:
	a. Alignment: Less than full diameter of inside of pipe is visible between structures.
	b. Deflection: Flexible piping with deflection that prevents passage of ball or cylinder of size not less than 92.5 percent of piping diameter.
	c. Damage: Crushed, broken, cracked, or otherwise damaged piping.
	d. Infiltration: Water leakage into piping.
	e. Exfiltration: Water leakage from or around piping.

	3. Replace defective piping using new materials, and repeat inspections until defects are within allowances specified.
	4. Reinspect and repeat procedure until results are satisfactory.
	B.  Test new piping systems, and parts of existing systems that have been altered, extended, or repaired, for leaks and defects.
	1. Do not enclose, cover, or put into service before inspection and approval.
	2. Test completed piping systems according to requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.
	3. Schedule tests and inspections by authorities having jurisdiction with at least 24 hours' advance notice.
	4. Submit separate report for each test.
	5. Gravity-Flow Storm Drainage Piping: Test according to requirements of authorities having jurisdiction, and UNI-B-6.
	C. Leaks constitute defects that must be repaired.
	D. Replace leaking piping using new materials, and repeat testing until leakage is within allowances specified or to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
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	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1 SUMMARY
	A. Section Includes:
	1. Underdrain pipe for use in collecting the existing 6-inch perforated seepage collection drain of the dam, and extending the discharge from this existing system beyond the toe of the proposed soil buttress.
	2. Geotextile filter fabrics.


	1.2 SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data: For geotextile filter fabrics and underdrain pipe.

	1.3 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
	A. Preparation required for the placement of material protection shall not be separately measured for payment.  Costs for preparation shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	B. Sampling and testing shall not be included in the measurement for payment.  These costs shall be considered incidental to the unit price.
	C. Any materials rejected due to non-compliance with the requirements of this specification shall not be included in payment quantities and shall be disposed of off-site at the Subcontractor’s expense. All excess imported materials delivered and not u...
	D. Payment for all piping shall be paid at the contract unit price and based on field measurements of the length of pipe installed, made jointly and agreed upon by the Contractor and Subcontractor.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1 PIPE AND FITTINGS
	A. Underdrain pipe shall be solid wall corrugated polyethylene pipe, meeting the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 907.17(b).
	B. Cleanouts: PVC body with PVC threaded plug. Include PVC sewer pipe fitting and riser to cleanout of same material as sewer piping.

	2.2 SOIL MATERIALS
	A. Soil materials are specified in Section 312000 "Earthwork."

	2.3 GEOTEXTILES
	A. Unless otherwise indicated, geotextiles used shall be non-woven material, meeting the requirements of the 2016 Indiana Department of Transportation Standard Specifications, Item 918.03.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EARTHWORK
	A. Excavating, trenching, and backfilling are specified in Section 312000 "Earthwork."

	3.2 PIPING INSTALLATION
	A. Install piping beginning at low points of system, true to grades and alignment indicated, with unbroken continuity of invert. Bed piping with full bearing in filtering material. Install gaskets, seals, sleeves, and couplings according to manufactur...
	1. Install piping with uniform slope and with a minimum cover of 34T36 inches34T45T, 45Tunless otherwise indicated.
	2. Excavate recesses in trench bottom for bell ends of pipe. Lay pipe with bells facing upslope and with spigot end entered fully into adjacent bell.

	B. Use increasers, reducers, and couplings made for different sizes or materials of pipes and fittings being connected. Reduction of pipe size in direction of flow is prohibited.
	C. Install thermoplastic piping according to ASTM D 2321.

	3.3 PIPE JOINT CONSTRUCTION
	A. Join pipe and fittings with couplings according to ASTM D 3212 with loose banded, coupled, or push-on joints.

	3.4 CLEANOUT INSTALLATION
	A. Cleanouts for underdrains:
	1. Install cleanouts from piping to grade. Locate cleanouts at beginning of piping run, at a minimum spacing of 200 ft along piping runs,  and at changes in direction. Install fittings so cleanouts open in direction of flow in piping.
	2. Use 34TNPS 634T45T (DN 150)45T PVC pipe and fittings for piping branch fittings and riser extensions to cleanout.  Set cleanout frames and covers in a cast-in-place concrete anchor, 34T12 by 12 by 4 inches34T deep. Set top of cleanout 34T1 inch34T ...


	3.5 CONNECTIONS
	A. Comply with requirements for piping specified in Section 334100 "Storm Utility Drainage Piping." Contract Drawings indicate general arrangement of piping, fittings, and specialties.

	3.6 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	A. Tests and Inspections:
	1. After installing drainage course to top of piping, test drain piping with water to ensure free flow before backfilling.
	2. Remove obstructions, replace damaged components, and repeat test until results are satisfactory.

	B. Drain piping will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.
	C. Prepare test and inspection reports.

	3.7 CLEANING
	A. Clear interior of installed piping and structures of dirt and other superfluous material as work progresses. Maintain swab or drag in piping and pull past each joint as it is completed. Place plugs in ends of uncompleted pipe at end of each day or ...
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